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LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY PERIODICAL TITLE

1. A.M.G. Wild west boys: volume one. Mizer, Bob, photographer. Los Angeles: Athletic Model Guild
(A.M.G.), [1984]. [48p] including covers 8.5x11 inches, b&w and color explicit male nudes, very good
glossy magazine in stapled color pictorial wraps. Stud Series. Magazine. (#193328)
$45.00
A collection of Mizer physique-style photos only more explicit full-frontal nudity, the men dressed in
cowpoke fetish accessories, 10-gallon hats, six-shooters, leather etc. Quite a few Chicano and Hispanic
American models.
ACT UP / LA, Brad Confer, Larry Day et al.
2. ACT UP Los Angeles Newsletter of the Aids Coalition to Unleash Power / Los Angeles, January 1 May 1988, Volume 1, issue 1 - 3. Los Angeles: ACT UP/ LA (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power), 1988.
Three issue run, 6p., 6p., and 16p., 8.5x11-inch newsletters with illustrations, first issue loosely folded
sheets, 2nd and 3rd issues stapled at upper-left corner, very good condition. (#185491)
$175.00
ACT UP / LA was founded in 1987 and its newsletter began publication a few months later. These are the
first 3 issues of their newsletter with contributions from Brad Confer, Larry Day, Chris Uszler, Randy
Schulz, Michael Puente et al. Calendar of events, services, hotlines etc. The third issue presents a cover
by Rader based on the Iwo Jima flag-raising with the banner reading "Silence=Death." Only two
holdings located in OCLC.
3. ACT UP Los Angeles Newsletter of the Aids Coalition to Unleash Power / Los Angeles, September December 1988, Volume 1, issue 7 - 9. Los Angeles: ACT UP/ LA (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power),
1988. Three issue run, 8p., 10p., and 12p., 8.5x11-inch newsletters illustrations, first two issues stapled
upper-left corner, 3rd issue pastebound sheets, very good condition. (#185492)
$150.00
Issue 8 was misprinted as issue 9. Contributions from Brad Confer, Enric Moreno, Paul M. Holt et al.
Issue number 7 is contributor Brad Confer's copy with his mailing label on rear cover. Only two holdings
located in OCLC.

4. ACT UP / Los Angeles Newsletter of the Aids Coalition to Unleash Power / Los Angeles,
February/March 1988, Volume 1 / Number 2. Los Angeles: ACT UP/ LA, 1988. 6p., 8.5x11-inch
newsletter on folded white sheets, illustrations, ads, references, articles, very good. (#187755)
$45.00
This issue shows the chapter's activities in protesting the FDA and Sheriff Sherman Block.
5. ACT UP / Los Angeles Newsletter of the Aids Coalition to Unleash Power / Los Angeles, April/May
1988, Volume 1 / Number 3. Los Angeles: ACT UP/ LA, 1988. 15p., 8.5x11-inch newsletter stapled at
upper-left corner, illustrations, ads, references, articles, very good. (#187757)
$45.00
Cover story Spring Issue Spring AIDS Mobilization '88. Cover image by Rader a homage to the raising of
the flag on Iwo Jima the flag stating "Act Up: Silence = Death"

6 ACT UP / Los Angeles Newsletter of the Aids Coalition to Unleash Power / Los Angeles, October
1988, Volume 1 / Number 8 (misnumbered as 9). Los Angeles: ACT UP/ LA, 1988. 10p., 8.5x11-inch
newsletter stapled at upper-left corner, illustrations, ads, references, articles, very good. (#187758)
$45.00
Cover story October Action: West Hollywood Sheriff's Station with photo of the action as ACT UP
volunteers play dead.

7. Action magazine: issue 14 - vol II, no 2, [Oct. 1972-Feb 1974 - broken run of 19 issues]. Los
Angeles: Glenn Dodge, 1971-1974. Dodge, Glenn, Walter Esseling, editors, Danny Johnson et al 19 issue
broken run, various pagination, ads, reviews, features, columns, most issues with some minor wear and
chipping, news print gay male entertainment magazines in stapled wraps. Magazine. (#189719)
$125.00
Some issues mis-numbered but it appears to be issue numbers 14, 17,, 19-20, 22-25, 27-29, 31-33, 35, 37,
38, 41 & vol. II, issue 2. The magazine began with an unnumbered undated issue in April 972 and was
published irregularly monthly until about 1974 when it was discontinued. Events, bars, clubs,
entertainment, baths etc. in Los Angeles, Hollywood, San Diego and San Francisco. Only 3 holdings
located in OCLC as of 08/2014
8. Action! a publication of the Right to Privacy Committee, volume 1, number 5. Toronto: RTPC,
[1981]. [8p] tabloid in folded broadside format, illustrated with photos and cartoon drawings, six
articles/reports on the recent raids on gay baths and private homes which began in 1979 ten years after the
legal code was adapted to allow homosexual acts in private places, toning and some short, closed tears,
newsprint, 8.5x11 inch handbill/open letter from the organization laid-in. Newspaper. (#191208)
$45.00
Pre-AIDS raids on gay homes and bathhouses in the early 1980s.
9. Adz gayzette; vol. 1, no. 1 - 49, Oct. 9, 1970 - November 25, 1971 [broken run of 45 issues]. San
Francisco: Adz Gayzette, 1970. 45 issues, various pagination, folded tabloid weekly newspaper, ads,
personals, photos, news, articles, some wear and a few issues with marks & toning otherwise a very good
broken run on newsprint. Newspaper. (#193103)
$450.00
The weekly advertising and personals rag handed out at gay bars and taverns in San Francisco in the
first few years of the 1970s began as The Adz with issues 1-3, became The Adz Gayzette:the S.F. Scene
then dropped the subtitle and eventually became The Gayzette published by K/Del Enterprises. Very little
if any political writing, mainly an entertainment guide, calendar of events, free advertising and personals
tabloid. This is a broken run of the first volume to #49 missing issue numbers 2, 3, 11, 36 & 50 (the final
issue of the first volume)but it includes the single issue (vol. 1, #1) of Adz Little Poop Sheet) published
May 6, 1971 after issue 29 announced Last Free Issue. However after a 3 week break Adz returned with
issue #30 which continued to be free.
10. Adz times; vol. 1, no. 2, November 1971. San Francisco: Adz Pub., 1971. Wayde, Keith & Dick Jay,
editors, Chic o' Frisco, David Lee et al. 16p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, comics, ads, personals,
services, news, fiction, maps of Polk Gulch and other gay SF hotspots, spread of drag queens, mild wear,
newsprint. Newspaper. (#193159)
$75.00
San Francisco gay lifestyle newspaper. Succeeding title was Gay Times. Cover story warning Gay
Activists that the NPAC November Peace March is backed by "Trotskyites" of the SWP. Only one holding
located in OCLC as of 2/2015
11. AIDS Foundation Watchword: March/April 1984. San Jose: AIDS Foundation Santa Clara County,
1984. AIDS Foundation, Dot James, Dave Steward, Davida Rosenbauum et al. 8p. newsletter, four sheets
printed both sides, stapled upper left corner, fold crease, address label (Gay Youth Community

Switchboard SF) several simple clipart type illustrations including "Let's Nail AIDS" with the acronym
circled with a nail crossing it out. (#193408)
$45.00
Early newsletter offering facts and news on AIDS, Kaposi's Sarcoma, and other AIDS-related diseases.
12. Alexander Hamilton Veterans Association and the Alexander Hamilton Post 448: newsletter
volume 1, number 1 May 1985 and broken run volume 2, numbers 4, 5, 7, 9, & 10. San Francisco: The
Association, 1985-86. 6 newsletters, various pagination, 7x8.5 inches, articles, illustrations, very good.
(#184252)
$65.00
These were mostly addressed to the late Jose Sarria.
13. Alicia's tv girl talk vol. 1, issue 8, (cover title "TV" girl talk!). Ontario, CA: E.H.B., [1989]. Lichy,
Alicia M., editor. [32p.] folded tabloid newspaper. photos, ads, personal ads, minor toning, a small stain
on front page, fold crease, newsprint. Newspaper. (#188293)
$75.00
Free direct contact ads featured for trans readers, articles and special features, reader photos. Only 2
holdings located in OCLC as of 6/2014 and one of those holdings on volume 4-5.
14. Aloha martel nummer #40. Amsterdam: Aloha, 1970. Crumb, Robert, Ron Cobb et al. 16p., folded
underground tabloid newspaper, text in Dutch, illustrated with b&w photos, underground comic strips and
panels, mild tanning, small tear at corner, color cover comic of a nude leatherman being prodded by a cop
(looks like Tom of Finland) Newspaper. (#175490)
$125.00
Includes a lengthy R. Crumb cartoon strip in Dutch.
15. Alternate: what's happening in our world, volume one, number one, November 1977 - volume two,
number eleven, 1980 [broken run of six issues]. San Francisco: Alternate Publishing, 1977 - 1980. Wray,
John, editor, Loretta Lotman, Jim Kepner, John Preston, Bill Ward, Robert Patrick, Daniel Curzon, et al.
Six issue broken run, various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, political homophile magazine illustrated with
photos, art, cartoons, news, reviews, features, criticism, politics, activism, very good in stapled pictorial
wraps . Issues: volume 1, numbers 1, 3, 5 & 6, volume 2, numbers 10 & 11 Magazine. (#191092)
$150.00
The first issue has articles on Stonewall by Lotman and Kepner. Politically-motivated LGBT monthly
magazine with offices in San Francisco and LA. Much material on the Briggs Initiative, Anita Bryant,
Stonewall and harsh reviews of media representations of LGBT characters, 5 page remembrance of
Harvey Milk with photos, so much more.
16. The alternative: Kansas City's favorite weekly gay & lesbian mnagazine. vol. 1, #30 - vol 4 #, May
1996 - Oct. 1998 (broken run of 20 issues). Kansas City, MO: Chris Medley and Juberkat, Inc., 19961998. Twenty issue broken run, various pagination, 8x10.5 inches, photos, cartoons, illustrations, ads,
listings, resources, news, editorials etc., very good magazine-format weekly on newsprint. Magazine.
(#191359)
$125.00
Issue numbers: v1, #30, 35, 42, 46, v2, #3, 7, 14, 15, 17, 26, 31,33, 39, v3, #13,14, 17, 31, 41, 49, & v4,
#1 Only four broken holdings located in OCLC as of 11/2014
17. Amazon Quarterly; a lesbian-feminist arts journal, volume 1, issue 1, fall 1972 - vol. 3, no. 2 [1975]
[broken run of 7 issues]. Oakland, CA and West Somerville, MA: Amazon Press, 1972-75. Covina, Gina
& Laurel Galana, editors. Seven issues 7.5x8.5 inches, various pagination, illustrations, mild soiling to
several covers otherwise very good broken run in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#185979)
$125.00
Issues : v1, #1-3; v2, #3 & 4; v3, #1 & 2
18. Amethyst; a journal for lesbians and gay men, number 1, Spring 1987; for Rick Bowles. Atlanta:
SAME (Southern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc., 1987. Ranson, Rebecca & Al Cotton, editors,

Jim Grimsley, Shay Youngblood, David A. Strawn, James Carroll Pickett, Minnie Bruce Pratt et al. 48p.,
8.5x11 inches, poetry, fiction, art and photography, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#191272)
$45.00
Debut of the Atlanta homophile literary arts magazine. Dedicated to artist Rick Bowles whose works
illustrated the cover and throughout the magazine. He was struggling with AIDS at the time. Fiction,
poetry, art, criticism.
19. Annual review of sex research; volumes I -IX. Mt. Vernon, IA: The Society for the Scientific Study
of Sexuality, 1990-98. Various pagination (averaging perhaps 275p.), wraps. First nine volumes of the
series. (#99001)
$95.00

20. Anything that moves issue #1 - 5, winter 1991 - 1993 [run of 5 issues]. San Francisco: Bay Area
Bisexual Network (BABN), 1991-93. Five issues of the slick 8.5x11 inch bisexual magazine, each issue
64-66 pages,illustrated with b&w photos and artwork, very good in stapled pictorial wraps. Issues present
are 1-5 Magazine. (#183893)
$50.00
Includes much on attitudes toward bisexuality among gay and lesbian communities, and overlaps with
radical political movements (a statement on bi-anarchism and the Gulf War, anti-Semitism on the Left,
and more).
21. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #55-56, cinquième année, juillet-aout 1958. Paris: Arcadie,
1958. 66p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white
stapled wraps. Paperback. (#172379)
$45.00
Arguably the most important gay journal of the period. Baudry, André, editor, Alain Guel, Danny Marsh
et al.
22. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #35, troisième année, novembre 1956. Paris: Arcadie, 1956.
66p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled
wraps. Paperback. (#172342)
$45.00
23 Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #57, cinquième année, septembre 1958. Paris: Arcadie, 1958.
66p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled
wraps. Paperback. (#172380)
$45.00
Marc Daniel's review of Giovanni mon Ami by Baldwin.
24. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #33, troisième année, septembre 1956. Paris: Arcadie, 1956.
66p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled
wraps. Paperback. (#172340)
$45.00
25. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #36, troisième année, décembre 1956. Paris: Arcadie, 1956.
66p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled
wraps. Paperback. (#172343)
$45.00
26. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #53, cinquième année, mai 1958. Paris: Arcadie, 1958. 66p.,
5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled wraps.
Paperback. (#172377)
$45.00
27. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #34, troisième année, octobre 1956. Paris: Arcadie, 1956.
66p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled
wraps, covers slightly loose. Paperback. (#172341)
$45.00

28. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #54, cinquième année, juin 1958. Paris: Arcadie, 1958. 66p.,
5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled wraps.
Paperback. (#172378)
$45.00
29. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #26, troisième année, févier 1956. Paris: Arcadie, 1956. 65p.,
5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled wraps.
Paperback. (#172337)
$45.00
30. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #45, quatrième année, septembre 1957. Paris: Arcadie, 1957.
66p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled
wraps. Paperback. (#172372)
$45.00
31. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #58, cinquième année, octobre 1958. Paris: Arcadie, 1958.
50p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, a few red lines on Pasolini review and Les Ragazzi Pier Paolo
Pasolini inked on cover, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled wraps.
Paperback. (#172381)
$45.00
Review of Les Ragazzi by Pasolini.
32. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #41, quatrième année, mai 1957. Paris: Arcadie, 1957. 663p.,
5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled wraps.
Paperback. (#172371)
$45.00
33. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #39, quatrième année, mars 1957. Paris: Arcadie, 1957.
663p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled
wraps. Paperback. (#172369)
$45.00

34. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #40, quatrième année, avril 1957. Paris: Arcadie, 1957.
663p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled
wraps. Paperback. (#172370)
$45.00
35. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #28, troisième année, avril 1956. Paris: Arcadie, 1956. 65p.,
5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled wraps.
Paperback. (#172338)
$45.00
36. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #46, quatrième année, octobre 1957. Paris: Arcadie, 1957.
66p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled
wraps. Paperback. (#172373)
$45.00
37. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #37, quatrième année, janvier 1957. Paris: Arcadie, 1957.
113p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white slim trade
paper wraps. Paperback. (#172367)
$45.00
38. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #48, quatrième année, décembre 1957. Paris: Arcadie, 1957.
66p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled
wraps. Paperback. (#172375)
$45.00
39. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #47, quatrième année, novembre 1957. Paris: Arcadie, 1957.
66p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled
wraps. Paperback. (#172374)
$45.00

40. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #52, cinquième année, avril 1958. Paris: Arcadie, 1958. 66p.,
5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled wraps.
Paperback. (#172376)
$45.00
41. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #29, troisième année, mai 1956. Paris: Arcadie, 1956. 66p.,
5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled wraps.
Paperback. (#172339)
$45.00
42. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #59, cinquième année, novembre 1958. Paris: Arcadie, 1958.
50p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, light staining to bottom margins of several pages not effecting text,
browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled wraps. Paperback. (#172382) $45.00
43. Arcadie: revue littéraire et scientifique #60, cinquième année, décembre 1958. Paris: Arcadie, 1958.
66p., 5.5x8.5 inches, text in French, browned pages, lightly-worn gay journal in printed white stapled
wraps. Paperback. (#172384)
$45.00
44. ATBP newsletter: monthly newsletter of the Filipino Task Force on AIDS, 13 issues of a broken
run, Sept. 1997-June 2002. San Francisco: Filipino Task Force on AIDS, 1997-2002. 13 issues, various
pagination, 8.5x11 inches, illustrations, articles, stories, services etc., 3-hole punch in left margin on most
but otherwise very good offset printed newsletters in a broken run mostly complete between May 2001
and June 2002 (#177434)
$125.00
House organ of the Philippine America organization in San Francisco which started the newsletter
around 1994. Only one entry located in OCLC as part of a collection of the Task Force papers.
45. Athletic Model Guild's nude wrestlers & wrestling information catalog (volume 1 & 2). Los
Angeles: Athletic Model Guild, 1991. Two volumes, 32p. each, 5.25x8.25 inches, illustrated with b&w
explicit and graphic full-frontal photos of the models with catalog numbers relating to available VHS and
Beta video tapes as well as cover and inner cover stills from the wrestling videos, very good booklets in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#141161)
$45.00

46. B. A. R. Bay Area Reporter: the catalyst for all factions of the Gay Community; vol 3 no. 1 January
10 - no. 26, December 1973 [broken run of 25 issues]. San Francisco: Benro Enterprises, 1973. 25 issue
broken run missing issue 19, various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, photos, ads, articles, listings, reviews,
services, personals, several issues with 3-hole punch not affecting text, mild wear otherwise a very good
magazine-style newspaper on pastebound newsprint. Newspaper. (#184664)
$350.00
The third volume of San Francisco-Bay Area's long-running, respected, homophile/LGBT newspaper, a
free entertainment and services biweekly community paper. Co-founded by Bob Ross and Paul Bentley.
Distributed free to local gay bars In the City. This volume contains the first appearances of Harvey Milk
(#21 & 22 when he ran for Supervisor - cover of #22 is Vote Yes on Milk & K) In the early days, preAIDS, pre-White Night Riots, the political reports were mainly on the campaigns for Empress. Yet with an
increase in police & political abuse of gay rights (note the attempt by Republican George Dye to pass a
bill requiring all homosexuals be castrated) and the advent of gay activists like Reverend Ray Broshears,
the paper began to publish an increasing number of political and gay-rights reports. The emphasis
continued to be Drag shows, Tavern Guild and S.I.R. reports. Book, film and stage reviews relating to the
gay experience. For the most part, this was an exciting and fun period in the Castro and the early issues
reflect that. An important record of the early days of Gay Liberation in SF.

47. B.A.R. Bay Area reporter: volume 2 no. 1, January 1 - no. 25, December 13, 1972 (broken run of
21 issues). San Francisco: Benro Enterprises, 1972. 21 issues various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, photos,
ads, articles, listings, reviews, services, personals, one issue with a tear on the back page affecting ads,
some wear throughout otherwise a very good magazine-style newspaper on pastebound newsprint.
Missing issues 7, 10, 11, & 23 Newspaper. (#186109)
$350.00
The second volume of San Francisco-Bay Area's long-running, respected, homophile/LGBT newspaper, a
free entertainment and services biweekly community paper. Co-founded by Bob Ross and Paul Bentley.
Distributed free to local gay bars In the City.
48. B. A. R. Bay Area Reporter: the catalyst for all factions of the Gay Community; vol 4 no. 1 January
- no. 26, December 1974 [broken run of 16 issues]. San Francisco: Benro Enterprises, 1974. Milk, Harvey
et al. 16 issue broken run missing issues 2, 6, 7, 2, 15, 17, 18, 20-22, & 24, various pagination, 8.5x11
inches, photos, ads, articles, listings, reviews, services, personals, mild wear otherwise a very good
magazine-style newspaper on stapled newsprint. Newspaper. (#186122)
$350.00
The fourth volume of San Francisco-Bay Area's long-running, respected, homophile/LGBT newspaper, a
free entertainment and services biweekly community paper. Co-founded by Bob Ross and Paul Bentley.
Distributed free to local gay bars In the City. This volume contains front page columns written by Harvey
Milk "Clear Choice for Voters" (issue #10) "Push to End Victimless Crime Laws (issue #23) and the Milk
Forum which appears in issue #26. Harvey contributed pieces to BAR through the next few years and
there are several columns included in this run.

49. B. A. R. Bay Area Reporter: vol 5 no. 1 January 9 - no. 25, December 11 1975 [broken run of 20
issues]. San Francisco: Benro Enterprises, 1975. Milk, Harvey et al. 20 issue broken run missing issues
10, 12, 19, 21, 22, & 26, various pagination, first 17 issues 8.5x11 inches, issues 18-25 unfolded tabloid
newspapers, photos, ads, articles, listings, reviews, services, personals, mild wear otherwise a very good
magazine-style newspaper in stapled glossy wraps and newsprint. Newspaper. (#186180)
$450.00
The fifth volume of San Francisco-Bay Area's long-running, respected, homophile/LGBT newspaper, a
free entertainment and services biweekly community paper. The first 17 issues switched to a semi-glossy
white pictorial wrap, magazine style, issues 18 - 26 reverted to a tabloid newspaper format (ours are
unfolded) Co-founded by Bob Ross and Paul Bentley. Distributed free to local gay bars In the City. This
volume contains columns written by Harvey Milk (Milk Forum) Harvey contributed pieces to BAR
through the next few years and there are several columns included in this run. This was also the year of
his second run for Supervisor and he was already being called The Mayor of Castro Street.

50. The Baltimore gay paper: volume III no 1, February 1981 - volume XIX no 23, August 7, 1998
[broken run of only 25 issues]. Baltimore: Gay and Lesbian Community Center of Baltimore, 1986-1998.
Dorn, Diana C, Ken Stine et al, editors. 25 issues, various pagination, folded tabloid newspapers, photos,
ads, features, columns, services, journalism, some toning and edgewear otherwise very good on
newsprint. Newspaper. (#189721)
$225.00
The tabloid began as Gay Paper, became Baltimore Gay Paper, Gay Life, Mid-Atlantic Gay Life.
Includes vol. III no. 1, 3-5, 8 & 11, vol. IV no. 4-7, vol. VIII no. 2, 5-12, vol. IX no. 1, 2, 4, 5 & 11 and
vol. xix #23
51. Black lesbian newsletter; #2, August 1982 - #6, December 1982. San Francisco: Black Lesbian
Newsletter, 1982. 5 issues, each 8p., 8.5x11 inches, pictorial self-wraps. (#51572)
$50.00
The first issue was in June 1982 and was 8.5x14 inches. In 1983, the Bay Area publication changed its
name to Onyx.

52. Black magic 3: Odis. San Francisco: Sierra Domino, 1985. Anderson, C. Calvin, photographer.
[48p] including covers, 8.5x11 inches, b&w and color erotic, explicit photos of African American gay
males nude, Magazine. (#191933)
$45.00

53. Body moderne. January-February 1949. San Francisco: Self-published by the author, 1949. Baptiste,
Waly & Magana, Lon of New York [Alonso Hanagan]. 68p. including covers, 9x12 inches, illustrated
with b&w physique and muscle-builder photos, ads for workout gear, yogurt etc., lightly-worn
bodybuilder/yoga magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#192666)
$95.00
The Baptistes were a husband/wife team of yoga instructors and bodybuilders in San Francisco. Walt
passed away in 2007 and Magana continues to teach Belly Dancing in SF. Walt won the Mr. America
contest the year of publication. Praised by Meher Baba as "a son of light." Only one holding located in
OCLC as of 1/2015.
54. Boston gay review: no. 2, Spring 1977. Boston: The Boston Gay Review, 1977. Isherwood,
Christopher, Divine, Michael Bronski, et al. 16p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, features,
reviews, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#187289)
$45.00
A Boston Fag Rag, born out of discussions with that paper's editors, first issue. A consideration of John
Waters' trilogy with Divine, Bronski on Tennessee Williams' memoir, Isherwood on "Christopher and His
Friends"
55. The Boulder gay record: vol. 2, nos. 1 & 2, May-July 1974. Boulder: The University of Colorado,
1974. Garber, Eric & Marian DeVito, editors. Two issues, 15 sheets and 17 sheets printed recto-only,
8.5x11 inches, original photocopied sheets stapled at top-left corner, some staining to issue #1 (#189671)
$75.00
LGBT newsletter from the university.
56. The bugle: [January 1977]. Los Angeles: Bugle, 1977. Cobbs, David L., editor. 24p. 7.5x11 inches,
photos, ads, listings, very good pastebound magazine on newsprint. Magazine. (#186373)
$45.00
The name and format has changed from the earlier Waltzing Bugle days. This issue's date is estimated
from ads and calendar dates in stories as there is nothing on the masthead denoting issue number or date
published. Very low-level free gay guide. Mostly ads for bars, and gay-owned services and shops. Only 4
listings of the various Bugle incarnations in OCLC as of 4/2014. AKA The Waltzing Bugle and The Los
Angeles Bugle .
57. The bugle: Issue #2178 October 24 - November 3, 1978. Los Angeles: Bugle, 1978. 48p. 8.5x10.75
inches, photos, ads, listings, very good pastebound magazine on newsprint. Magazine. (#186376)
$45.00
Cover "story" is the Circus Disco Halloween party. Numbering of issues was erratic. No on Prop 6 ad.
Map to gay bars and baths. More reviews and entertainment features in this issue than in earlier issues.
Very low-level free gay guide. Mostly ads for bars, and gay-owned services and shops. Only 4 listings of
the various Bugle incarnations in OCLC as of 4/2014. AKA The Waltzing Bugle and The Los Angeles
Bugle .
58. The bugle: no. 18, April 1976. Los Angeles: Bugle, 1976. Cobbs, David L., editor, Don West. 28p.
7.5x11 inches, photos, ads, listings, very good pastebound magazine on newsprint and stapled semiglossy pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#186372)
$45.00
Mostly ads for bars, and gay-owned services and shops. Only 4 listings of the various Bugle incarnations
in OCLC as of 4/2014. AKA The Waltzing Bugle and The Los Angeles Bugle .

59. The bugle: [#17] August 15-30, 1978. Los Angeles: Bugle, 1978. Cobbs, David L., editor, Robert
Leslie. 32p. 8.5x10.75 inches, photos, ads, listings, very good pastebound magazine on heavy newsprint.
Magazine. (#186374)
$45.00
Cover "story" is the opening of The Truck Stop bar. More reviews and entertainment features in this issue
than in earlier issues. Very low-level free gay guide. Mostly ads for bars, and gay-owned services and
shops. Only 4 listings of the various Bugle incarnations in OCLC as of 4/2014. AKA The Waltzing Bugle
and The Los Angeles Bugle .
60. The bugle: Issue #2078 October 6-20, 1978. Los Angeles: Bugle, 1978. 32p. 8.5x10.75 inches,
photos, ads, listings, very good pastebound magazine on newsprint and stapled semi-glossy pictorial
wraps. Magazine. (#186375)
$45.00
Cover "story" is the Fall Fling at the Westside bar. Numbering of issues was erratic. No on Prop 6 ad.
Map to gay bars and baths. More reviews and entertainment features in this issue than in earlier issues.
Very low-level free gay guide. Mostly ads for bars, and gay-owned services and shops. Only 4 listings of
the various Bugle incarnations in OCLC as of 4/2014. AKA The Waltzing Bugle and The Los Angeles
Bugle .
61. BWMT quarterly: Black and White men together (broken run). San Francisco: BWMT, 1981-1985.
14 issue broken run including issues # 10, 12- 24, summer 1981- winter 1985, various pagination, 5.5x8.5
inches, several issues still stapled shut for mailing, very good in stapled wraps. (#173485)
$150.00

62. California Knight life: issue #6-8, September-November 1979. Hollywood, CA: California Knight
Life, Inc., 1979. 3 issues, 5.5x8.5 inches, various pagination, b&w photos, illustrations, ads, event
listings, very good first edition digest magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#184435)
$45.00
Run of the California version of the LGBT entertainment magazine. Cover subtitle "From the men who
bring you Blueboy"
63. California scene: vol. 1, no. 5 - vol. 6, no. 1 (broken run of 14 issues). Los Angeles: Sagittarius Pub.,
1970-1975. Buckley, Jeff, editor and publisher, Larry Townsend, Douglas Dean, Ken Kane et al.
Fourteen issues, various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, reviews, articles, calendars, bathhouse and bar ads,
illustrated with b&w photos of celebs, film stills, play photos, physique shots, very good arts and
entertainment magazine focusing on San Francisco in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#177950)
$450.00
Issues included are: volume 1 numbers 5, 7-9, volume 2, numbers 2, 3, 6, volume 3 numbers 4,5, & 8,
volume 4 numbers 3-5 and volume 6 number 1. Larry Townsend has a column called "Footnotes and
Essays" and in one issue (vol. 3 #4 1972) his column is devoted to the death in May of J. Edgar Hoover.
64. California scene: vol. 1, no. 9 October 1970. Los Angeles: Sagittarius Pub., 1970. 32p., 8.5x11
inches, reviews, articles, calendars, bathhouse and bar ads, illustrated with b&w photos, film stills,
physique shots, two calendars - SF and LA - very good arts and entertainment magazine focusing on San
Francisco and Los Angeles in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#186703)
$45.00
Cover detail from an original by Tony de Frange. Review of the Mark Taper Forum production of
Walcott's "Dream on Monkey Mountain"
65. Castro courier: neighborhood newspaper, vol. 3, no. 1, March 2009 - vol. 5, no. 10, January 2012
(broken run of 10 issues). San Francisco: Castro Courier/Mitch Bull, 2009-2012. Ten issue broken run,
folded tabloid newspaper illustrated with b&w and color photos, local paper with LGBT content, very
good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#191336)
$45.00
Issues for March 2009, June 2010, February - April & June - October 2011 & January 2012

66. Castro star: The Castro's neighborhood newspaper, volume 1, number 1, April, 2004 - volume 2,
number 6, June, 2005 (broken run of 9 issues). San Francisco: San Francisco Observer, 2004. Nine issues,
various pagination folded tabloid paper, photos, ads, features, poetry, very good on newsprint.
Newspaper. (#186409)
$45.00
Broken run of the Castro District paper which began in April 1997 and merged with the Western Edition
continuing the numbering of the latter and renaming the paper The San Francisco Observer. This paper
was bought in 2003 and renamed Castro Star in 2004 beginning with Vol. 1, Issue 1 April 2004. Issue
numbers v1, #1, 3-6, 8 & 9, v2, #2 & 6
67. Castro times: viewpoint: S.F., volume 1, number 10, August 1981. San Francisco: Brothers
Publishing Co., 1981. Brothers, Fred, editor/publisher, Jeffrey Allen, John Molinari, David Finn, et al.
Two sections, 28p., folded tabloid newspaper,16p. Castro Street Fair program, news, photos, ads,
services, reviews, profiles, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#192169)
$45.00
Special issue on the Castro Street Fair with added program, etc. Monthly homophile paper .
68. Centaur magazine: a magazine for the senior gay/bisexual male, vol. 1 #8 - vol. 5 #2 (9 issues and
two supplents broken run). Yucca Valley, CA: Centaur Magazine/Anheshe Society, 1990 - 1994. Nine
issues and two supplements, various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, erotic b&w photos, illustrations, personal
ads, editorials, news, very good magazines in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#191377)
$75.00
Issue numbers: vol. 1, no. 8, vol. 2, no. 1, 4-6, vol. 4, no. 4 & 4, vol. 5, no.1 & 2, regional ad bulletin for
Jan-Feb 1994 and male nudes photo extra May-June 1991
69. The challenge: December 1981. Hayward: H.E.R.O. The Hayward Equal Rights Organization, 1981.
Ruiz, Al, editor. 8p., folded tabloid newspaper, advertising, columns, services, event listings, very good
on newsprint. Newspaper. (#186532)
$45.00
Monthly LGBT paper, likely only one issue published. Only 4 holdings located in OCLC and only this
issue listed there (as of 4/2014)
70. Christopher Street: vol. 3, no. 8, March 1979; The life and death of Harvey Milk. New York: That
New Magazine, 1979. Ortleb, Charels L. editor & publisher, Randy Shilts, Richard Whelan, Cheryl
Morrison et al. 80p., 8.5x11 inches, articles, reviews, news, ads, cartoons, photos, small sticker-removal
on cover, tiny chip at bottom of rear cover otherwise a very good glossy magazine in stapled pictorial
wraps. Magazine. (#193347)
$45.00
Nineteen page remembrance of Harvey Milk profusely illustrated with b&w photos published four months
after his assassination. Cover story with cover photo.
71. The chronicle: vol.1, nos. 1 & 2, February 14 - March 3, 1988 serving the Long Beach, South Bay
and Orange County Areas [2 issue run]. Long Beach: The Chronicle, 1988. Carrel, Jack, editor, Jim
Kepner, Steve Warren et al. Two issues 12p. each, folded tabloid, published twice-monthly, photos,
news, services, ads, reviews, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#191941)
$45.00
Likely only two issues published. Only one holding located in OCLC as of 12/2014. Articles on AIDS and
the Washington March film release in Long Beach, David Kopay 10 years after, Gay movies etc.
72. Chrysalis; a magazine of women's culture, nos. 1-4 & 6-8 [broken run]. Los Angeles: Chrysalis,
1977-79. Lorde, Audre, Adrienne Rich, Audre Lorde, Susan Griffin, Robin Morgan, June Jordan, Pat
Parker, Marge Piercy, Betye Saar, Olga Broumas and many others. Seven issues of the women's journal,
various pagination (124-144p.) missing issue #5, 8.5x11 inches, illustrations, photos, poetry, fiction,
essays, minor wear otherwise very good in trade paperback magazine format and pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#188417)
$125.00

With poetry, art, criticism, theory and fiction.
73. Ciao! the world of gay travel, volume 1, number 1 January/February 1973. New York: QQ
Publishing, 1973. Lorrimer, Jon, editor, Bruce of Los Angeles, et al. 56p., 8.25x11 inches, editorials,
columns, reviews, illustrated throughout with b&w and color photos of nude young men in Physique-style
poses and photos of attractive locales, marker price on cover, light rubbing otherwise good glossy gay
travel magazine in stapled color pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#191361)
$45.00
Cover stories include Turkish Wrestlers, Great Gay Islands of the world, Munich, San Francisco, photo
feature: The Italians, color shot by Bruce of LA on page 28
74. Circuit noize: a rag custom designed for crazed party boys aka the premier guide to circuit events
worldwide [13 issue broken run]. Ft. lauderdale and Studio City: Circuit Noize/Circuit Boyz, 1995-2001.
13 issue broken run, various pagination, 5.5x8.5 inches, glossy digest-size event and entertainment
magazine for gay men, color ads and photos, listings of events, stapled and perfectbound pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#188991)
$50.00
Issue numbers 6, 15, 17, 18, 20-23, 25, 27-30. Party-Boyz guide.
75. Citizens news; volume III, number 10, February 24, 1964 - volume VI number 4, March 1967
(misnumbered as vol. IV) [a broken run]. San Francisco: Strait Publications, 1964-1967. Strait, Guy,
editor and publisher. 33 issues of the tabloid newspaper various pagination, some stapled, some folded
some pastebound, mostly 8.5x11 inches, later issues on fragile, brittle newsprint, illustrations, ads, articles
etc., some issues with cracking and chipping, several with 3-hole punch. Newspaper. (#182534)
$650.00
A broken run of the gay paper, which was published alongside Cruise News and The Maverick edited and
published by Guy Strait in San Francisco who organized a gay rights group, The League for Civil
Education (LCE) These were some of the earliest gay periodicals in SF. Strait later became involved in a
child pornography scandal and litigation in Illinois.
76. City of San Francisco: September 30, 1975, volume 9 number 12. San Francisco: City Publishing
Company, Inc./Francis Ford Coppola, 1975. Hinckle, Warren, editor. 64p. including covers, 11x13
inches, illustrations, photos, articles, mild wear, oversized weekly magazine on newsprint, very good in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#173992)
$45.00
Patricia Hearst cover story by warren Hinckle, "The Left vs. Patty Hearst," Annie Liebovitz End of Rock
pictorial, Gay Cowboys, etc.
77. The Coalition news: May 1989- - June/July 1990 (broken run). Pomona, CA: Pomona San Gabriel
Valley Gay and Lesbian Coalition, 1989-90. Five issues, various pagination, 7x8.5 inches, broken run,
folded photocopied newsletters with commentary, calendars of events, information, very good condition.
(#184296)
$125.00
Includes May, June & August for 1989 and May and double issue June/July of 1990. Only 1 listing found
in OCLC.
78. Coit jester June, 1973, 10th anniversary issue. San Francisco: Coits of San Francisco, 1973. 24p.,
folded tabloid newspaper, photos of the Cotillion drag celebration and other outings, articles, ads,
features, history of the Coits, very good on newsprint with masthead and cover illustration of Coit Tower
in blue inks. Newspaper. (#186085)
$75.00
The Coits were a homophile group of about 30 men who held outrageous parties at the Russian River and
various San Francisco locales and used Coit Tower as their symbol. They published this newspaper as a
celebration of their 10th anniversary. This bibliographer knows of only two other issues, the 15th and
25th anniversaries. Only one copy (of the 15th) located in OCLC as of 4/2014

79. Coit jester 15th anniversary issue. San Francisco: Coits of San Francisco, [1978]. 24p., folded
tabloid newspaper, photos of the Cotillion drag celebration and other outings, articles, ads, features,
history of the Coits, very good on newsprint with masthead and cover illustration of Coit Tower in blue
inks. Newspaper. (#186087)
$75.00
80. Coits jester 25th anniversary celebration. San Francisco: Coits of San Francisco, 1988. 12p., folded
tabloid newspaper, photos of the Cotillion drag celebration and other outings, articles, ads, features,
history of the Coits, very good on newsprint with masthead and cover illustration of Coit Tower in blue
inks and a photo below-the-fold of 6 of the members marching in the Gay Pride Parade with a banner.
Newspaper. (#186088)
$75.00
81. The Colt Studio presents Manpower! number one. New York: The Colt Studio, 1969. [64p]
5.5x8.5 inches, illustrated with b&w and color photos and art by Rip Colt, rough-trade and leathermen,
very good digest-size magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#192906)
$75.00

82. Common lives, lesbian lives: a lesbian feminist quarterly, [broken run of 33 issues] Fall 1981-Fall
1994. Iowa City: Common Lives/Lesbian Lives, a Collective, 1981-1994. 33 issues, various pagination, a
broken run, illustrations,, photos, articles, poems , memoirs, oral histories, very good trade paperback
journal, very good in pictorial wraps. Paperback. (#184877)
$300.00
Issue numbers 1-4, 6-11, 12, 14, 17-29, 33, 34, 36, 46, 48, 50-52
83. Common sense: newsmonthly of the Northern California Alliance. [6 issues]. San Francisco:
Northern California Alliance, 1976-1978. Six issues of the tabloid format newspaper, even toning, mild
wear. Issues present are vol. 3, nos. 5, 7, 8, vol. 4 no. 8, and vol. 5 nos. 4 and 5. (#180599)
$75.00
Radical paper with coverage of the I-Hotel, housing at Hunters Point, local strikes and more.
84. Conditions: a magazine of writing by women with an emphasis on writing by lesbians. Brooklyn:
Conditions, 1977-81. Various pagination, wraps. First ten issues of the journal. Paperback. (#56900)
$75.00
Conditions, one of the most seminal publications of the women's movement, introduced and popularized a
wide range of writers and poets to a larger women's audience. Sapphire, Cheryl Clarke, Jan Clausen,
Karen Brodine, Irene Klepfisz, Marilyn Hacker, Michelle Cliff, Alice Walker, Jane Rule, Audre Lorde and
many others found the magazine an important vehicle for the expression of the more radical ideas
emanating from the movement in this period. Ceased with no. 17, published in 1990.
85. Country women: issues 14, 18, 21-30, 32 & 33 (14 issue broken run). Albion: Country Women,
1975-79. Doubiago, Sharon, Judy Grahn & Tee Corinne et al. Fourteen issues of the magazine, various
pagination, 8.5x11 inches, illustrations, stories, poetry, issue #25 has heavy wear and chipping to edges,
all issues are affected by toning in the cheap paper guts, stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#177432)
$75.00
Issue 25 contains an early appearance of Sharon Doubiago before her first books were published, also
Judy Grahn and Tee Corinne in issue #29
86. Cross-talk: the transgender community news & information monthly, #67-80 (broken run of 5
issues). Woodland Hills: Kimberleigh Richards at Arena Press, 1995-1996. Richards, Kimberleigh, editor
& publisher. 5 issues, 8.5x11 inches, various pagination, illustrations and b&w photos, articles, ads,
comics, history, very good magazines in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#183622)
$95.00
Issue numbers 67, 74, 75, 79 & 80.

87. Crossdressers connection: volume three number one. Point Pleasant, N.J.: UTTS - United
Transvestite and Transsexual Society, [1980s]. Collins, Susie, editor. [80p] 8.5x11 inches, mostly
personal ads, some stories, illustrated with drawings and b&w photos, services, ads, very good magazine
in stapled color pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176563)
$45.00

88. Cruise magazine: vol. 6, no. 6 February 17, 1980 - vol. 8, no. 15 April 1986 (broken run of 6
issues). Detroit: Tony Rome Enterprises, 1980-86. Rome, Tony, editor. Six issues, various pagination,
5.5x8.5 inches, pictures, ads, very good first edition digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#184271)
$75.00
Issue numbers v6, #6, 35, 47, v7 # 19, 23, v8, #15. Entertainment magazine for gay Detroit.
89. Crusader: voice of West Coast gay liberation, no. 17, May 1975. San Francisco: West Coast Gay
Liberation, 1975. Broshears, Reverend Ray, editor. 16p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, directory
of services, features, columns, reviews, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185967)
$45.00
This issue features a report on the Blackstone Testimonial Dinner. Also known as San Francisco
Crusader, San Francisco Gay Crusader and Gay Crusader. The Reverend Ray Broshears was a radical
gay activist and Evangelist who was a minister for the Metropolitan Community Church, helped organize
the first Christopher Street West Gay Pride Day, was a roommate of David Ferrie (of JFK fame)
Founded Helping Hand in SF, the gay vigilante group The Lavender Panthers, and was photographed by
The Advocate brandishing a shotgun in front of the church.
90. Crusader: voice of West Coast gay liberation, no. 18, June 1975. San Francisco: West Coast Gay
Liberation, 1975. 12p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, directory of services, features, columns,
reviews, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185968)
$45.00
This issue features a report on Christian Crazies War on Gays Grows; A.B. 489 and Shasta County
cleric's lawsuit on gay tapes in the library. Also known as San Francisco Crusader, San Francisco Gay
Crusader and Gay Crusader. The Reverend Ray Broshears was a radical gay activist and Evangelist who
was a minister for the Metropolitan Community Church, helped organize the first Christopher Street West
Gay Pride Day, was a roommate of David Ferrie (of JFK fame) Founded Helping Hand in SF, the gay
vigilante group The Lavender Panthers, and was photographed by The Advocate brandishing a shotgun
in front of the church.
91. Data-boy: (an entertainment magazine) vol. 2 no. 27, November 10, 1971 - issue 403 April 24, 1986
(broken run). Hollywood, Los Angeles & San Francisco: Data-Boy Instant Press, 1971-1986. 169 issues,
various pagination, various sizes, many issues include both Northern California and Southern California
editions bound dos-a-dos, illustrated with cartoons, art, b&w photos, ads etc., mostly very good condition
though several especially #186 Christmas issued with loose, separated or worn covers, mostly newsprint
but many later issues in semi-glossy covers, stapled pictorial magazines. A broken run from 1971-1986
Magazine. (#182810)
$950.00
Data-Boy Magazine was a Gay entertainment magazine originally published in Hollywood in the early
1970s by Data-Boy Instant Press and early computerized printing service and provided free at various
bars and hangouts. Mostly advertising for local bars, clubs and services it included reviews of stage plays
and films. In the late 1970s-1980s it expanded to Northern California and the two publications were
bound back to back with appropriate numbering for each. This ended sometime in the mid 1980s when
the publication address changed to Los Angeles and the magazine was called California Data-Boy
combining all of the state into one periodical. Very broken run but a fairly extensive and comprehensive
selection of the different styles, editorial and physical layout.
92. De gay krant: het grootste homo- en lesbienneblad in europa: nr. 108 - Zaterdag 4 Juni 1988. Best:
Best Publishing Group, 1988. Krol, Henk, editor. 36p., folded tabloid newspaper, text in Dutch and some

English, photos, ads, services, reviews, AIDS information, very good newsprint with spot color.
Newspaper. (#191519)
$45.00
Dutch LGBT newspaper. Much material on AIDS. The cover story is a call for a tougher approach to
gay-bashing.
93. De gay krant: het grootste homo- en lesbienneblad in europa: nr. 130 - Zaterdag 6 Mei 1989. Best:
Best Publishing Group, 1989. 36p., two sections, folded tabloid newspaper, text in Dutch and some
English, photos, ads, services, reviews, AIDS information, very good newsprint with spot color.
Newspaper. (#191520)
$45.00
The cover story is on the gay pastor Kobus.
94. De gay krant: het grootste homo- en lesbienneblad in europa: nr. 129 - Zaterdag 22 April 1989; met
als losse bijlage: AIDS-info. Best: Best Publishing Group, 1989. 36p., two sections, folded tabloid
newspaper, also #43 AIDS Info laid-in, 4 pages folded, text in Dutch and some English, photos, ads,
services, reviews, AIDS information, very good newsprint with spot color. Newspaper. (#191521)
$45.00
The cover story is the Queen between the queens.
95. De gay krant: het grootste homo- en lesbienneblad in europa: nr. 132 - Zaterdag 3 Juni 1989; met als
losse bijlage: AIDS-info. Best: Best Publishing Group, 1989. 36p., two sections, folded tabloid
newspaper, also #44 AIDS Info laid-in, 4 pages folded, text in Dutch and some English, photos, ads,
services, reviews, AIDS information, very good newsprint with spot color. Newspaper. (#191522)
$45.00
The cover story is Europa: These are the Pink candidates.
96. De gay krant: het grootste homo- en lesbienneblad in europa: nr. 141 - Zaterdag 21 Oktober 1989;
met O.M. AIDS-info. Best: Best Publishing Group, 1989. 36p., two sections, folded tabloid newspaper,
also I-IV pages AIDS Info, text in Dutch and some English, photos, ads, services, reviews, AIDS
information, very good newsprint with spot color. Newspaper. (#191523)
$45.00
Dutch LGBT newspaper. Much material on AIDS.
97. De gay krant: het grootste homo- en lesbienneblad in europa: nr. 148 - Zaterdag 3 Februari 1990;.
Best: Best Publishing Group, 1990. 40p., two sections, folded tabloid newspaper, also I-IV pages AIDS
Info, text in Dutch and some English, photos, ads, services, reviews, AIDS information, very good
newsprint with spot color. Newspaper. (#191524)
$45.00
.
98. Demi-gods volume 1 number 1, March 1961. New York: The Bodybuilder Publications, 1961.
Quaintance., art 52p. including covers, 8.25x10.75 inches, glossy magazine illustrated with b&w
physique photos of sun-worshipers and body builders, ads for Bruce of LA and other photographers and
artists, very good semi-glossy magazine in stapled pictorial wraps with light Received stamp on cover.
Magazine. (#193366)
$45.00
Debut of the physique muscleman mag. Five page b&w Quaintance section, Larry Scott on cover shot by
Milo of Los Angeles. Only two holdings of the periodical located in OCLC as of 2/2015.
99. Demi-gods volume 1 number 2, May 1961. New York: The Bodybuilder Publications, 1961. 52p.
including covers, 8.5x11 inches, glossy magazine illustrated with b&w physique photos of sunworshipers and body builders, ads for Bruce of LA and other photographers and artists, very good semiglossy magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193091)
$75.00
Five page b&w Quaintance section, six page Jim Stryker on Fire Island section

100. Demi-gods volume 2 number 2, May 1962 [misnumbered – marked as 3]. New York: The
Bodybuilder Publications, 1962. 52p., 8.5x11 inches, glossy magazine illustrated with b&w physique
photos of sun-worshipers and body builders, ads for Bruce of LA and other photographers and artists,
musty scent otherwise good in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176222)
$35.00

.

101. Demi-gods volume 2 number 3, July 1962. New York: The Bodybuilder Publications, 1962. 76p.,
8.5x11 inches, glossy magazine illustrated with b&w and color physique photos of sun-worshipers and
body builders, ads for Bruce of LA and other photographers and artists, musty scent otherwise good in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176223)
$35.00
Special expanded issue with 60 photos, 10 pages in color and 10 double-page spreads.
102. Demi-gods volume 2 number 4, September 1962. New York: The Bodybuilder Publications, 1962.
76p., 8.5x11 inches, glossy magazine illustrated with b&w and color physique photos of sun-worshipers
and body builders, ads for Bruce of LA and other photographers and artists, musty scent otherwise good
in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176224)
$35.00
Quaintance color cover illustration.

103. Der Kreis: eine monatsschrift / Le cercle; revue mensuelle; jahrgang 1961. Zurich: Der Kreis/Le
Cercle, 1961. various pagination, a very good complete run of volume xxix from 1961, texts in English,
French and German, illustrated with photos and drawings, bound in cloth-backed boards without the
original covers. Hardcover. (#164292)
$250.00

104. Der kreis/le cercle/the circle; eine monatsscrift/revue mensuelle/a monthly, xxxiii jahrgang, nos. 411. Zurich: Der Kreis/Le Cercle, 1965. A partial run of the 1965 issues, Each 36p. except #4 (48p.,
including more than the usual four physique photos and a story by James Ramp, as does #s 7 & 9), each
other issue issues with 4p. physique photos, spines stained or discolored, but generally very good. #11 has
some of Sam Steward's (James McAndrews) Houseman poems but is splitting on the spine, texts in
German. Magazine. (#160770)
$225.00

105. Der kreis/le cercle/the circle; eine monatsscrift/revue mensuelle/a monthly, xxxiv jahrgang, nos. 111. Zurich: Der Kreis/Le Cercle, 1966. A complete run of the 1966 issues, Each 36p. except #4 (48p.,
including more than the usual four physique photos), 10 issues with 4p. physique photos, #9 splitting on
spine, otherwise very good. #5 has "A Trap for Tigers", a short story by Ward Stames (Sam Steward); #6
Down the Street, a short story by James Ramp; #9 "The Better Samaritan", a short story by Thomas Cave
(Steward) texts in German. Magazine. (#160772)
$295.00

106. Der kreis/le cercle/the circle; eine monatsscrift/revue mensuelle/a monthly, xxxiii jahrgang, no 4.
Zurich: Der Kreis/Le Cercle, 1964. Ramp, James, Quaintance, et al. 48p. 6x9 inches, text in English,
French and German, illustrated with b&w physique style photos, very good digest size homophile
magazine in stapled wraps. Magazine. (#189056)
$45.00
Also a review in German of Joe Orton's "Entertaining Mr. Sloane"

107. Dick: the paper with balls [10 issue broken run]. New York: Dick Publishing, [1970s]. Ten issue
broken run of the gay, semi-pornographic NYC tabloid featuring erotic stories, b&w nude photos, ads,
services, personals etc., most issues very worn with the first two issues of the run having detached but
present covers, much wear and toning. Newspaper. (#191419)
$45.00
Issues included are: v1 #3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 12,14, 22, 28, v3 #12. As is.
108. A different beat: #1, June 3, 1976 - #13, July 1977 (broken run of 10 issues). San Francisco: A
Different Beat, 1976-77. Ten issue broken run, 8.25x10.75 inches, photos, ads, events, listings, features,
columns, very good biweekly then monthly homophile magazine on stapled newsprint. Magazine.
(#186074)
$225.00
Issue numbers 1-9 & 13. Issue number one is devoted to the upcoming elections and Donald Cameron
Scott on the race and focusing on Harvey Milk's run for Assembly. Number 3 has Scott on AB489. Nude
photos, articles on the Gay Freedom Day parades, etc.
109. DPN: Diseased pariah news, No. 2. San Francisco: the zine, 1991. 30p., 7x8.5 inches, explicit
content, graphic photos and art, very good magazine in stapled matte pictorial wraps, original band intact.
Magazine. (#185021)
$45.00
Single issue of the zine targeted at HIV-positive readers.
110. DPN: Diseased pariah news, No. 3. San Francisco: the zine, 1991. 33p., 7x8.5 inches, explicit
content, graphic photos and art, very good magazine in stapled matte pictorial wraps, original band intact.
Magazine. (#185024)
$45.00
111. DPN: Diseased pariah news, No. 9. San Francisco: the zine, 1994. Thorne, Beowulf, Tom Ace.
38p., 7x8.5 inches, explicit content, graphic photos and art, very good magazine in stapled pictorial
wraps. Magazine. (#182124)
$45.00
112. DPN: Diseased pariah news, No. 5. San Francisco: the zine, 1991. 30p., 7x8.5 inches, explicit
content, graphic photos and art, Songs of DPN on vinyl record bound-in, a very good magazine in stapled
matte pictorial wraps, original band intact. Magazine. (#184784)
$65.00
113. DPN: Diseased pariah news, No. 6. San Francisco: the zine, 1992. 32p., 7x8.5 inches, explicit
content, graphic photos and art, very good magazine in stapled glossy pictorial wraps, original band
intact. Magazine. (#185025)
$45.00
114. DPN: Diseased pariah news, No. 7. San Francisco: the zine, 1992. 38p., 7x8.5 inches, explicit
content, graphic photos and art, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps with band intact.
Magazine. (#185018)
$45.00
115. DPN: Diseased pariah news, No. 8. San Francisco: the zine, 1993. 40p., 7x8.5 inches, explicit
content, graphic photos and art, very good magazine in stapled matte pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#184783)
$45.00
116. DPN: Diseased pariah news, No. 10. San Francisco: the zine, 1995. 38p., 7x8.5 inches, explicit
content, graphic photos and art, very good magazine in stapled glossy pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#182125)
$45.00

117. DPN: Diseased pariah news, No. 11. San Francisco: the zine, 1999. 38p., 7x8.5 inches, explicit
content, graphic photos and art, very good magazine in stapled glossy pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#185026)
$45.00

118. Drag: a magazine about the transvestite, volume 2 number 5. New York: Queens Publications,
1972. 40p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w photos of drag queens and transvestites, personal ads,
rear cover features a demur nude photo of Tobi Marsh, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps
with cover drawing by Vicky West. Magazine. (#182649)
$45.00
Official organ of the Queens Liberation Front.
119. Drag: a magazine about the transvestite, volume 2 number 6. New York: Queens Publications,
1972. Brewster, Lee G., editor. 40p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w photos of drag queens and
transvestites, personal ads, short closed tear in rear cover which features a demur nude photo of Kim
Christy, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps with cover drawing by Vicky West. Magazine.
(#176226)
$45.00
120. Drag: a magazine about the transvestite, volume 2 number 7. New York: Queens Publications,
1972. 40p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w photos of drag queens and transvestites, personal ads,
very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps with cover drawing by Vicky West. Magazine. (#182650)
$45.00
121. Drag: a magazine about the transvestite, volume 3 number 10. New York: Lee's Mardis Gras, 1973.
52p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w photos of drag queens and transvestites, personal ads, rear cover
features a demur nude photo of Jennifer Fox, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps with cover
drawing by Vicky West. Magazine. (#176227)
$45.00
122. Drag: a magazine about the transvestite, volume 4 number 13. New York: Lee's Mardis Gras, 1973.
48p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w photos of drag queens and transvestites, personal ads, very good
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps with cover drawing by Vicky West. Magazine. (#182651)
$45.00
123. Drag: a magazine about the transvestite, volume 4 number 15. New York: Lee's Mardis Gras, 1974.
48p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w photos of drag queens and transvestites, personal ads, very good
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps with cover drawing by Vicky West. Magazine. (#182653)
$45.00
124. Drag: a magazine about the transvestite, volume 4 number 16. New York: Lee's Mardis Gras, 1974.
48p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w photos of drag queens and transvestites, personal ads, very good
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps with cover drawing by Vicky West. Magazine. (#182654)
$45.00
125. Drag: a magazine about the transvestite, volume 5 number 17. New York: Lee's Mardis Gras, 1975.
48p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w photos of drag queens and transvestites, personal ads, very good
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps with cover drawing by Vicky West. Magazine. (#182655)
$45.00
126. Drag: a magazine about the transvestite, volume 5 number 18. New York: Lee's Mardis Gras, 1975.
52p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w photos of drag queens and transvestites, personal ads, very good
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps with cover drawing by Vicky West. Magazine. (#182656)
$45.00
127. Drag: a magazine about the transvestite, volume 6 number 22. New York: Lee's Mardis Gras, 1975.
48p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w photos of drag queens and transvestites, personal ads, rear cover
features a glamour photo of Willy Rudi, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps with cover
drawing by Vicky West. Magazine. (#176230)
$45.00

128. Drag: a magazine about the transvestite, volume 7 number 25. New York: Lee's Mardis Gras, 1975.
48p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w photos of drag queens and transvestites, personal ads, very good
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps with cover drawing by Vicky West. Magazine. (#182657)
$45.00
129. Dragzine: The official dragqueen handbook, 2nd issue. San Francisco: Dragzine, [1990s]. Vargas,
Enrique and Nick Bohn, editors, Andy Shoup, Sonny Suits, Mama Rob, Chad Serrano et al. [40p] 8.5x11
inches, illustrated with b&w photos, photo-comic strips, drag queen guides and advice, a story or two,
folded 11x17 photocopy sheets unbound, zine. Magazine. (#190592)
$125.00
Only three holdings found in OCLC and those only the first issue. A Zine published by a group of drag
queens in SF who also advertise films and other events and publications.
130. Dressed: vol. 1 no. 5; queens on parade. Van Nuys: London Enterprises Ltd., 1976. [48p] 8.5x11
inches, illustrated with b&w and color relatively tame photos of drag ball queens and trannies, very good
semi-slick magazine in rubbed stapled color pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176587)
$45.00

131. Drum; Volume IV no. 10, December 1964. Philadelphia: Janus Society, 1964. Polak, Clark P.,
editor, Dr. Albert Ellis, et al. 35p., 5.5x8.5 inches, illustrated with b&w photos of nude men, very good
digest-sized magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193454)
$45.00
Stories, art, photography and services for gay males in the 1960s. Includes news on the Homophile
movement. Cover photo appears to be a young Peter Fonda.
132. DungeonMaster: a newsletter of male S&M equipment and techniques no. 1-31, November 19791986 (missing issue #27). Chicago: Desmodus Pub.. Fledermaus [Anthony F. DeBlase] editor. 30 issues
of the newsletter, various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, some issues stapled some folded sheets as issued,
illustrated with photos, art, drawings, ads, articles, fiction, guides etc., very good with some advertising
sheets from SANDMUTOPIA included. (#190683)
$350.00
Tony DeBlase aka Fleidermaus, was a mammalogist specializing in bats and who helped develop Connor
Prairie Museum in Indiana. In 1979 he founded DungeonMaster . He and his lover moved from Chicago
to San Francisco where he purchased Drummer Magazine and also created the Leather Pride Flag. He
was also involved with Larry Townsend's "Fleidermaus Trilogy" His work in SM technique was preceded
only by Townsend's work by a few years. He died in Portland, OR in 2000. The newsletter ran from 19791994 with 49 issues. This run contains 30 of the 49. Early AIDS reports in the 1980s issues. Illustrations
by Brooklyn Joe among others.
133. Earth's daughters #2; September, 1971. Buffalo, NY: Earth's Daughters at October Graphics,
1971. Pitrone, Anne, Kate Swanka, Judith Kerman, Susan Fantl, Janet Goldenberg, Joseph Kelly, Kastle
Brill, Bonnie Schurr, Mindy Aloff & Judith Treble. 9x12.25 inch orange printed folder containing 7
broadsides most of which fold out to double size or more, illustrations, poems, contents are very good but
the orange folder is quite worn with sunning, closed tears, stains, tape and mailing address. (#192714)
$45.00
Now available through the publishers only as a collector's set of 3 issues for $300.
134. Earth's daughters #3; a feminist arts periodical. Buffalo, NY: Earth's Daughters at October
Graphics, 1972. Pitrone, Anne, Deborah Woodard, Judith Kerman, Marie Matthews, Miriam Palmer,
Mindy Aloff & Judith Treble. 11x17 inch sheet folded to fit accompanying envelope, paper-doll box on
one side, poetry on the other, two 8.5x11 inch advertiser sheets, small letterhead sheet with apologies and
subscription info all included in gray envelope with publication title in pink, envelope and adverts worn
and toned but the poetry and paper doll sheet in very good condition. (#192712)
$45.00

Now available through the publishers only as a collector's set of 3 issues for $300.
135. Entertainment West: vol. 1 no, 9 - 134 May 27, 1970 - September 12, 1975 [broken run of only 23
issues]. Los Angeles: Entertainment West, 1970-1975. Kepner, Jim, editor (on later issues) Pat Rocco et
al. 23 issue broken run of the folded entertainment tabloid, various pagination, photos, ads, personals,
reviews, listings, services, political reporting in later issues, mild wear and toning otherwise good on
newsprint. Newspaper. (#193318)
$125.00
Biweekly (every other Wednesday) gay entertainment guide which became more political into the mid-late
1970s with reportage on police harassment of gay men etc. Issue 134 has a full-page review of Tennessee
Williams' latest play "Red Devil Battery Sign"
Issue numbers included are: 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 35-40, 47, 88, 93, 99, 103, 104, 107, 108, 114, 121, 122 &
134
136. F. M. I. Female mimics international volume 13, number 6 whole number 20 - volume 19,
number 6 whole number 56 [broken run of 17 issues]. Sun Valley: MAGCORP & Eros Pub., 1984 - 1990.
Christy, Kim, editor. 17 issues, various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with mostly b&w photos of
men in drag, some in color, mostly performance shots and glamour shots, very good slick magazines in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#183538)
$450.00
The original Female Mimics was the first large format magazine to cater to the transgender community.
This new version was more a glamour and sex magazine, Playboy for Trannies with lots of personal ads
and reader submissions.
137. Fag rag #27/28; dramatic issue. Boston: Fag Rag, [1980]. Adams, Steve, Shannon Austin, John
Mitzel, Robert Patrick, Maya Silverthorne, Mijo et al . 36p., folded tabloid newspaper, plays, photos, art,
news, reviews, services, ads, 12p., supplementary section, mild toning and edgewear otherwise very good
on newsprint. Newspaper. (#192496)
$75.00
Special issue of plays and dialogues. Robert Patrick's one-act "Family Bar" Supplementary section a
complete play "Folie a Deux" by Silverthorne.
138. Female impersonator news; number 26. Belmar, NJ: Neptune Productions, [1978]. Mesics, Sandy,
Pudgy Roberts, editors. 24p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, personals, ads, columns, heavy creasing
throughout, on newsprint. Newspaper. (#192204)
$45.00
Cover stories on TV Black Lovers and Mardis Gras 1978
139. Female impersonators; no. 3, Winter 1970 (special: Bride of the Ginza). New York and Belmar,
NJ: Health Knowledge and Neptune Productions, 1970. Roberts, Pudgy, editor. 72p. including covers,
illustrated throughout with b&w photos of performers and color centerfold section, rubbed covers
otherwise very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#178596)
$45.00
Female Impersonators briefly replaced Female Mimics and lasted for about 15 issues, many undated. The
magazine, edited by drag performer Pudgy Roberts, emphasized professional impersonators rather than
drag balls.

140. Female mimics: volume 7 number 2, Spring 1976. Hollywood: Jenifer Jordan Associates, 1976.
64p. including covers, 8.5x11 inches, b&w photos of drag queens and female impersonators with a color
centerfold section, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#178588)
$45.00
The Middle Years according to Ms Bob. Still published by Goldstripe but with Jenifer Jordan's publishing
house as the official place of publication.
141. Female mimics international; the original magazine for men who enjoy dressing like women!
volume 1 number 1. [Studio City]: MAGCORP, 1980. 60p. including covers, 8.5x11 inches, profusely

illustrated with b&w and color photos of drag queens and trannies, very good glossy magazine in stapled
pictorial wraps, upper-right corner of front cover clipped. Magazine. (#184662)
$75.00
FEMALE MIMICS, the first large-format magazine that catered to the transgender community,
represents an important stage in the development of that community. By breaking with the digest format,
FM offered a far more compelling vision of cross dressing, focusing on professional impersonators and
the venues where they were featured. "Certainly," noted Bob Davis and Carol Kleinmaier in AEGIS 2/1,
"the editors wanted straight and closeted people to feel as safe reading the magazine as they were at
these shows. The audience had to feel secure in their heterosexuality and protected from the 'freaks and
queers' on the other side of the footlights or in the photos. Thus, in these early issues, there is no sex
mentioned, not even implicitly." FM also covered drag balls - like the club performances, easy to
photograph - and amateur impersonators, but had little information on transsexuals. The overall effect of
emphasizing photos over text is, as Davis and Kleinmaier note, to "make the ball queens creatures of
fantasy, not real people," a trend that still continues in current magazines. Nonetheless, FM represented
an important step in the development of positive transgender identification

142. Female mimics international; the original magazine for men who enjoy dressing like women!
volume 11 number 8. Wilmington: Eros Publishing, 1981. 56p 8.5x11 inches, profusely illustrated with
b&w and color photos of drag queens and trannies, very good glossy magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#176521)
$45.00

143. Feminary; feminist journal for the South, emphasizing the lesbian vision; volume X, numbers 1-3
(3 issue run). Durham and Chapel Hill, NC: Feminary Collective, 1979 - 1980. Bruce Pratt, Minnie.
Susan Wood-Thompson et al. 3 issues, 92p., 100p. & 88p., 6x8.5 inches, illustrations, poems, stapled
pictorial wraps, some soiling on front and back with former owner's name on front cover of issue #1
Magazine. (#170863)
$45.00
Feminary began as Female Liberation Newsletter in 1969 and grew into a lesbian feminist quarterly in
the 1970s.
144. La Fenice; dI Babilonia; periodico di cultura omosessuale, [#s] 1 and 2. Milan: Babilonia Edizioni,
1996-97. 141p. & 176p., first two issues, text in Italian, very good paperback journals in green printed
wraps. Paperback. (#82182)
$45.00
Original articles and translations.
145. The fifth freedom [aka 5th freedom]: publication of the Mattachine Society of the Niagra
Frontier, vol.10, numbers 8 - 10, October - December 1980 Dr. John, editor. [3 issue run of the tabloid].
Buffalo, NY: Mattachine Society of the Niagra Frontier, 1980. Three issues, 16p. 12p. & 12p., folded
tabloid newspapers, ads, poetry, articles, advertising, classified section, toning otherwise very good on
newsprint. Newspaper. (#189892)
$125.00
The numbering is confused on these three. At top they state in the masthead October, November and
December 1980 but below the fold in the contents section they state vol. 10 number 8 on the first two with
October correct but the November issue stating both October and November and the December issue
stating at bottom vol. 10 number 9 November.
146. Fire Island news: vol. 12, no. 12, Ocean Beach, NY, August 10, 1968. Ocean Beach: Fire Island
News, 1968. 20p., folded tabloid newspaper, photographs, articles, reviews and advertisements, toning
and creasing from fold otherwise good. Newspaper. (#179223)
$45.00

147. Fire Island news: vol. 12, no. 13, Ocean Beach, NY, August 17, 1968. Ocean Beach: Fire Island
News, 1968. 16p., folded tabloid newspaper, photographs, articles, reviews and advertisements, toning
and creasing from fold, closed tears otherwise good. Newspaper. (#179225)
$45.00

148. Fire Island news: vol. 13, no. 12, Ocean Beach, NY, August 9, 1969. Ocean Beach: Fire Island
News, 1969. 16p., folded tabloid newspaper, photographs, articles, reviews and advertisements, toning
and creasing from fold, stains otherwise good. Newspaper. (#179226)
$45.00
Cover story on protest against discrimination against Blacks and Jews by Point O'Woods Club.
149. FirstHand experiences for loving men: Fall 1981- February 2003 (a broken run). Teaneck:
FirstHand, 1981-2003. 198 issues including The Best of FirstHand Letters 1985 1986, and The FirstHand
Advisor, various pagination, erotic letters and stories, illustrations and photos, a broken run of the
magazine, very good digest-size magazines in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#182899)
$750.00
One issue for 1981, 3 issues for 1982, 2 issues for 1983, 9 issues for 1984, 11 for 1985 & 1986, 12 for
1987-1992, 3 for 1993, 9 for 1994, 12 for 1995, 13 for 1996, 14 for 1997, 13 for 1998, 12 for 1999, 8 for
2000, 1 issue for 2001, 2 for 2003 plus Best of FirstHand Letters for 1985 & 1986 and a Special
FirstHand Advisor for 1987
150. Fizeek art quarterly number 7. Washington DC: Fizeek Art Quarterly, [1963]. Tom of Finland,
Quaintance, Art-Bob, Etienne et al. 72p. including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, illustrated with artworks
featuring nude males, worn digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193473)
$45.00
Cover art by Falcon, interior art by Quaintance, et al.
151. The footprint: the newsletter of The San Francisco FrontRunners, vol. 16, no. 1, January 1989 vol. 21, no. 1, January 1994 [broken run of 56 issues]. San Francisco: The San Francisco FrontRunners,
1989-1994. 56 issues, various pagination 7x8.5 inches, folded sheets, articles, events, results, photos etc.,
some tape residue and mailing labels, fold creasing otherwise very good. (#188188)
$275.00
Missing only issues 8 & 9 from vol. 17. Newsletter of the LGBT running club which grew out of Lavender
U Free University and paper and took the name of Patricia Neal Warren's book. No holdings located in
OCLC as of 6/2014
152. Forced womanhood: issue #20 - men transformed into female slaves. Sparks: Spartacus Publishers,
1996. 48p., including covers, 8.5x11 inches, b&w and color photos and illustrations, explicit content, very
good transsexual/transvestite magazine in stapled glossy pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187008)
$45.00

153. GALA Review; volume II, number 3 - volume XII, no. 5 (broken run of 20 issues). San Francisco:
Gay Atheists League of America, 1979-1989. Broken run of 21 issues representing a decade of the gay
free thought magazine, various pagination, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good booklet in stapled printed wraps.
Magazine. (#184418)
$95.00
Issues include: v2, #3,6 & 8; v3, #2,3,5-9,& 11; v7, #3; v10, #1-3; v11, #2&6; v12, #1-3 & 5
154. Gay volume 3, numbers 72, 73, 76, 77, 80 & 81, March - July 1972 (broken run-biweekly). New
York: Four Swords, 1972. Clarke, Lige & Jack Nichols, editor, Al Goldstein, publisher. 6 issue broken
run of the folded tabloid newspaper, various pagination, photos, ads, articles, news, essays, theatre and
film reviews, toning and some splitting to the newsprint. Newspaper. (#183011)
$45.00
The newspaper, with stringers across the country and national distribution, lasted until executive editors
Lige Clarke and Jack Nichols resigned after issue 105. While the publishers planned to continue, 105

appears to have been the final issue. Articles on Gays and the 1972 elections, Firefighter's Union rep
Michael Maye's physical assault of several gay protesters at a Hilton dinner and the trial that dragged on
through the summer, Gay Liberation planned protests in San Diego at a GOP convention site, a report on
the first San Francisco Gay Pride Parade and more.
155. The gay alternative: number 7, Summer 1974; Divine. Philadelphia: The Gay Alternative
Collective, 1974. Escoffier, Jeff, Sally Gearhart, Chuck Goldfarb, Jack Veasy, DuMont Howard, et al.
40p. including covers, 8.5x11 inches, photos, illustrations, articles, poetry, fiction, plays, ads, services, a
very good homophile magazine in stapled pictorial wraps, staples rusty. Magazine. (#192698)
$45.00
LGBT Collective magazine. Fagspotting, The Lesbian and the Godfather, two articles on Divine, John
Waters and "Pink Flamingos" with Divine cover.
156. Gay crusader: number 10, June 1974 "Gay Pride" [masthead states volume 3 number 3]. San
Francisco: Gay Activists Alliance of California, 1974. Broshears, Reverend Ray, editor. 16p. folded
tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, directory of services, features, columns, reviews, very good on newsprint.
Newspaper. (#185966)
$45.00
This issue focuses on the Gay Pride celebration. Also known as San Francisco Crusader, San Francisco
Gay Crusader and Crusader. The Reverend Ray Broshears was a radical gay activist and Evangelist who
was a minister for the Metropolitan Community Church, helped organize the first Christopher Street West
Gay Pride Day, was a roommate of David Ferrie (of JFK fame) Founded Helping Hand in SF, the gay
vigilante group The Lavender Panthers, and was photographed by The Advocate brandishing a shotgun
in front of the church.
157. Gay crusader: no. 36, October 1976 Election Special. San Francisco: Gay Crusader of America
(GLA), 1976. 8p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, directory of services, features, columns, reviews,
slightly toned otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185971)
$45.00
This issue features a voters guide to local and national elections including cover photos of Mayor
Moscone and Harvey Milk on Prop T. Also known as San Francisco Crusader, Gay Crusader and
Crusader.
158. Gay crusader: no. 40, February 1977. San Francisco: Gay Crusader of America (GLA), 1977. 16p.
folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, classifieds, directory of services, features, columns, reviews,
slightly toned otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185972)
$45.00
This issue features above the fold story on a gay marriage presided over by Reverend Ray (photo
included) Also the DA blaming homosexual influx for rise in murders. Also known as San Francisco
Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader..
159. Gay crusader: no. 44, June 1977, June 26th, Stonewall Anniversary Gay Dau Parade. San
Francisco: Gay Crusader of America (GLA), 1977. 16p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads,
classifieds, directory of services, features, columns, reviews, slightly toned, some pen marks on cover
photo, otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#193350)
$45.00
This issue features a story on a San Francisco connection to the Kennedy assassination via Rev.
Broshears, a wonderful interview with Dean Goodman aka Douglas Dean after being elected as local
Chairman for Actor's Equity. Also known as San Francisco Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader.
160. Gay focus magazine: volume 1, issue 1, August 6, 1981. San Francisco: Orthodox Episcopal
Church of God, 1981. Broshears, Reverend Ray, editor, Carl Driver et al. 16p., folded tabloid newspaper,
b&w photos, ads, event listings, activism, editorials, reports, news, reviews, very good on newsprint.
Newspaper. (#193541)
$45.00

Debut issue of Rev. Ray's other attempt at a tabloid, mostly political with some religion and
entertainment.
161. Gay focus magazine: volume 1, issue 3, September 3, 1981. San Francisco: Orthodox Episcopal
Church of God, 1981. 16p., folded tabloid newspaper, b&w photos, ads, event listings, activism,
editorials, reports, news, reviews, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#193542)
$45.00
Dennis Quaid cover. Rev. Ray's other attempt at a tabloid, mostly entertainment with some religion and
politics.
162. Gay focus magazine: volume 1, issue 5, October 1, 1981. San Francisco: Orthodox Episcopal
Church of God, 1981. 16p., folded tabloid newspaper, b&w photos, ads, event listings, activism,
editorials, reports, news, reviews, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#193543)
$45.00
163. Gay focus magazine: volume 1, issue 7, October 29, 1981. San Francisco: Orthodox Episcopal
Church of God, 1981. 16p., folded tabloid newspaper, b&w photos, ads, event listings, activism,
editorials, reports, news, reviews, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#193544)
$45.00
164. Gay focus magazine: volume 1, issue 9, November 24, 1981. San Francisco: Orthodox Episcopal
Church of God, 1981. 16p., folded tabloid newspaper, b&w photos, ads, event listings, activism,
editorials, reports, news, reviews, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#193545)
$45.00
.
165. Gay international; number 14. Toronto: Gay Publishing Co., 1965. Maynard, Robert, editor, James
Ramp, E. James, George Marshall et al. 22p., 8.5x10.75 inches, lithographed, b&w physique style
photos, illustrations, articles, news, poetry, fiction, ads, services, very good homophile magazine in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#134369)
$45.00
Color insert of photos of Wolf, the 21 year old son of a Biermeister nude in the cellar along with a Jim
Ward catalogue. "Taboo" short story by Ramp. Gay glossary. Interview with drag queen Ty Bennett.
Article on sex changes.
166. Gay international; vol. 2, no. 1. Toronto: Gay Publishing Co., 1965. Maynard, Robert, editor,
Marsh Haris, Dov Seegler, August Mentor et al. 20p., including covers, 8.25x10.75 inches, lithographed,
b&w physique style photos, illustrations, articles, news, poetry, fiction, ads, services, very good
homophile magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#134368)
$45.00

167. Gay literature; a literary journal. Nos. 1-6 (Winter 1975 - Spring 1976). Fresno: Daniel Curzon,
1975-76. 6 issues (the full run), 56p. each, some photos, wraps; first and last issues have minor edge
stains from damp, otherwise very good. (#51768)
$150.00
With contributions from Daniel Curzon, Allen Young, Robert Bentley, Robert Hopkins, John Mitzel,
Maurice Kenny and many others.
168. Gay New York magazine: volume II no. 4, February 1-15, 1980. New York: Ganymede Pub.,
1980. Sharkey, Joseph, editor, Pudgy Roberts. 32p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, photos,
entertainment guide, features, columns, very good digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#185992)
$45.00
Disco in full inferno. And yet . . . also an interview with Johnny Cougar.
169. Gay news: vol. 7, no. 11, Jan. 21-27 & vol. 7, nos. 15 & 16, Feb. 18-March 24, 1983 [broken run of
three issues]. Philadelphia: Masco Comm., 1983. Segal, Mark, editor. Three issues of the folded tabloid
newspaper, 24p. each, classified section, illustrated with cartoons, b&w photos, ads, features, reviews,

columns, services etc. closed tear at fold of #16 otherwise very good on lightly-toned newsprint.
Newspaper. (#189972)
$125.00
Above the fold stories include: Is W. Wilson Good(e) for Philadelphia? (Two years later MOVE would
bring that question back into the public mind) Leather Fashion Fad or Fancy? Men Hating Women
Hating Men. The publisher published different versions of Gay News for various cities including NYC,
Cleveland and Philadelphia etc.
170. Gay ol' times: issue no. 47, December 1985 - vol. 14, no. 3, August.September 1993 (broken run of
49 issues). Roseburg, OR: Gay and Lesbian Alliance (GALA), 1985-93. 49 issue broken run of the LGBT
newsletter, various pagination, 7x8.5 inches, folded sheets of various colors, mimeographed or
photocopied, some ads, very good condition. (#184421)
$150.00
The Pacific Northwest organization house organ prints articles of interest, calendars of events, LGBT
advertising etc. Issues included are: #s47-70, 72-78 then the numbering changes to vol. 9, #7, vol. 10, #810, vol. 11, #1-6, vol. 12, #2 & 3, vol. 13, #1, 3 & 4, vol. 14, #1-3. As of 1/20/14 only 3 listings noted in
OCLC.
171. Gay power; the entertainment tabloid for today's gays! volume 2, number 26. New York: Gay
Power [or Far Out Enterprises], [1972]. 24p. folded tabloid newspaper, profusely illustrated with photos
and drawings, worn, toned on newsprint. Newspaper. (#193601)
$35.00
Ostensibly NYC's first gay tabloid. This issue contains an excerpt from underground classic "Boy Whore"
and a phallic centerfold poster, Psychedelic title design on cover.
172. Gay scene: vol 2, #12. New York: Regiment Publications, [1972]. 20p., folded tabloid newspaper,
photos, services, ads, personals, reviews, articles, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#193619)
$45.00
Cover story (3 pages and photo on cover) Tony Roberts and Robert Morse in "Sugar"
173. Gay times; the fun gaypaper, volume 1 number 1 - 17 (broken run of 13 issues). San Francisco:
Gay International, 1986 - 1987. 13 issues, various pagination, folded tabloid newspaper, ads, photos,
illustrations, features, very good on newsprint. Issues include #1- 6, 8 - 11, 13, &15-17 Newspaper.
(#149652)
$350.00
Issue # 1 starts Bob Austin's column on his arrival in San Francisco from Lincoln, Nebraska. Centerfold
memorial of the death of artist Ramon Pablo Vidali whose estate would donate 50% of sales of his art to
AIDS Hospice. Other issues deal with AIDS patient Mark Sigers who was denied a seat on Delta Airlines
due to his condition, Gay Games II, Halloween 1986, No on 64, Joan Rivers and Geraldine Page in the
Broadway issue.
174. Gay Times: vol. 1, #5, February 1972 [formerly Adz Times]. San Francisco: Mecca, 1972. Jay,
Dick, editor, Reverend Ray Broshears, Eddie Van Guild, et al. 20p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos,
ads, comics, personals, calendar, reviews, services, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#193161)
$45.00
Formerly Adz Times (up to issue 3) SF homophile entertainment and news guide. Kalendar calendar
centerfold. Only one holding located in OCLC as of 2/2015
175. Gay Times: vol. 1, #6, March 1972 [formerly Adz Times]. San Francisco: Mecca, 1972. 16p.,
folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, comics, centerfold physique photo/poster, personals, calendar,
reviews, services, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#193162)
$45.00
176. Gay Times: vol. 1, #7, April 1972 [formerly Adz Times]. San Francisco: Mecca, 1972. 24p., folded
tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, comics, centerfold physique photo/poster, personals, calendar, reviews,
services, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#193163)
$45.00

177. Gay Youth Community News: vol. 1, no. 1 - vol. 2, no. 4 & vol. 3, no. 1 & vol. xiv no. 1 [broken
run of 14 issues 1979-1992]. San Francisco: Gay Youth Community Coalition of the Bay Area, 19791992. Fourteen issues, various pagination, folded sheets 7x8.5 inches, various color stocks, listings, event
calendars, news, features, service organizations, very good broken run of the newsletter. (#188144)
$125.00
Several issues stamped 2nd printing. Issues included are a full run of volume 1 numbers 1-8 August 1979
through June of 1980, volume 2 issues 1-4 July-Winter 1980, volume 3 issue 1, Summer 1982 and volume
14 issue 1 August 1992 with a few unnumbered, undated issues added in. A resource guide for At Risk
Bay Area LGBT kids. Later issues mention AIDS. Only 6 holdings located in OCLC as of 6/2014
178. Gay; numbers 64, 65, 67, 68 (misnumbered 69), 71-81, November 22, 1971- July 24, 1972 (broken
run). New York: Four Swords, 1971-1972. Clarke, Lige & Jack Nichols, editor, Al Goldstein, publisher.
15 issues, a broken run of the national weekly tabloid newspaper launched in 1969, various pagination,
very fragile and toned, early issues with separated pages but intact, closed tears, chips. Newspaper.
(#182840)
$75.00
The newspaper, with stringers across the country and national distribution, lasted until executive editors
Lige Clarke and Jack Nichols resigned after issue 105. While the publishers planned to continue, 105
appears to have been the final issue. Articles on Gays and the 1972 elections, Firefighter's Union rep
Michael Maye's physical assault of several gay protesters at a Hilton dinner and the trial that dragged on
through the summer, Gay Liberation planned protests in San Diego at a GOP convention site, a report on
the first San Francisco Gay Pride Parade and more.
179. Gay; volume 1, number 9, March 29, 1970. New York: Four Swords, 1970. 20p. folded tabloid
newspaper, illustrations, photos, ads, columns, listings, reviews, news etc., very good on newsprint with
orange spot color. Newspaper. (#186297)
$45.00
Cover stories: Baboons, Bulls and Buggery! Is Paul Goodman a "Nigger?" Also d'Arcangelo on Golden
Gate Park; Fog, Fags and Famine. Reverend Troy Perry and the Metropolitan Community Church in LA.
Great illustrations. The tabloid had stringers across the country and national distribution and lasted until
executive editors Lige Clarke and Jack Nichols resigned after issue 105. While the publishers planned to
continue, 105 appears to have been the final issue.
180. Gay; volume 1, number 23, July 13, 1970. New York: Four Swords, 1970. 20p. folded tabloid
newspaper, illustrations, photos, ads, columns, listings, reviews, news etc., very good on newsprint with
blue and orange spot colors. Newspaper. (#186298)
$45.00
Cover story: The Dirtiest Show in Town. Also The Screw Trial Ends. Great illustrations. The tabloid had
stringers across the country and national distribution and lasted until executive editors Lige Clarke and
Jack Nichols resigned after issue 105. While the publishers planned to continue, 105 appears to have
been the final issue.
181. Gay; volume 3, numbers 70 - 83, February 21, 1972- August 21, 1972 (partial run of 14 issues).
New York: Four Swords, 1972. 14 issues, a partial run of volume 3 of the national weekly tabloid
newspaper launched in 1969, various pagination, fragile and toned, wear at the folds, closed tears, chips,
some ink notes. Newspaper. (#182841)
$95.00
The newspaper, with stringers across the country and national distribution, lasted until executive editors
Lige Clarke and Jack Nichols resigned after issue 105. While the publishers planned to continue, 105
appears to have been the final issue. Articles on Gays and the 1972 elections, Firefighter's Union rep
Michael Maye's physical assault of several gay protesters at a Hilton dinner and the trial that dragged on
through the summer, Gay Liberation planned protests in San Diego at a GOP convention site, a report on
the first San Francisco Gay Pride Parade and more.

182. GayLife: the international gay newsleader, volume 6, number 29 - 51, 1981 [broken run of 21
issues]. Chicago: YourStyle Pub., 1981. Bergeron, Michael, editor. 21 issue broken run, various
pagination, folded tabloid newspapers, photos, columns, news, ads, services, very good on newsprint with
spot-color covers. Newspaper. (#192937)
$450.00
Chicago LGBT entertainment and news weekly, previously biweekly and titled "Blazing Star" aka Gay
Life and Chicago Gay Life. This broken run missing the first 28 issues and #38, #48, & #52. As of May
1981, the Gay Cancer had not yet been noticed in Chi-Town.
183. The gayly Oklahoman vol. 2, no. 5, May 1984 - vol. 9 no. 14, July 15, 1991 (broken run of 74
issues). Oklahoma City: Gayly Inc., 1984-1991. 74 issues, various pagination, folded tabloids, illustrated
with photos and art, features, columns, listings, ads, news, services etc., very good on newsprint.
Newspaper. (#186301)
$350.00
Some issues are mis-numbered (retaining the same masthead over two or three issues) Condition is very
good on all. Complete runs of volume 5, 6 & 7 which are monthly, in June of volume 8 the tabloid
switched to biweekly and this volume is complete but for issue #6, volume 9 is complete from issue #1-14.
The earlier volumes in this run have only one to three issues. Five holdings located in OCLC as of 4/2014
184. Gayzette; vol. 2, nos. 1 - 12, January 13 - July 13, 1972 [run of 12 issues originally Adz Gayzette].
San Francisco: Adz Gayzette, 1972. 12 issues, various pagination, folded tabloid weekly newspaper, ads,
personals, photos, news, articles, some wear and a few issues with marks & toning otherwise a very good
run on newsprint. Newspaper. (#193322)
$125.00
The weekly advertising and personals rag handed out at gay bars and taverns in San Francisco in the
first few years of the 1970s began as The Adz with issues 1-3, became The Adz Gayzette: the S.F. Scene
then dropped the subtitle and eventually became The Gayzette published by K/Del Enterprises. Very little
if any political writing, mainly an entertainment guide, calendar of events, free advertising and personals
tabloid.
185. GenderFlex a polygenderous publication, vol. II, issue 14 Nov./Dec., 1992/1993 - vol. IV issue 22
July/Aug/Sept. 1994 [originally TV Guise until 1992, a slightly broken 6-issue run]. Sacramento: Billy
Jean Jones, 1992-1994. Jones, Billie Jean. 6 issues, various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, a few photos and
illustrations, cross-dressing newsletter/magazine, very good in self-wraps. Magazine. (#183583)
$150.00
"TV Guise" became "GenderFlex" in 1992 keeping the same numbering system and losing the subtitle "in
Process" Issues number 14 & 18-22
186. Girlfriends: vol. 5 issues 4, 7, 8, 10, 11 & 12 April-December broken run. San Francisco: HAF
Enterprises, 1998. 6 issues of a 12 issue run from 1998, various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with
color photos, ads, articles, entertainment news etc., very good glossy lesbian magazines in stapled
pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#182411)
$50.00
"America's Fastest-Growing Lesbian Magazine" cover stories on Xena, Queen Pen, Joan Jett, Cynda
Williams, Lesbian Men We Love (Michael Moore in the place of honor!)
187. The GLC voice: The Minnesota newspaper with a Gay Liberation committment; January 1981
volume II, issue "#3 - December 17, 1990 issue #251 (broken run). Minneapolis: The GLC Voice, 19811990. 50 issue broken run of the LGBT tabloid newspaper, various pagination, 11.25x16 inches, photos,
drawings, ads, articles, very good on lightly-toned newsprint with faint fold marks, stored flat.
Newspaper. (#182839)
$500.00
A regional LGBT paper from Minnesota whose motto became "Postively Gay Advocacy Journalism"
Articles on HIV data on police blotters, Dan White decision, Man-Boy love, Knudsen murder trials etc.

Run begins with volume II number 3 then switches to issue numbers only beginning with #80 followed by
87-89, 91, 92, 94-98, 100-111, 113- 127, 129-132, 135, 144, 145, 150, 245 & 251è.
188. GLQ; a journal of lesbian and gay studies, volume one, number one - volume four, number four.
New York: Gordon and Breach, 1993-98. First 14 issues of the magazine (vol. 2, #s 1/2 and vol. 3, #s 2/3
a double issue); various pagination, wraps. Paperback. (#155876)
$125.00

189. GOLD: Gay Ohio Living Data: volume #03, issue #02, February 1981. Akron: GOLD, 1981.
36p., including covers, 7x8.5 inches, features, reviews, listings, calendar of events, ads, photos, very good
digest-size magazine/newsletter in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187938)
$45.00
Cover story; GPA Forms, on the formation of the Gay Press Association. 3 holdings located in OCLC as
of 6/2015
190. Grecian guild studio quarterly: no. 8, [winter 1963?] presents Etinenne. Washington DC: Grecian
Guild, [1963]. [72p.] including covers, 5.25x8.5 inches, entirely illustrated by Etienne's erotic male nudes,
very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#192891)
$125.00
Etienne [pseudonym of Dom Orejudos aka Stephen].
191. Grecian guild studio quarterly: no. 9, spring 1964, presents Tom of Finland. Washington DC:
Grecian Guild, 1964. [72p.] including covers, 5.25x8.5 inches, entirely illustrated by Tom of Finland's
erotic male nudes, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#192893)
$150.00
Tom of Finland [pseudonym of Touko Laaksonen ].
192. The greyhuff review; issue #1: presenting outstanding photography for the discriminating art lover
together with a fresh insight into provocative topics. Minneapolis: Directory Services, Inc., 1965. 47p.,
8.5x11 inches, preface, satire, articles, poem, fiction, illustrated with 11 frameable b&w physique photos
and several other illustrations, very good gay men's magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#177398)
$250.00
The premier issue of the magazine.
193. Handjobs: October 1995 - April 1997(15 issue broken run). Seattle: Avenue Services, 1995-1997.
15 issues, various pagination, 5.5x8.5 inches, explicit illustrations and stories, very good slim trade
paperbacks in pictorial wraps. Paperback. (#184427)
$150.00
Issues included: Oct-Dec 1995, March-May, July-Dec 1996, Jan-April 1997. Daddy-Boy Stories (cover
subtitle)
194. Headmaster magazine: no. 1-5. Providence: Headmaster Magazine, 2010-2013. Lawrence,
Matthew, Jason Tranchida & Matthew Underwood, editors. Five issues of the erotic biannual magazine
featuring stories and explicit color photography of young men, fine copies limited to 1000 copies each
issue, in semi-glossy pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#185476)
$150.00

195. Heart to heart: vol. 1 #1 - vol. 5 #1, summer 1990-spring 1995 (broken run of 7 issues). San
Francisco: AIDS Emergency Fund, 1990-95. 7 issues, various pagination, 7x8.5 inches, illustrations,
event calendars, resources, very good newsletters in stapled covers. (#184430)
$45.00
Issues included: v.1, #1-3, v2, #2 & 3, v4, #3, v5, #1. Newsletter for the all volunteer organization
providing direct emergency financial assistance to people living with AIDS.

196. Highballing. [Santee, CA]: Surree Ltd., [1970s]. 58p., 8.25x11 inches, magazine format, illustrated
with explicit, erotic, b&w drawings throughout, very good in original pictorial wraps. Illustrated gay pulp
fiction. Adam Illustrated Novel AIN 002. Magazine. (#99081)
$150.00
Hancock, Bob, illustrated by Adam.
197. Holy titclamps; issue no. 13, february 1994; includes queer zine explosion #10. Minneapolis and
San Francisco: Laurence Roberts, 1994. [64p] 5.5x8.5 inches, commix, reviews, articles, very good
digest-size 'zine in stapled white pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187848)
$45.00
Larry-Bob's very useful 20 page Queer Zine guide.
198. Holy titclamps; issue no. 14, october 1994; includes queer zine explosion #11. Minneapolis and
San Francisco: Laurence Roberts, 1994. [64p] 5.5x8.5 inches, commix, reviews, articles, very good
digest-size 'zine in stapled white pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187849)
$45.00
Larry-Bob's very useful 16 page Queer Zine guide.
199. Holy titclamps; issue no. 15, october 1994; includes queer zine explosion #13. Minneapolis and
San Francisco: Laurence Roberts, 1994. [64p] 5.5x8.5 inches, comix, reviews, articles, very good digestsize 'zine in stapled white pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187850)
$45.00
Larry-Bob's very useful 16 page Queer Zine guide.
200. Hombre: the magazine for men; volume one, number one. Universal City: Seven Seventy
Publishers, 1960s? Strait, Guy, editor. 64p. including covers, 8.5x11 inches, mostly b&w physique photos
of young men, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#172000)
$45.00
Though this magazine and its companion Chico were published in LA the editor Strait and Assoc. was
based in San Francisco. Strait's Strait & Associates was the publisher of The Citizens News, The Cruise
News and World Report etc. Only one holding located in OCLC.

201. Hombre: the magazine for men; volume one, number two. Universal City: Seven Seventy
Publishers, 1960s? Strait, Guy, editor, Mel Roberts et al. 58p., 8.5x11 inches, mostly b&w physique
photos of young men, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187588)
$45.00
Though this magazine and its companion Chico were published in LA the editor Strait and Assoc. was
based in San Francisco. Strait's Strait & Associates was the publisher of The Citizens News, The Cruise
News and World Report etc. Only one holding located in OCLC.
202. Homocore no. 7 (Winter/Spring 1991). San Francisco: the zine / World Power Systems, 1991.
Jennings, Tom, editor. [62p] 8.5x11 inches, photos, ads, commix, gay/punk 'zine printed on newsprint,
paper mildly toned. Magazine. (#168509)
$25.00
Gay punk zine with much on bands in the movement (includes a piece on the Popstitutes) and reviews of
other zines in the same genre.
203. Homocore no. 4 June 1989. San Francisco: the zine / World Power Systems, 1989. [32p.] 7.75x11
inches, illustrated with b&w photos and cartoons, printed on newsprint, paper mildly toned, stapled
pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#181388)
$25.00
Gay punk zine with much on bands in the movement.
204. Homocore no. 5 December 1989. San Francisco: the zine / World Power Systems, 1989. [40p]
8x10.5 inches, photos, cartoons, very good 'zine in pastebound pictorial wraps on newsprint. Magazine.
(#185049)
$25.00

205. Homocore no. 5 1/2 March 1990 bad poetry issue. San Francisco: the zine / World Power Systems,
1989. Two large broadside sheets printed both sides folded to 8.75x11.5 inches, newsprint, poetry,
illustrations. Magazine. (#185003)
$25.00
Gay punk zine's special issue printed as two double-sided posters.
206. The homosexual citizen: vol. 1 no. 4, April 1966. Washington DC: Mattachine Society of
Washington & Mattachine Society of Florida, Inc., 1966. Hansen, Lily, editor. 20p. including covers,
5.5x8.5 inches, articles and news reports of LGBT concern, a Washington DC section and a Florida
section, small ink note "file" on cover otherwise a very good digest magazine/booklet in printed stapled
cream wraps. Magazine. (#186913)
$75.00
This monthly has a section devoted to Floridian gays and has part two of George Weinberg's "The
Homosexual and the Psychoanalyst"
207. Homosexualitäten in der Weimarer Republik, 1919 bis 1933; in Invertito, Jarbuch für die
Geschichte der Homosexualitäten, 2. Jahrgang, 2000, herausgegeven vom Fachverband Homosexualität
und Geschichte e. V. Hamburg: MánnerschwarmSkript Velrag, 2000. Micheler, Stefan, et. al., eds. 175p.,
glossy journal wraps. (#112280)
$65.00
208. Hot wire: the journal of women's music and culture; volume 3, number 3, July 1987. Chicago:
Empty Closet Enterprises, 1987. 64p., 8.5x11 inches, interviews, illustrations, photos, features,
departments, limp vinyl sound sheet recording stapled to inside back cover, very good womens' and
lesbians' music and arts magazine in stapled yellow pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#190594)
$45.00
Each issue contains a sound recording on a vinyl sound sheet at rear. Only 2 holdings located in OCLC
as of 9/2014 Armstrong, Toni L., editor, Alison Bechdel, Heather Bishop & Laura Anderson et al.
209. Hot wire: the journal of women's music and culture; volume 6, number 2, May 1990. Chicago:
Empty Closet Enterprises, 1990. 64p., 8.5x11 inches, interviews, illustrations, photos, features,
departments, limp vinyl sound sheet recording stapled to inside back cover, very good womens' and
lesbians' music and arts magazine in stapled orange pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#190595)
$45.00
Each issue contains a sound recording on a vinyl sound sheet at rear. Only 2 holdings located in OCLC
as of 9/2014 Armstrong, Toni Jr., editor, Heather Bishop, Laura Post, Jorjet Harper et al.

210. Hot wire: the journal of women's music and culture; volume 7, number 1, January 1991. Chicago:
Empty Closet Enterprises, 1991. 64p., 8.5x11 inches, interviews, illustrations, photos, features,
departments, limp vinyl sound sheet recording stapled to inside back cover, very good womens' and
lesbians' music and arts magazine in stapled yellow pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#190596)
$45.00
Each issue contains a sound recording on a vinyl sound sheet at rear. Only 2 holdings located in OCLC
as of 9/2014 Armstrong, Toni Jr., editor, Alice Walker, Pat Parker, Faith Nolan, et al.
211. Hot wire: the journal of women's music and culture; volume 7, number 3, September 1991.
Chicago: Empty Closet Enterprises, 1991. 64p., 8.5x11 inches, interviews, illustrations, photos, features,
departments, limp vinyl sound sheet recording stapled to inside back cover, very good womens' and
lesbians' music and arts magazine in stapled lavender pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#190597)
$45.00
Each issue contains a sound recording on a vinyl sound sheet at rear. Only 2 holdings located in OCLC
as of 9/2014 Armstrong, Toni Jr., editor, Karen Williams, Alice di Micele, Alison Bechdel, Rhiannon &
Phranc, et al.
212. Hot wire: the journal of women's music and culture; volume 8, number 1, January 1992. Chicago:
Empty Closet Enterprises, 1992. 64p., 8.5x11 inches, interviews, illustrations, photos, features,

departments, limp vinyl sound sheet recording stapled to inside back cover, very good womens' and
lesbians' music and arts magazine in stapled pink pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#190598)
$45.00
Each issue contains a sound recording on a vinyl sound sheet at rear. Only 2 holdings located in OCLC
as of 9/2014 Armstrong, Toni Jr., editor, Margie Adam, Kate Clinton, Barbara Grier, Jewell Gomez,
Wimmin on the Edge, et al.
213. Hot wire: the journal of women's music and culture; volume 8, number 2, May 1992. Chicago:
Empty Closet Enterprises, 1992. 64p., 8.5x11 inches, interviews, illustrations, photos, features,
departments, limp vinyl sound sheet recording stapled to inside back cover, very good womens' and
lesbians' music and arts magazine in stapled orange pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#190599)
$45.00
Each issue contains a sound recording on a vinyl sound sheet at rear. Only 2 holdings located in OCLC
as of 9/2014 Armstrong, Toni Jr., editor, Ronnie Gilbert, Marga Gomez, Alison Bechdel, Pam Hall, et al.
214. Hot wire: the journal of women's music and culture; volume 8, number 3, September 1992.
Chicago: Empty Closet Enterprises, 1992. 64p., 8.5x11 inches, interviews, illustrations, photos, features,
departments, limp vinyl sound sheet recording stapled to inside back cover, very good womens' and
lesbians' music and arts magazine in stapled gray pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#190600)
$45.00
Each issue contains a sound recording on a vinyl sound sheet at rear. Only 2 holdings located in OCLC
as of 9/2014 Armstrong, Toni Jr., editor, Jamie Anderson, Big Mamas, Del Martin & Phyllis Lyon,
Justina & Joyce, et al.
215. Hot wire: the journal of women's music and culture; volume 9, number 2, May 1993. Chicago:
Empty Closet Enterprises, 1993. 68p., 8.5x11 inches, interviews, illustrations, photos, features,
departments, limp vinyl sound sheet recording stapled to inside back cover, very good womens' and
lesbians' music and arts magazine in stapled yellow pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#190601)
$45.00
Each issue contains a sound recording on a vinyl sound sheet at rear. Only 2 holdings located in OCLC
as of 9/2014 Armstrong, Toni Jr., editor, Sherry Hicks, Cathy Winter, Marla BB, Laura Love, et al.

216. Hot wire: the journal of women's music and culture; volume 9, number 3, September 1993.
Chicago: Empty Closet Enterprises, 1993. 64p., 8.5x11 inches, interviews, illustrations, photos, features,
departments, limp vinyl sound sheet recording stapled to inside back cover, very good womens' and
lesbians' music and arts magazine in stapled orange pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#190602)
$45.00
Each issue contains a sound recording on a vinyl sound sheet at rear. This one includes a cut titled
"Alpaca" by Betty! Only 2 holdings located in OCLC as of 9/2014 Armstrong, Toni Jr., editor, Betty,
Carolyn Whitehorn, Joan Hilty, Laura Post, et al.

216. Hot wire: the journal of women's music and culture; volume 10, number 3, September 1993 FINAL
ISSUE. Chicago: Empty Closet Enterprises, 1993. 80p., 8.5x11 inches, interviews, illustrations, photos,
features, departments, limp vinyl sound sheet recording stapled to inside back cover, very good womens'
and lesbians' music and arts magazine in stapled lavender pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#190603)
$45.00
Each issue contains a sound recording on a vinyl sound sheet at rear. Only 2 holdings located in OCLC
as of 9/2014 Armstrong, Toni Jr., editor, Suzanne Westerhoefer, Alison Bechdel, Dell Richards, Ubaka
Hill & Pam Hall, et al.

218. HuK info; Ökumenische Arbeitsgruppe, Homosexuelle und Kirche, nrs. 58, Mai/Juni 1986 - 63,
März/April 1987. Nürnberg: HuK, 1986-7. Various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, wraps. Five issues in four
magazines, (59/60 is a double issue) of the gay ecumenical magazine, texts in German, illustrations, cover
separated but present from issue 63 Magazine. (#44426)
$45.00

219. The Humboldt Library of Science" no. 144, Jan. 15, 1891: Civilization: its cause and cure, and
other essays. New York: Humboldt Pub., 1891. Carpenter, Edward. 65p. + catalogue, appendix, first
edition thus scientific journal in chipped tan printed wraps. Paperback. (#190300)
$75.00
Includes two other essays: "Exploitation: Lamarck versus Darwin" and "Custom" The essays were
originally written in 1889. This is the earliest appearance this bibliographer has found.

220. I am; oracle of the gay emmaus, no. 3. San Francisco: Emmaus House, 1971. 16p. with 12p.
supplement, folded tabloid newspaper, illustrations, Utopian intentional community house organ, very
good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#83375)
$22.00
A homophile community of "Being"
221. I R News Interracial News no. 2. Belmar: Lori Stevens Agency, [1970s?]. Big Belle, editor. 48p.
including covers, 8.25x10.75 inches, explicit b&w and color erotic photography featuring African
Americans and Caucasians in sex-play including S&M, B&D, gay and straight action, very good in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#180009)
$45.00
Only one holding found in OCLC.
222. In magazine, volume 1, number 1, July 1989. San Francisco: All Star Processing, 1969. 72p.,
8.5x11 inches, reviews, articles, photos, ads, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#25885)
$45.00
Bob Damron's magazine aimed to open up the theme of gay sexuality. The first issue is notable for the
photos of the Sal Mineo/Don Johnson rape scene from "Fortune and Men's Eyes"
223. In touch; celebrating gay awareness, volume 1, number 1, October 1973. Los Angeles: In Touch,
1973. Sheffler,William, editor, Jim Kepner, Thom Taylor et al. 60p. including covers, 8.5x11 inches,
illustrated with art and b&w photos of nude men, some full-frontal, calendar of events, much of the
magazine printed on heavy brown stock, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#193092)
$45.00
Debut issue of the LA-based homophile magazine
224. In touch; celebrating gay awareness, volume 1, number 4, January 1974. Los Angeles: In Touch,
1974. 68p. including covers, 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with art and b&w photos of nude men, some fullfrontal, calendar of events, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#177718)
$45.00
225. The insider April 1975 (numbering discontinued after December 1974). San Francisco: Society for
Individual Rights (S.I.R.), 1975. [4p] tabloid folded to 8.75x11 inches, ads, reports, news, service, photos,
mild wear, newsprint. Newspaper. (#192146)
$45.00
Mendenhall, George, editor. This issue focuses on Five Sex Bills Explained and New Officers. Originally
The Gold Sheet in the late Sixties early Seventies aka S.I.R. Insider. A tabloid-format newsletter for the
San Francisco homophile organization Only 4 copies located in OCLC as of 12/2014
226. The insider May 1975 (numbering discontinued after December 1974). San Francisco: Society for
Individual Rights (S.I.R.), 1975. [4p] tabloid folded to 8.75x11 inches, ads, reports, news, service, photos,
mild wear, newsprint. Newspaper. (#192147)
$45.00
This issue focuses on DeYoung's report from the capitol and the importance of AB-489. Originally The
Gold Sheet in the late Sixties early Seventies aka S.I.R. Insider. A tabloid-format newsletter for the San
Francisco homophile organization Only 4 copies located in OCLC as of 12/2014

227. The insider June 1975 (numbering discontinued after December 1974). San Francisco: Society for
Individual Rights (S.I.R.), 1975. [4p] tabloid folded to 8.75x11 inches, ads, reports, news, service, photos,
mild wear, newsprint. Newspaper. (#192148)
$45.00
This issue focuses on the upcoming Gay Freedom Day Parade. Originally The Gold Sheet in the late
Sixties early Seventies aka S.I.R. Insider. A tabloid-format newsletter for the San Francisco homophile
organization Only 4 copies located in OCLC as of 12/2014

228. The insider July 1975 (eleventh anniversary issue). San Francisco: Society for Individual Rights
(S.I.R.), 1975. [8p] tabloid folded to 8.75x11 inches, ads, reports, news, service, photos, mild wear,
newsprint. Newspaper. (#192149)
$45.00
Wiggin, Bob, editor, Doug DeYoung. Expanded issue. More info and advertising. Originally The Gold
Sheet in the late Sixties early Seventies aka S.I.R. Insider. A tabloid-format newsletter for the San
Francisco homophile organization Only 4 copies located in OCLC as of 12/2014
229. The insider August 1975. San Francisco: Society for Individual Rights (S.I.R.), 1975. [4p] tabloid
folded to 8.75x11 inches, ads, reports, news, service, photos, mild wear, newsprint. Newspaper.
(#192150)
$45.00
Wiggin, Bob, editor, Doug DeYoung, Sister Brassiere aka Ken Rice. "Vector" cover man contest cover
story. Beginning of Sister Brassiere column. More info and advertising. Originally The Gold Sheet in the
late Sixties early Seventies aka S.I.R. Insider. A tabloid-format newsletter for the San Francisco
homophile organization Only 4 copies located in OCLC as of 12/2014
230. The insider September 1975. San Francisco: Society for Individual Rights (S.I.R.), 1975. [4p]
tabloid folded to 8.75x11 inches, ads, reports, news, service, photos, mild wear, newsprint. Newspaper.
(#192151)
$45.00
Wiggin, Bob, editor, Doug DeYoung, Sister Brassiere aka Ken Rice. Fall Fair Carnival cover story.
Sister Brassiere column. More info and advertising. Originally The Gold Sheet in the late Sixties early
Seventies aka S.I.R. Insider. A tabloid-format newsletter for the San Francisco homophile organization
Only 4 copies located in OCLC as of 12/2014
231. International journal of sexuality and gender studies: volume 5, number 1, January 2000 volume 7, number 1, January 2002 [broken run]. Dordrecht, The Netherlands: Kluwer Academic/Human
Sciences Press, 2000-2002. Eight issues in seven books (volume 6 is two issues in one) various
pagination, articles, essays, reports, very good journals in trade paperback wraps. Paperback. (#191011)
$45.00
Blumenfeld, Warren. J, editor. There are 7 books of the quarterly including the following issues: volume
5 numbers 1-4, volume 6 numbers 1/2 (combined) & 4, volume 7 number 1 (missing only volume 6
number 3)
232. J/O journal: journal of homophile autoeroticism, American Sexualists Association
(unincorporated) vol. 1 issue 1. San Francisco: American Sexualists Association/ The Printing Plant, R.
Durksen & Assoc., 1976. 54p., 8.5x11 inches, profusely illustrated with explicit and graphic b&w photos
and drawings of young men in mutual masturbation, fine autoerotic magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#177554)
$125.00
Durksen, Robert J., editor. Published by the owner of a printing shop in SF. Some of the artwork
depicting erect phalluses is quite good. The bulk of the magazine is devoted to personal ads/letters asking
for j/o buddies.

233. Journal of gay & lesbian psychotherapy: volume 1, no. 1, 1989 - volume 1, number 4, 1991.
Binghamton, NY: The Haworth Press, 1989-1991. First four issues of the journal, various pagination,
wraps. The three issues (2-4) have the words 'reprint edition' printed in the lower right front corner.
Paperback. (#108034)
$50.00

234. Journal of gay, lesbian, and bisexual identity: volume 1, number 1, January 1996 - volume 4,
number 4, October 1999 [broken run of 12 issues]. New York: Human Sciences Press, Inc., 1996 - 1999.
12 issues, various pagination, footnotes, essays, reviews, poetry, tables and figures, photos, very good
broken run of the LGBT literary journal in trade paperback format, wraps. Paperback. (#190612)
$75.00
Blumenfield, Warren J., editor, Eric Rofes, Jonathan Alexander, Sasha Normand et al. Missing 3 issues
v1, #3 & 4, v2 #1
235. Journal of the history of sexuality; volume 1, number 1, July 1990 - volume 1, number 4, April
1991. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1990-1. 745p., wraps. First four issues of the journal.
(#70556)
$65.00

236. Journal of the history of sexuality; volume 1, number 1, July 1990 - volume 2, number 4, April
1992. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1990-2. Vol. I, 745p., vol. II, 703p., wraps. First eight
issues of the journal. (#108057)
$95.00

237. Kalendar Vol. II, issue B11, June 22, 1973 (Gay Freedom Day Parade issue). San Francisco:
Mecca Publications, 1973. 20p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events,
news stories, services, classified ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint.
Newspaper. (#185247)
$45.00
Biweekly which began as a free calendar of events and gay services advertising pages.
238. Kalendar Vol. II, issue GS, February 22, 1974 (special). San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1974.
20p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services,
classified ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185248)
$45.00
239. Kalendar Vol. II, issue B17, September 14, 1973. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1973. 16p.,
folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified
ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185249)
$45.00
240. Kalendar Vol. II, issue B10, June 8, 1973. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1973. 16p., folded
tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified ads, mild
wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185250)
$45.00
241. Kalendar Vol. II, issue B9, May 25, 1973. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1973. 20p., folded
tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified ads, mild
wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185251)
$45.00
.
242. Kalendar Vol. II, issue B8, May 11, 1973. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1973. 20p., folded
tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified ads, mild
wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185252)
$45.00

243. Kalendar Vol. II, issue B6, April 13, 1973. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1973. 24p., folded
tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified ads, mild
wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185253)
$45.00
244. Kalendar Vol. II, issue B5, March 30, 1973. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1973. 24p., folded
tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified ads, mild
wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185254)
$45.00
245. Kalendar Vol. II, issue B4, March 16, 1973. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1973. 20p., folded
tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified ads, mild
wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185255)
$45.00
246. Kalendar Vol. II, issue B2, February 16, 1973. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1973. 16p.,
folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified
ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185256)
$45.00
247. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K26, January 17, 1973. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1973. 12p.,
folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified
ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185257)
$45.00
248. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K24, December 20, 1972. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1972. 20p.,
folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified
ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185258)
$45.00
249. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K23, December 6, 1972. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1972. 20p.,
folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified
ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185259)
$45.00
250. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K22, November 22, 1972. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1972. 12p.,
folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified
ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185260)
$45.00
251. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K21, November 8, 1972. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1972. 8p.,
folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified
ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185261)
$45.00
252. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K20, October 25, 1972. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1972. 12p.,
folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified
ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185262)
$45.00
253. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K19, October 25, 1972 (two issues have the same date). San Francisco:
Mecca Publications, 1972. 16p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events,
news stories, services, classified ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint.
Newspaper. (#185263)
$45.00
254. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K16, September 1, 1972 (aka Times Kalendar). San Francisco: Mecca
Publications, 1972. 12p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news
stories, services, classified ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper.
(#185264)
$45.00

255. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K14, August 4, 1972 (aka Times Kalendar). San Francisco: Mecca
Publications, 1972. 8p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news
stories, services, classified ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper.
(#185265)
$45.00
Article on Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon.
256. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K13, July 21, 1972 (aka Times Kalendar). San Francisco: Mecca
Publications, 1972. 12p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news
stories, services, classified ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper.
(#185266)
$45.00
257. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K7, April 28 - May 13, 1972. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1972. [4p]
folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, two-page calendar of events on inner spread, mild
wear, toning and short closed tears otherwise very good newsprint. Newspaper. (#185267)
$45.00
258. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K5, March 24 - April 14, 1972. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1972.
[4p] folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, two-page calendar of events on inner spread, mild
wear, toning and short closed tears otherwise very good newsprint. Newspaper. (#185268)
$45.00
259. Kalendar Vol. I, issue 3, February 18 -March 10, 1972. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1972.
[4p] folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, two-page calendar of events on inner spread, mild
wear, toning, otherwise very good newsprint. Newspaper. (#185270)
$45.00
260. Kalendar Vol. II, issue B17, September 14, 1973. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1973. 24p.,
folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified
ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185308)
$45.00
261. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K8, May 12, 1972 (aka Times Kalendar). San Francisco: Mecca
Publications, 1972. 16p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, two-page centerfold &
calendar of events on inner spread, mild wear, toning and short closed tears otherwise very good
newsprint. Newspaper. (#185309)
$45.00
262. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K10, June 9, 1972 (aka Times Kalendar). San Francisco: Mecca
Publications, 1972. 16p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, two-page calendar of events
on inner spread, mild wear, toning and short closed tears otherwise very good newsprint. Newspaper.
(#185310)
$45.00
263. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K11, June 23, 1972 (aka Times Kalendar). San Francisco: Mecca
Publications, 1972. 16p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, two-page calendar of events
on inner spread, mild wear, toning and short closed tears otherwise very good newsprint. Newspaper.
(#185312)
$45.00
264. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K15, August 18, 1972 (aka Times Kalendar). San Francisco: Mecca
Publications, 1972. 12p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news
stories, services, classified ads, mild wear and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper.
(#185313)
$45.00
265. Kalendar Vol. II, issue B24, December 21, 1973. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1973. 24p.,
folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified

ads, mild wear, foxing and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185317)
$45.00
266. Kalendar Vol. I, issue K9, May 26, 1972 (aka Times Kalendar). San Francisco: Mecca
Publications, 1972. 16p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, two-page centerfold &
calendar of events on inner spread, mild wear, toning otherwise very good newsprint. Newspaper.
(#192237)
$45.00
267. Kalendar Vol. II, issue B22, November 23, 1973. San Francisco: Mecca Publications, 1973. 24p.,
folded tabloid newspaper, photos, advertisements, calendar of events, news stories, services, classified
ads, mild wear, foxing and toning otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#192238)
$45.00
268. King's leather men. San Francisco: Calafran Enterprises, 1968. [52p] 5.5x8.5 inches, illustrated
with b&w and color explicit photos of men in leather and little else, drawings by Ritchards, very good
first edition digest-sized magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#181371)
$45.00

269. Knight: special hellfire edition bringing together the best of "Knight" Flushing: Impleat Forum,
[1970s?]. 15p. + 8p supplement, 8.5x11 inch sheets stapled top-left corner, stories, personal ads,
drawings, photos of members' members, mild soiling. (#189009)
$75.00
The newsletters was made available by the Forum which was a club for males and females into SM and
corporal punishment. This issue is for man-on-man action. No holdings in OCLC as of 7/2014
270. L. A. Edge (aka Edge magazine) volume 1, number 1, June 1-15, 1983 through issue #227, Feb.
23, 1994 (broken run of 126 issues). Los Angeles: L.A. Edge & Edge Publishing, 1983-2004. 126 issues,
10.5x13.5 inches, various pagination, illustrations, ads, articles interviews, reviews, listings, essays,
toning and wear to most issues otherwise very good. Magazine. (#183835)
$750.00
The L.A. Edge was a biweekly entertainment and social issues magazine based in L.A. through the
Eighties, Nineties and early 2000s. Around issue 15/16 it became Edge Magazine published bimonthly
and contained more advertising and entertainment than journalism or criticism. Early AIDS reportage.
Broken run missing many issues.
271. The ladder; July 1963, volume 7, number 10. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1963. 28p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#83843)
$45.00
Gittings, Barbara, editor, Gene Damon [pseudonym of Barbara Grier] Donald Webster Cory, et al.
Cory's essay of Radclyffe Hall.
Daughters of Bilitis was formed in 1955 in San Francisco by Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon and was based
upon - and in the beginning supported by - the homophile organization The Mattachine Society and One
Magazine. The Ladder was the house organ/newsletter and published information, news, events, articles,
poetry and stories relevant to the lesbian reader.
272. The ladder; December 1963, volume 8, number 3, Christmas issue. San Francisco: Daughters of
Bilitis, 1963. 28p. including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#83845)
$45.00
273. The ladder; May 1963, volume 7, number 9. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1963. 28p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#83868)
$45.00

274. The ladder; June 1963, volume 7, number 9. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1963. 28p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#160923)
$45.00
275. The ladder; September 1963, volume 7, number 12. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1963. 28p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#188215)
$45.00
276. The ladder; November 1963, volume 8, number 2. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1963. 28p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#188216)
$45.00
277. The ladder; March 1963, volume 7, number 6. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1963. 28p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#188214)
$45.00
This issue contains the second half of a two-part article "Male Impersonation on the Stage - a Brief
Survey of Its Past" by Robert Liechti
278. The ladder; April 1963, volume 7, number 7. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1963. 28p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#159513)
$45.00
279. The ladder; June 1957, vol. 1, no. 9. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1957. 32p.,including
covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#57052)
$65.00
280. The ladder; July 1957, vol. 1, no. 10. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1957. 32p., including
covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#83864)
$65.00
281. The ladder; May 1957, vol.1, no 8. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1957. 30p., 5.5x8.5 inches,
very good first edition digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#186690)
$65.00
282. The ladder; September, 1957, vol.1, no 12. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1957. 26p., 5.5x8.5
inches, very good first edition digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#186691)
$65.00
283. The ladder; December 1957, vol. 2, no. 3, Christmas issue. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis,
1957. 26p., 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#83865)
$65.00
284. The ladder; November, 1957, vol. 2, no. 2. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1957. 26p., 5.5x8.5
inches, very good first edition digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#83866)
$65.00
Includes story "Chance" by Gene Damon (aka Barbara Grier)
285. The ladder; July 1957, vol. 1, no. 11. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1957. 32p., including
covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, heavily foxed and stained at edges, first edition digest size magazine in stapled
pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#188011)
$45.00

Bound-in on yellow stock is a 4 page section promoting Helen P. Branson's forthcoming tome "Gay Bar"
from Pan Graphic Press
286. The ladder; November 1958, volume 3, number 2. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1958. 28p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#57053)
$65.00
287. The ladder; December 1958, volume 3, number 3, Christmas issue. San Francisco: Daughters of
Bilitis, 1958. 20p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest-size magazine in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#57054)
$65.00
288. The ladder; October 1958, volume 3, number 1. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1958. 36p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#160900)
$65.00
Includes a report on the 5th annual Mattachine convention, titled "Prognosis is hopeful"
289. The ladder; April 1958, volume 2, number 7. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1958. 28p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#83874)
$65.00
290. The ladder; May 1958, volume 2, number 8. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1958. 28p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#187685)
$65.00
291. The ladder; September 1958, vol. 2, no. 12. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1958. 28p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#83846)
$65.00
292. The ladder; August 1958, volume 2, number 11. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1958. 28p
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#159504)
$65.00
293. The ladder; June 1958, volume 2, number 9. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1958. 28p.,
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#160901)
$65.00
294. The ladder; July 1958, volume 2, number 10. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1958. 28p
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#159508)
$65.00
Cover theme is Declaration of Independence
295. The ladder; September 1960, volume 4, number 12. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1960.
28p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-sized magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#57055)
$45.00
Special issue devoted to the findings of the DOB Research Committee in 1959.
296. The ladder; September 1962, volume 6, number 12. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1962.
28p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#83844)
$45.00

297. The ladder; November 1962, volume 7, number 2. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1962. 28p.,
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition booklet in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#159511)
$45.00
298. The ladder; December 1962, volume 7, number 3, Christmas issue. San Francisco: Daughters of
Bilitis, 1962. 28p. including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial
wraps. Magazine. (#159512)
$45.00
299. The ladder; September 1961, volume 5, number 12. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1961.
28p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#160907)
$45.00
Includes a piece by Del Martin on a raid of the Tay-Bush Cafe in San Francisco, under the pretext of
"lewd dancing." A news flash at the end states that the Mattachine Society had arranged for an attorney
to help defend the 98 patrons who were arrested at the bar.
300. The ladder; May 1962, volume 6, number 8. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1962. 28p.,
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps, mild foxing
on cover. Magazine. (#160915)
$45.00
301. The ladder; December 1962, volume 7, number 3, Christmas issue. San Francisco: Daughters of
Bilitis, 1962. 28p. including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial
wraps, label affixed front cover by publisher noting "in this issue: New Publicity Break for Homosexuals
in Mass Media" Magazine. (#188121)
$45.00
302. The ladder; June 1960, volume 4, number 10. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1960. 28p.,
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, features, fiction, reviews etc., very good digest-size magazine in
pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#188014)
$45.00
Report on the 1960 Daughter's of Bilitis First National Convention May 27-30, 1960 by Sten Russell. The
Homosexual and the Vote by Del
303. The ladder; October 1961, volume 6, number 1 Anniversary edition. San Francisco: Daughters of
Bilitis, 1961. 28p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial
wraps. Magazine. (#83867)
$45.00
304. The ladder; January 1963, volume 7, number 4. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1963. 26p.,
5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#39159)
$45.00
305. The ladder; December 1961, volume 6, number 3, Christmas issue. San Francisco: Daughters of
Bilitis, 1961. 28p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial
wraps. Magazine. (#83840)
$45.00
306. The ladder; August 1960, volume 4, number 11. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1960. 28p.,
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, features, fiction, reviews etc., very good digest-size magazine in
pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#160902)
$45.00

307. The ladder; May 1960, volume 4, number 8. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1960. 28p.,
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, features, fiction, reviews etc., very good digest-size magazine in
pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#160903)
$45.00

Cover story on the 1960 Daughter's of Bilitis First National Convention May 27-30, 1960 in San
Francisco with SF collage on cover. Program for the events bound-in on yellow stock.
308. The ladder; January 1962, volume 6, number 4. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1962. 28p.,
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#83842)
$45.00
Includes an editorial by Del Martin about the gay vote in San Francisco local elections
309. The ladder; February 1962, volume 6, number 5. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1962. 28p.,
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#188117)
$45.00
Includes an editorial by Del Martin about sexual privacy and Gene Damon's Lesbian Literature
310. The ladder; April 1962, volume 6, number 7. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1962. 28p.,
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#188119)
$45.00
311. The ladder; April 1962, volume 6, number 7. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1962. 28p.,
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps, label affixed
front by publisher announcing new book "The Homosexual Revolution" Magazine. (#188120)
$45.00
312. The ladder; February 1963, volume 7, number 5. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1963. 28p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#160922)
$45.00
This issue contains a report of a gay wedding and an article "Male Impersonation on the Stage - a Brief
Survey of Its Past" by Robert Liechti
313. The ladder; December 1960, volume 5, number 3, Christmas issue. San Francisco: Daughters of
Bilitis, 1960. 28p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, features, fiction, reviews etc., very good digest-size
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#57057)
$45.00
314. The ladder; February 1961, volume 5, number 5. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1961. 26p.,
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#160904)
$45.00
315. The ladder; January 1961, volume 5, number 4. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1961. 28p.,
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#159510)
$45.00
Lengthy section memorializing Dr. Blanche Baker, the San Francisco psychiatrist who preached selfacceptance
316. The ladder; January, 1961, volume 5, number 4. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1961. 28p.,
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#187956)
$45.00
Includes "Five Minority Groups in Relation to Contemporary Fiction" by Valerie Taylor. Lengthy section
memorializing Dr. Blanche Baker, the San Francisco psychiatrist who preached self-acceptance
317. The ladder; October 1962, volume 7, number 1. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1962. 28p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#160919)
$45.00

Includes reports on the Mattachine conference
318. The ladder: March 1960, volume 4, number 6. San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, 1960. 28p.
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, features, fiction, reviews etc., very good digest-size magazine in stapled
pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187953)
$45.00
DOB Convention highlights issue.
319. Laddie: vol. 1, no. 2. New York: Ramit Dist., 1977. 32p., 11.5x14 inch tabloid newspaper unfolded
in magazine format, illustrated with explicit b&w photos of nude young men, erotic stories, personal ads,
sex toy ads, very good on newsprint with color text on cover. Newspaper. (#189887)
$45.00
Pornographic gay men's newspaper. Only one holding located in OCLC as of 8/2014 and that only one
issue(v3#7 1979)
320. Laddie: vol. 1, no. 3. New York: Ramit Dist., 1977. 32p., 11.5x14 inch tabloid newspaper unfolded
in magazine format, illustrated with explicit b&w photos of nude young men, erotic stories, personal ads,
sex toy ads, very good on newsprint with color text on cover. Newspaper. (#189888)
$45.00
Pornographic gay men's newspaper. Only one holding located in OCLC as of 8/2014 and that only one
issue(v3#7 1979)
321. Laddie: vol. 5, no. 2. New York: Ramit Dist., 1981. 32p., 11.5x14 inch tabloid newspaper unfolded
in magazine format, illustrated with explicit b&w photos of nude young men, erotic stories, personal ads,
sex toy ads, very good on newsprint with color text on cover. Newspaper. (#189889)
$45.00
Pornographic gay men's newspaper. Only one holding located in OCLC as of 8/2014 and that only one
issue(v3#7 1979)
322. Laddie: vol. 7, no. 3. New York: Ramit Dist., 1981. 32p., 11.5x14 inch tabloid newspaper unfolded
in magazine format, illustrated with explicit b&w photos of nude young men, erotic stories, personal ads,
sex toy ads, very good on newsprint with color text on cover. Newspaper. (#189890)
$45.00
Pornographic gay men's newspaper. Only one holding located in OCLC as of 8/2014 and that only one
issue(v3#7 1979)
323. Lance 1974 annual. Chatsworth: Chelsea Pub. A Parliament Punlication, 1974. unpaginated [over
120p] 8.5x11 inches, color and b&w explicit male nudes, short stories, a perfectbound color magazine
compilation of several issues of Lance, stain on rear cover otherwise very good in pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#193327)
$45.00

324. Lavender lifestyles: magazine for the Twin Cities Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual-Transgender community.
issue 1, June 9, 1995 - issue 27, June 7, 1996 [27 issue run missing one issue]. Minneapolis: Lavender
Lifestyles, 1995-96. 26 issues numbers 1-27 missing issue # 21, various pagination, 8x10.75 inches,
illustrations, ads, features, columns, reviews, services, all very good magazines on newsprint in stapled
pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#189143)
$275.00
Holdgrafer, George, editor. Minnesota LGBT bimonthly news and entertainment magazine.
325. Lavender West: vol. 1, no. 2, a monthly publication of Lesbian Central, September 1986.
Hollywood: Lesbian Central, Gay and Lesbian Community Services Center, 1986. [4p] 8.5x11 inches,
mimeographed, articles, ads, event calendar, cartoon strip, photos, mild toning and a tiny chip out of top
margin otherwise very good newsletter. (#185428)
$45.00
Moore, Sue, Donna Cox, Donna Weaver, editors. Cover story on artist/activist Stacey R. Wexler by
Stacey Kanfer.

326. The leather journal: issue 1 May-July 1987. West Hollywood: The Leather Journal/Dave Rhodes,
1987. 32p. including covers, 8x10.5 inches, articles, interviews, reviews, ads, services, illustrated with
b&w photos and art, very good rough trade, leather and SM magazine in stapled pictorial wraps on cheap
stock. Magazine. (#191421)
$45.00
Rhodes, Dave, editor and publisher. Anthony Bruno interviews Tony DeBlase aka Fledermaus and
publisher of "Drummer" et al. Debut issue of the leather and motorcycle club magazine. Published
quarterly for the first 20 or so issues then it switched to monthly. Eventually renamed "Cuir"
327. The lesbian insider/insighter/inciter; August, 1980, number 1 - February, 1982, number 6.
Minneapolis: The Lesbian Insider, 1980-82. First six issues of the Minneapolis lesbian folded tabloid
newspaper, various pagination, illustrations, photos, interviews, articles, mild toning and wear otherwise
very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#192556)
$125.00

328. Lesbian voices; volume 1, issue 1, winter 1974 - vol. 2, no. 1 (1976). Campbell and San Jose, CA:
Sisters of Sappha/Jonnik Enterprises, 1974-76. First 5 issues of the quarterly, various pagination, 7x8.5
inches, illustrations in later issues, very good digest-sized magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#181136)
$65.00

329. Lewd conduct: issue #6, May 1972. Los Angeles: Gay Community Alliance, 1972. 16p. including
covers, bound out-of-order as all copies of this issue are, 5.5x8.5 inches, articles, ads, news, photos,
newsletter in stapled wraps. Magazine. (#185487)
$45.00
Ellingworth-Wilson, Lee, editor. Articles on Hubert Humphrey's run for president, the 44th Academy
Awards protest. Only 2 found in OCLC 3/2014
330. Lewd conduct: issue #1, October 1971. Los Angeles: Gay Community Alliance, 1971. 16p.
including covers, 8.5x11 inches, articles, ads, news, photos, newsletter in stapled wraps. Magazine.
(#185486)
$75.00
Kepner, Jim, editor, Dal McIntre.. Kepner, fed up with low-pay (at 27 cents a word) for articles to the
Advocate started this news magazine for the LA Gay Community Alliance. Articles (besides Kepner's
rant) covering Richard Alatorre's run for election, police complaints, and a memoir of Gerald Heard,
Sage of Santa Monica. Only 2 found in OCLC 3/2014
331. Lez's Meeting Magazine [four issues]. Taipei, Taiwan: the magazine, 2012-13. Four issues of the
magazine, nos. 7, 8, 10 and 11; average length around 100 pages, very good. (#185495)
$50.00
Glossy, ad-filled magazine targeting a lesbian audience, with a large proportion of the ads focusing on
beauty products and samples (even cosmetic surgery and liposuction) but coverage also of women seen as
independent leaders in their fields. In 2011 the magazine's editor, Chen Pin-ying, hosted the first
Buddhist lesbian "mass wedding," with 80 couples in a bid to raise support for legalizing marriage
equality in Taiwan.
332. Liberty Press vol. 1 issue 1 - vol. 8 issue 5, September 1994-January 2002 [89 issue unbroken run].
Kansas City, MO: The Liberty Press, 1994-2002. 89 issue unbroken run, various pagination, 8.5x11
inches, ads, photos, services, listings, columns etc., very good monthly LGBT magazine on newsprint in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#189653)
$375.00
Parker, Kristi, editor. . Serving Kansas' Les/Bi/Gay community.
333. Liberty Press Kansas City vol. I issue 1 - vol. II issue 8, May 2000-Dec 2001 [20 issue unbroken
run]. Kansas City, MO: The Liberty Press, 2000-2001. 20 issue unbroken run, various pagination, 8.5x11

inches, ads, photos, services, listings, columns etc., very good monthly LGBT magazine on newsprint in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#189652)
$200.00
Hampton, Chris, editor. . Proudly serving the LGBT community in KC. No holdings located in OCLC as
of 8/2014. An earlier publication from Kansas also called The Liberty Press has 28 holdings.
334. Libido: the journal of sex and sensibility; volume 3, numbers 1-4 [full run of volume 3]. Chicago:
Libido Inc., 1990 - 1991. Four issue run, various pagination, illustrations, photos, poetry, prose, reviews
etc. very good sex/literature/arts journal in paperback format, pictorial wraps. Paperback. (#189902)
$45.00
Beck, Marianna & Jack Hafferkamp, editors. . Erotica, gay,straight, bi etc.
335. The Los Angeles advocate; vol. 1, no. 2, October 1967. Hollywood: The Advocate, 1967. 12p.,
8.5x11 inches, photos, ads, articles, calendar of events, mild toning at edges otherwise very good
newsletter of folded sheets. (#185044)
$45.00
Cover story on LA Cops and Gay Groups historic meeting. Photos of Jerry Joachim and Jim Kepner at
the meeting. A column by Ladder editor Helen Sanders.
336. The Los Angeles bugle: Issue #6 March 3, 1977. Los Angeles: Bugle, 1977. 24p. 7.25x10.75
inches, photos, ads, listings, very good pastebound magazine on newsprint. Magazine. (#186377)
$45.00
Cobbs, David L., editor. The name and format has changed from the earlier Waltzing Bugle days. Cover
"story" is the Adonis all male Theatre. Numbering of issues was erratic. More reviews and entertainment
features in this issue than in earlier issues. Very low-level free gay guide. Mostly ads for bars, and gayowned services and shops. Only 4 listings of the various Bugle incarnations in OCLC as of 4/2014. AKA
The Waltzing Bugle and The Bugle .
337. The Los Angeles bugle: Issue #13 June 17, 1977. Los Angeles: Bugle, 1977. 24p. 7.25x10.75
inches, photos, ads, listings, very good pastebound magazine on newsprint. Magazine. (#186378)
$45.00
Cover "story" is the Patio Facelift Party. Also Anita Bryant in LA, Gay Rally Coors Gave. Numbering of
issues was erratic. This issue seems to have more political content especially calls for boycotting Florida
OJ and Coors. More reviews and entertainment features in this issue than in earlier issues.
338. The Los Angeles bugle: Issue #15 July 21, 1977. Los Angeles: Bugle, 1977. 24p. 7.25x10.75
inches, photos, ads, listings, very good pastebound magazine on newsprint. Magazine. (#186384)
$45.00
Cover "story" is the Drake Theatre live-nude all male performances and movies. Numbering of issues was
erratic. This issue seems to have nothing but ads and entertainment listings. The cover states: "There is
NOTHING in this issue about ANITA BRYANT!!"
339. The Los Angeles bugle: Issue #[22?] December 12, 1977. Los Angeles: Bugle, 1977. 32p.
7.25x10.75 inches, photos, ads, listings, very good pastebound magazine on newsprint. Magazine.
(#186387)
$45.00
Cover "story" is Tavern Guild Christmas Fund Raiser. Numbering of issues was erratic. This issue seems
to have nothing but ads and entertainment listings.
340. The Los Angeles bugle: Issue #3 [restarted] February 16 to March 3, 1978. Los Angeles: Bugle,
1978. 24p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, listings, ink date on cover otherwise very good on
newsprint. Newspaper. (#186388)
$45.00
The name and format has changed from the earlier Waltzing Bugle days and even from 1977's Los
Angeles Bugle days. Previously a magazine it is now a tabloid with a lot more entertainment coverage.

Bette Midler review. Cover "story" is Drake Theatre all male nude shows. Numbering of issues was
erratic. This issue seems to have nothing but ads and entertainment listings.
341. The Los Angeles bugle: Issue #4 March 3 -16 1978. Los Angeles: Bugle, 1978. 24p. folded tabloid
newspaper, photos, ads, listings, more b&w photos, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#186389)
$45.00
Cover "story" Circus Disco. Numbering of issues was erratic.
342. The Los Angeles bugle: Issue #8 May 2 to May 15 1978. Los Angeles: Bugle, 1978. 40p. folded
tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, listings, more b&w photos, very good on newsprint. Newspaper.
(#186390)
$45.00
The name and format has changed from the earlier Waltzing Bugle days and even from 1977's Los
Angeles Bugle days. Previously a magazine it is now a tabloid with a lot more entertainment coverage.
After years of being mainly a throwaway guide to baths and bars the paper was finally including features
and reviews. Still mostly ads for bars, and gay-owned services and shops.
343. The Los Angeles bugle: [Issue #9 May 16 to May 22 1978]. Los Angeles: Bugle, 1978. 40p. folded
tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, listings, more b&w photos, very good on newsprint. Newspaper.
(#186392)
$45.00
344. . The male club; issue # 3, spring 1993. San Francisco: Chinoise Productions, 1993. unpaginated,
11x11 inch glossy color magazine featuring homo-erotic poetry, literature, photos of Asian American
nude men and interviews, text in English, very good in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#163308)
$65.00
Chew, Edward, editor, Ma-Ten, Cliff Baker, photographers
345. Maledicta: the international journal of verbal aggression, volume I, #1 - volume XIII, 1977-2004
(complete run of 16 books). Waukesha, WI: Maledicta Press, 1977-2005. 13 volumes, 19 issues in 16
books, essays, articles, theory, tables, glossaries, very good complete run of the language journal from
1977 to 2004, paperbacks in orange printed wraps. Paperback. (#184746)
$250.00
Aman, Reinhold, editor, Gershon Legman, et al. Volume numbers I-V are divided into 2 numbers each
yet vol. II & V combine both numbers into one book. The rest of the volumes are complete in one book
accounting for the discrepancy in count. The journal published articles, essays and histories of "secret"
and "profane" languages with much homosexual material. Issue number 2 was a festschrift in honor of
the passing of Gershon Legman. The final issue's introduction by Aman is a bitter rant at the failure of
the venture due to lack of support from subscribers and readers and the advent of the internet.
346. Man alive: no. 7, Oct/Nov. 1959; the magazine of Britain's top physique photographers. London:
Man Alive Pub., 1959. 40p. including covers, 5.5x7.25 inches, gravure printed b&w photos of male nudes
in posing pouches, very good digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193402)
$75.00

347. Mandate: the national magazine of entertainment & eros; volume 1, number 6, September 1975.
New York: Modernismo, 1975. 62p., including covers, 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w full-frontal
physique photos as well as entertainers and performers, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#177949)
$45.00
Devere, John, editor, photographers include Roy Blakey, Colt Studios, Jim French, Jurgen Vollmer et al.
Interview with Isabelle, focus on "Cabaret"

348. Manpower! no. 6; the leather file, a Colt Studio presentation. Studio City: Colt Studio, 1978. [48p]
8.5x11 inches, all-photo magazine illustrated with b&w and color photos of rough trade, leathermen and
motorcycle toughs in seminude erotic poses with full-frontal poses, lightly worn in stapled black wraps.
Magazine. (#187590)
$45.00

349. Manroot [Man-Root] #1, August 1969. South San Francisco: Man-Root, 1969. 66p.,7x8.5 inches,
very good first edition booklet in stapled yellow pictorial wraps. Gay poetry journal. Paperback. (#67145)
$50.00
Mariah, Paul, Richard Tagett, editors, William Barber, Victor Borsa, Paul Mariah, Judy Grahn et al.
350. Mars: bi-monthly; no 17, January 1966; here come the sailors! Chicago: Mars Pub., 1966. [48p]
including covers, 5.25x8.5 inches, illustrated with physique-style nude photos and art, very good digest
size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193407)
$45.00
Tom of Finland, Etienne [Dom Orejudos aka Stephen] et al, illustrators.
351. Mattachine interim: membership quarterly: third quarter 1962-1963 fiscal year issued in June
1963. San Francisco: Mattachine Society, 1963. 24p. including covers, 5.5x8.25 inches, very good
newsletter in digest size magazine format in stapled green pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#184461)
$75.00
van den Haag, Dr. Ernest. This is the free-to-membership quarterly newsletter published by the San
Francisco-based homophile society, one of the earliest of its kind, formed in 1950. This issue is comprised
mainly of a transcript of the KPFA/KPFK radio address and interview with Dr. Ernest van den Haag on
The Social Setting of the Homosexual.
352. Michael's entertainment guide: aka; homo weekly and entertainment weekly, a broken run of 7
issues for 1993. Washington DC: BladeComp, Inc., 1993. 7 issues, various pagination and size, illustrated
with ads and photos, broken run of the entertainment guide for gay men in the DC area in digest size
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#184464)
$45.00
Issues for May 6, July 8 & 29, August 5, October 14, November 18, and December 30 1993.
353. Midwest: vol. 1, #4; for today's gay America! Exclusive Tom of Finland appreciation by REX.
Chicago: Midwest Times, 1981. 48p. including covers, 11x14.5 inches, photos, art, stories, ads, services,
articles, columns, reviews, very good LGBT magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193626)
$45.00
Trout, Hank, editor, REX, Tom of Finland, Steven Saylor [aka Aaron Travis] Fisher Ross et al. Steven
Saylor was the Book Review editor and also has an essay on Gladiators. Tom of Finland piece by
illustrator REX with only a couple of illustrations. Only 4 broken run holdings located in OCLC as of
3/2015
354. Midwest: vol. 1, #5; for today's gay America! Chicago: Midwest Times, 1981. 48p. including
covers, 11x14.5 inches, photos, art, stories, ads, services, articles, columns, reviews, very good LGBT
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193627)
$45.00
Trout, Hank, editor, Steven Saylor [aka Aaron Travis] Fisher Ross et al. Steven Saylor was the Book
Review editor and also has an essay on Spartacus International Gay Guide.
355. Midwest: vol. 1, #6; for today's gay America! Chicago: Midwest Times, 1981. 48p. including
covers, 11x14.5 inches, photos, art, stories, ads, services, articles, columns, reviews, very good LGBT
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193628)
$45.00
Trout, Hank, editor, Jerry Rosco et al. San Francisco Convention of Black and White Men together. Gay
Cancer report (early AIDS reportage)

356. Midwest: vol. 1, #7; for today's gay America! Chicago: Midwest Times, 1981. 64p. including
covers, 11x14.5 inches tabloid newspaper, photos, art, stories, ads, services, articles, columns, reviews,
very good LGBT magazine on newsprint. Magazine. (#193630)
$45.00
Palm Springs. Richard Locke first fiction publication. Only 4 broken run holdings located in OCLC as of
3/2015

357. Modern words: a thoroughly queer international magazine, number 1-3 & 5-9 [8 issue broken run].
San Francisco: Modern Words, 1994-2006. Eight issues various pagination, illustrations, ads, essays,
fiction and poetry, very good pocket-sized paperback journals in pictorial wraps. Paperback. (#188407)
$125.00
Kyle, Garland Richard, editor and publisher. Missing only issue #4. LGBT literary journal.
358. Morning due: voices of anti-sexist men, July-August 1975. Seattle: Morning Due Collective, 1975.
37p., 7x8.5 inches, illustrations, features, fiction, letters, mild soiling otherwise very good
magazine/newsletter in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187916)
$45.00
Gay men's magazine published by a collective in Seattle. MNS Statement on Gay Liberation, On Rape,
Fellow Travelers, Poems etc. Originally titled "Faggots and Class Struggle"
359. Morning due: journal of men against sexism, Nov-Dec 1975. Seattle: Morning Due Collective,
1975. 48p. including covers 7x8.5 inches, illustrations, features, fiction, letters, very good
magazine/newsletter in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187932)
$45.00
Gay men's magazine published by a collective in Seattle. Features on the Women's Liberation Movement,
Prisoners against Rape, and various movements. Poems etc. Originally titled "Faggots and Class
Struggle"
360. Morning due: journal of men against sexism, Sept.-Oct., vol. 2, issue 5, 1976. Seattle: Morning
Due Collective, 1976. 48p. including covers 7x8.5 inches, illustrations, features, fiction, letters, very good
magazine/newsletter in lightly-worn and addressed stapled pictorial wraps with tape residue. Magazine.
(#187935)
$45.00
Gay men's magazine published by a collective in Seattle. Features Changing Sex Roles in Cuba, and
various movements. Poems etc. Originally titled "Faggots and Class Struggle"
361. Morning due: journal of men against sexism, May-June, vol. 2, issue 3, 1976; men and violence.
Seattle: Morning Due Collective, 1976. 48p. including covers 7x8.5 inches, illustrations, features, fiction,
letters, very good magazine/newsletter in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187933)
$45.00
Gay men's magazine published by a collective in Seattle. Features the The George Jackson Brigade
Communiqué Poems and Morning Due's critique of the Seattle revolutionary group's communiqué, poetry
by Assata Shakur etc. Originally titled "Faggots and Class Struggle"
362. Muscleboy incorporating Demi-Gods; volume 3, number 6, October 1967. New York: The Young
Physique Publishing Co., 1967. 92p., including covers, 8.25x11 inches, front cover foldout color photo,
glossy magazine illustrated with b&w and color physique photos of sun-worshipers and body builders,
ads for Bruce of LA and other photographers and artists, very good in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#193370)
$45.00
A continuation of the earlier men's physique magazine "Demi-Gods" featuring suggestive poses. This
issue features a foldout front cover poster.

363. Muscles; le magazine vivant de la force et de la Sante, no. 122, Fevrier-Mars 1964. Brussels:
Federation Belge de Culture Physique, 1964. [20p] 8.25x10.5 inches, photo-illustrated physique
magazine, very lightly worn wraps. Magazine. (#146540)
$75.00

364. N.S. Mobilizer. Official publication of the National Socialist League. Vol. IV, no. 40 (Winter
1978). Los Angeles: National Socialist League, 1978. 12p., wraps, 8.5x11 inches, very good; front cover
cartoon depicts stereotypical Jewish media personality reading from script into radio microphone. Back
cover is a Hitler photomontage. Rubber-stamp on cover states "Sample copy. For future issues,
subscribe!!" (#141704)
$95.00
Patton, Russell ["Russell Veh"] editor. Magazine published by the Los Angeles-based Gay Nazi
organization. Includes correspondence, membership information, clippings from "Jew media" about the
group, a comic strip celebrating the life of Rudolf Hesse, and more. An anonymous letter from a member
of the Christopher Street West Association board apologizes for the "cop out" of voting to exclude the
group from a 1977 gay pride event. Classifieds have been reformed to include only "non-personals,"
advertising literature, offering to buy memorabilia, and in one case, seeking employment under a Nazi
boss so as to escape from current "Jew-infested" company in Los Angeles.
365. N.S. Mobilizer. Official publication of the National Socialist League. Vol. III, nos. 26-31 (AprilSept. 1976). Los Angeles: National Socialist League, 1976. 13p., wraps, 8.5x11 inches, lightly creased
from folding to fit into standard envelope, otherwise very good. Rubber-stamp on cover states "Sample
copy. For future issues, subscribe!!" (#141702)
$125.00
Cover story is an interview with a member of Shelton's KKK "Roy" who meet Shelton while both were in
prison and implies that he had sex with Shelton in prison. Other articles discuss difficulties encountered
in promoting the group in "Jew-friendly" gay media, and news updates on various Jewish and Black
outrages. Also includes correspondence and classified ads for other gay, Nazi and satanic groups.
366. Networks: the monthly communication-guide of the David card system; May, June 1983 - vol. 2,
no. 8, April 1985 (broken run of 7 issues). San Francisco: International David Society, 1983-86. Seven
issues various pagination, events calendars, ads, listings, photos, very good broken run of the digest size
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#184516)
$75.00
AKA Communication-Guide aka IDS Communication-Guide. Issues include May, October, 1983,
January, June & July 1984 , Feb/March & April 1985. Based in SF and Ft. Lauderdale. Includes Gay
Pride San Francisco articles and photos.
367. New York Native: issues 41 through 593, missing issues, a broken run. New York: That New
Magazine, 1982-1989. 150 issues of the tabloid newspaper, unfolded, minor toning and wear, otherwise
very good copies, a near-complete run. Newspaper. (#181100)
$400.00
Important gay newspaper featuring news, entertainment, classified ads, AIDS news etc. At the beginning
of the AIDS crisis this was America's most influential gay newspaper and the only gay paper in NYC. The
March 18, 1981 issue (not included in this run) ran the first story on the disease that would become
known as AIDS. Through the 1980s the paper was at the forefront in AIDS reportage including several
scathing articles by Larry Kramer (some included here)The paper eventually went under due to the
adverse reaction to the paper's increasingly radical departure from AIDS reportage to AIDS conspiracy
theories.
368. New York native: a bi-weekly Christopher Street publication, issue #12, May 18-31, 1981. New
York: That New Magazine, 1981. 36p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, interviews, listings,
services, reviews, very good newsprint. Newspaper. (#185742)
$45.00
Ortleb, Charles L. editor, Dorothy Allison, Andrew Holleran, Felice Picano. Cover story: Dorothy
Allison on Billie Jean King and Andrew Holleran interviews Felice Picano.

369. The news: volume I, number 2 - volume IV, number 18, Friday April 18, 1986 - November 24,
1989 [broken run of 31 issues]. Los Angeles: The News Co., 1986-1989. 31 issues of the folded tabloid
newspaper, various pagination, photos, ads, features, columns, reviews, services, toning and minor wear
otherwise very good broken run on newsprint. Issue numbers included: v1, #2, 5, 10, 16, 18, v2, #8, 13,
14, 18-20, v3, #4, 5, 7, 10, 14-16, 20, 22-24, v4, #1, 4, 5, 8-10, 15 & 18 Newspaper. (#189859)
$300.00
Brooke, Aslan and Sandy Dwyer, editors. No holdings located in OCLC as of 8/2014. LGBT bimonthly
newspaper with much AIDS material including an obituary section for men who had died of AIDS-related
illness including notables such as Sylvester, Wayland Flowers, Timothy Patrick Murphy, After Dark
editor William Como etc. Much on ACT UP/LA. Coeditor/publisher, Aslan Brookes, Sandy Dwyer's
partner and a lesbian activist, became an editor of Frontiers. An important LA newspaper that has been
overlooked.
370. Anthropological Research Group on Homosexuality. Newsletter [seven issues]. San Francisco;
Pacific Palisades: ARGOH, 1979-1984. Seven issues of the newsletter, 8.5x11 inch sheets stapled in
upper left corner, mild wear; length ranges from 6 to 30 pages per issue. Issues present are vol. 1 nos. 1
and 2, vol. 2 no. 2, vol. 3 no. 4, vol. 4 nos. 1/2 and 4, and vol. 5 no. 1/2. (#177341)
$45.00
Updates on the status of relevant topics within the broader field of anthropology, panels at major
conferences, and disputes within the field.
371. Black and White Men Together. Newsletter. San Francisco: Black and White Men Together, 19781985. 9-10 and 12-24 (final issue), small format, various pagination. (#17209)
$125.00
This gay quarterly became a major vehicle for the exchange of information among black men and white
men.
372. Lesbian/Gay Labor Alliance. Newsletter [eight issues]. San Francisco: the Alliance, 1983-85. Eight
issues of the newsletter, each printed on one side of a 8.5x14 or 8.5x11 inch sheet, very good. Issues
present are July 1 and 15, two uncertain dates in August, and one in November 1983; March and June 7
1984, and July 1985. (#177312)
$95.00
Updates on pickets, boycotts, and successes in organizing, including the first unionization of a Castro
business in 1983 (the New York City Deli).
373. San Francisco Bay Area Gay & Lesbian Historical Society. Newsletter: aka Our Stories; volume 1,
number 2 - volume 13 number 2 [broken run of 23 issues 1985-1998]. San Francisco: SF - GLHS, 19851998. 23 issues, various pagination, usually 8.5x11 inches, photos, articles, reports, reviews, event
listings, some issues folded sheets, some stapled magazine covers, very good condition. Magazine.
(#193560)
$75.00
Issues included in run: v1, #2-4, v3, #2-4, v4, #1&3, v5, #3&4, v6, #1,2, 3 & 4 (combined) v7, #1/2 & 3/4
combined, v8, #1 & 2, v10#1-W & 2, v13, #1 & 2
374. NewsWest: a weekly newspaper for Southern California's Gay Community and its friends; issue #1,
May 30, 1975. Los Angeles: NewsWest, 1975. 18p., two sections, double-folded tabloid newspaper, ads,
services, reviews, news, columns, subscription sheet and envelope, sheet toned but the newspaper is in
very good condition on newsprint. Newspaper. (#192436)
$75.00
Cole, Rob, editor, Pat Rocco et al. Cover stories on Governor Brown signing Consent Bill and the law
requiring the LAPD to hire gays. Also Orange County torso murders. Subsequent title "Out!" Only 7
holdings located in OCLC as of 1/2015

375. NewsWest: the gay NEWSpaper; issue #39, November 12, 1976. Los Angeles: Green Carnation
Newspapers, 1977. 52p., folded tabloid newspaper, ads, services, reviews, news, columns, very good
condition on newsprint. Newspaper. (#192510)
$45.00
Cover stories on the Slasher Trial, Student cops bait campus tearooms etc. Subsequent title "Out!" Only 7
holdings located in OCLC as of 1/2015
376. NewsWest: the National gay NEWSpaper; issue #55, June 23, 1977. Los Angeles: Green Carnation
Newspapers, 1977. 36p., folded tabloid newspaper, ads, services, reviews, news, columns, very good
condition on newsprint. Newspaper. (#192513)
$45.00
Cover story on Death at the Baths (the fire at the NYC Everard Baths). Subsequent title "Out!" Only 7
holdings located in OCLC as of 1/2015
377. NewsWest: the gay NEWSpaper; issue #43, January 6, 1977. Los Angeles: Green Carnation
Newspapers, 1977. 48p., folded tabloid newspaper, ads, services, reviews, news, columns, very good
condition on newsprint. Newspaper. (#192511)
$45.00
Cover stories on Police brutality charges, New York's GAA on the skids. Subsequent title "Out!" Only 7
holdings located in OCLC as of 1/2015
378. NewsWest: the gay NEWSpaper; issue #47, March 3, 1977. Los Angeles: Green Carnation
Newspapers, 1977. 52p., folded tabloid newspaper, ads, services, reviews, news, columns, very good
condition on newsprint. Newspaper. (#192512)
$45.00
Cover stories on Sex in Public, Appointment with the White House etc. Subsequent title "Out!" Only 7
holdings located in OCLC as of 1/2015
379. NewsWest: a weekly newspaper for Southern California's Gay Community and its friends; issue
#17, January 8, 1976. Los Angeles: Green Carnation Newspapers, 1975. 44p., folded tabloid newspaper,
ads, services, reviews, news, columns, very good condition on newsprint. Newspaper. (#192508)
$45.00
Sarff, Douglas, editor, Michael Kearns, Pat Rocco, et al. Cover stories on David Kopay coming out, SF
Vice Squad under fire. Subsequent title "Out!" Only 7 holdings located in OCLC as of 1/2015
380. . NewsWest: a weekly newspaper for Southern California's Gay Community and its friends; issue
#19, February 5, 1976. Los Angeles: Green Carnation Newspapers, 1976. 44p., folded tabloid newspaper,
ads, services, reviews, news, columns, very good condition on newsprint. Newspaper. (#192509)
$45.00
Cover stories on The Los Feliz Democratic Club and the Man/Boy Love book "For Money or for Love?"
Subsequent title "Out!" Only 7 holdings located in OCLC as of 1/2015
381. NewsWest: the National gay NEWSpaper; issue #56, July 8, 1977. Los Angeles: Green Carnation
Newspapers, 1977. 40p., folded tabloid newspaper, ads, services, reviews, news, columns, very good
condition on newsprint. Newspaper. (#192514)
$45.00
Wray, Robert, editor, Terry Wolverton et al. Cover story on Gays in Force, protests of Miami, Briggs, the
Hollywood March. Subsequent title "Out!" Only 7 holdings located in OCLC as of 1/2015
382. The night times: the entertainment weekly for Berkeley and the Bay, volume 1, no. 1, September 1,
1971. Berkeley: The Night Times, 1971. 16p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, reviews, columns,
listings, interviews, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#192201)
$45.00
Blodgett, Jim, Neville Johnson, Hut Landon & Joel Selvin, editors. First issue of the underground
weekly. Cover stories on The Joffrey Ballet and Creedence Clearwater Revival. Reviews of the Magic
Theatre etc. Notice for an upcoming Cockettes appearance. Only two holdings located in OCLC as of
12/2014

383. Nomenews: no. 2, June 1985. San Francisco: Nomenus, 1985. 16 8.5x11 inches, cover is a photo of
a Fairy Circle, information on the organization, photos, call for mobilization against AIDS, poems, songs,
stain along bottom edge otherwise good newsletter. (#192753)
$45.00
Rose, Bradley, Harry Hay, Walter Blumoff photos, et al. Radical Faerie newsletter from a group
attempting to establish a sanctuary on open land. Photo of Harry Hay as The Duchess. Only 3 holdings
located in OCLC as of 1/2015
384. Northwest gay review volume 1 number 4, May 1974, with special visitors guide to San Francisco.
Portland, OR: Historical Outlet Center, 1974. 24p. including covers plus 16p. guide laid-in, 8.5x11
inches, photos, illustrations, ads, articles, reviews, news, listings, civil rights, very good magazine, folded
sheets, newsprint. Magazine. (#193612)
$45.00
Swerdlow, Lanny, editor. 8 holdings located in OCLC as of 3/2015
385. Northwest gay review volume 2 number 4, April 1975. Portland, OR: Historical Outlet Center,
1975. 32p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, illustrations, ads, articles, reviews, news, listings, civil
rights, very good magazine, folded sheets, newsprint. Magazine. (#193614)
$45.00
Swerdlow, Lanny, Randy Shilts, editors.
386. Northwest gay review volume 2 number 5, May 1975 with San Francisco Vistor's Guide. Portland,
OR: Historical Outlet Center, 1975. 32p. folded tabloid newspaper, with 32p. San Francisco Guide insert,
photos, illustrations, ads, articles, reviews, news, listings, civil rights, very good magazine, folded sheets,
newsprint. Magazine. (#193615)
$45.00
Swerdlow, Lanny, Randy Shilts, editors.
387. Off our backs volume XVIII number 3 March 1988 - volume XX number 5 May 1990 (broken
run). Washington DC: Off Our Backs, 1988-1990. 19 issue broken run of the tabloid lesbian newspaper
various pagination, articles, essays, photos and art very good on newsprint, flat but with fold. Newspaper.
(#182812)
$375.00
Issues 3,7,9,10 & 11 for volume xviii, a complete run of 11 issues for volume xix (number 1 is misnumbered on outer cover, correctly numbered on inner and Aug./Sept. is one issue) issues 2, 4 & 5 for
volume xx.
388. Off our backs volume XVIII number 3 March 1988 - volume XX number 4 April 1990 (broken
run). Washington DC: Off Our Backs, 1988-1990. 15 issue broken run of the tabloid lesbian newspaper
various pagination, articles, essays, photos and art very good on newsprint, flat but with fold. Newspaper.
(#182828)
$250.00
Issues 3,7,9, & 11 for volume viii, a near-complete run of 10 issues for volume xix (number 1 is misnumbered on outer cover, correctly numbered on inner and Aug./Sept. is one issue and missing only #7)
issue 4 for volume xx.
389. Off our backs volume II number 8 April 1972 - volume VIII number 8 August-September 1978 (11
issue broken run). Washington DC: Off Our Backs, 1972-1978. 11 issue broken run of the folded tabloid
lesbian newspaper various pagination, articles, essays, photos and art minor wear and toning otherwise
very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#183010)
$175.00
Issue 8 for volume ii, 6,8 & 10 for volume iii, 4, 5 & 8 of volume iv, 2,3 & 4 for volume vii and issue 8 of
volume viii.
390. On our backs; entertainment for the adventurous lesbian (broken run of 19 issues). San Francisco:
On Our Backs, 1985-94. Nineteen issues from the first decade of the glossy 8.5x11 inch magazine, very
good condition in stapled pictorial wraps. Issues present are vol. 1, no. 2-4, vol. 2, no. 5 (5 is also vol. 3

no. 1); vol. 3 nos. 2 & 4; vol. 4 nos. 1, 3 & 4; vol. 5 nos. 1, 2 & 5; vol. 6 nos. 4 & 5; vol. 7 nos. 1 & 4, vol.
8 nos. 3 & 6; vol. 10 no. 3 Magazine. (#183365)
$150.00
A partial run of the sex-positive magazine, named in response to the anti-porn feminist periodical "Off
our backs."
391. On our backs; entertainment for the adventurous lesbian Spring & Summer 1987 (broken run of 2
issues). San Francisco: On Our Backs, 1987. Two issues 52p. each 8.5x11 inches, glossy magazines, very
good condition in stapled pictorial wraps. Volume 3, number 4 & volume 4 number 1 Magazine.
(#183409)
$45.00
A partial run of the sex-positive magazine, named in response to the anti-porn feminist periodical "Off
our backs."
392. On our backs; entertainment for the adventurous lesbian Spring & Fall 1988 (broken run of 2
issues). San Francisco: On Our Backs, 1988. Two issues 48p. each 8.5x11 inches, glossy magazines, very
good condition in stapled pictorial wraps. Volume 4, number 4 & volume 5 number 2 Magazine.
(#183410)
$45.00
A partial run of the sex-positive magazine, named in response to the anti-porn feminist periodical "Off
our backs."
393. One; the homosexual magazine, volume two, number 5, May 1954. Los Angeles: One, Inc., 1954.
32p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#183352)
$75.00
Elloree, Eve, Ann Carll Reid, Ben Tabore, James Barr, Donald Webster Cory, editors. Includes cover
story by Lyn Pedersen "England and the Vices of Sodom" a poem, "A Glimpse" by Walt Whitman and a
Shakespeare sonnet.
One, Inc., which took its name from Thomas Carlyle's statement that "A mystic bond of brotherhood
makes all men one," was founded in LA in 1952 as a homophile organization with connections to the
Mattachine Society. As the first pro-gay journal of its kind, it serves as an important source for preStonewall homophile studies. In 1954 the US Post Office declared it obscene, leading to a four-year legal
battle (chronicled in its pages) that concluded with a favorable decision as part of Roth vs. United States.
Aside from its articles covering topics ranging from the Beatniks and Gay marriage to homosexuality and
national security, One Magazine also featured poetry and short fiction by numerous prominent authors.
394 One; the homosexual magazine, volume two, number 7, July 1954. Los Angeles: One, Inc., 1954.
32p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#183353)
$75.00
Includes cover story by David Russell & Dalvan McIntire "In Paths Untrodden; a study of Walt
Whitman"
One, Inc., which took its name from Thomas Carlyle's statement that "A mystic bond of brotherhood
makes all men one," was founded in LA in 1952 as a homophile organization with connections to the
Mattachine Society. As the first pro-gay journal of its kind, it serves as an important source for preStonewall homophile studies. In 1954 the US Post Office declared it obscene, leading to a four-year legal
battle (chronicled in its pages) that concluded with a favorable decision as part of Roth vs. United States.
Aside from its articles covering topics ranging from the Beatniks and Gay marriage to homosexuality and
national security, One Magazine also featured poetry and short fiction by numerous prominent authors.
395. One; the homosexual magazine, volume three, number 12, December 1955. Los Angeles: One, Inc.,
1955. 32p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#183363)
$75.00
Cover story "Are Homosexuals Security Risks?" by Marlin Prentiss.

One, Inc., which took its name from Thomas Carlyle's statement that "A mystic bond of brotherhood
makes all men one," was founded in LA in 1952 as a homophile organization with connections to the
Mattachine Society. As the first pro-gay journal of its kind, it serves as an important source for preStonewall homophile studies. In 1954 the US Post Office declared it obscene, leading to a four-year legal
battle (chronicled in its pages) that concluded with a favorable decision as part of Roth vs. United States.
Aside from its articles covering topics ranging from the Beatniks and Gay marriage to homosexuality and
national security, One Magazine also featured poetry and short fiction by numerous prominent authors.
396. One; the homosexual magazine, volume three, number 3, March 1955. Los Angeles: One, Inc.,
1955. 48p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#183358)
$75.00
Reid, Ann Carll, William Lambert, Don Slater, editors. "The Homophile Society" by Kempe.
One, Inc., which took its name from Thomas Carlyle's statement that "A mystic bond of brotherhood
makes all men one," was founded in LA in 1952 as a homophile organization with connections to the
Mattachine Society. As the first pro-gay journal of its kind, it serves as an important source for preStonewall homophile studies. In 1954 the US Post Office declared it obscene, leading to a four-year legal
battle (chronicled in its pages) that concluded with a favorable decision as part of Roth vs. United States.
Aside from its articles covering topics ranging from the Beatniks and Gay marriage to homosexuality and
national security, One Magazine also featured poetry and short fiction by numerous prominent authors.
397. One; the homosexual viewpoint, volume ten, number 7, July 1962. Los Angeles: One, Inc., 1962.
32p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#192902)
$65.00
Slater, Don, Alison Hunter, William Lambert et al, editors.
398. One; the homosexual viewpoint. Volume 8, no. 10 October, 1960. Los Angeles: One, Inc., 1960.
32p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good first edition digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial
wraps, traces of old price sticker on front cover, otherwise very good. Magazine. (#179905)
$45.00
Cover story, "Are homosexuals security risks?" focuses on the case of William Martin and Bernon
Mitchell, NSA cryptologists who defected to Moscow and were assumed to be a gay couple. Author Don
Slater (editor of the journal) accepts at face value the rumors of homosexuality and worries that antigay
crusaders will seize on the defection as a reason to keep gay men out of government service, expressing
bewilderment that the couple would have gone to the USSR: "Communism and homosexuality are
contradictory and inimical.... Let it be the heterosexual who may be easily pressured in his wish to
survive and conform." Whether the pair were actually gay has remained a puzzle; Martin married in
Moscow but was divorced shortly thereafter. Mitchell appears to have been bisexual.
399. One; the homosexual viewpoint, volume six, number 2, February 1958. Los Angeles: One, Inc.,
1958. 32p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#183459)
$75.00
Slater, Don, Lyn Pedersen, William Lambert et al, editors. Cover story: "What About Gay Bars?"
One, Inc., which took its name from Thomas Carlyle's statement that "A mystic bond of brotherhood
makes all men one," was founded in LA in 1952 as a homophile organization with connections to the
Mattachine Society. As the first pro-gay journal of its kind, it serves as an important source for preStonewall homophile studies. In 1954 the US Post Office declared it obscene, leading to a four-year legal
battle (chronicled in its pages) that concluded with a favorable decision as part of Roth vs. United States.
Aside from its articles covering topics ranging from the Beatniks and Gay marriage to homosexuality and
national security, One Magazine also featured poetry and short fiction by numerous prominent authors.

400. One; the homosexual viewpoint, volume six, number 4, April 1958. Los Angeles: One, Inc., 1958.
32p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#183461)
$75.00
Cover story: "The Single Homosexual" by Frank Golovitz. "St. Paul on Sodomy" by Kenneth McIntosh
One, Inc., which took its name from Thomas Carlyle's statement that "A mystic bond of brotherhood
makes all men one," was founded in LA in 1952 as a homophile organization with connections to the
Mattachine Society. As the first pro-gay journal of its kind, it serves as an important source for preStonewall homophile studies. In 1954 the US Post Office declared it obscene, leading to a four-year legal
battle (chronicled in its pages) that concluded with a favorable decision as part of Roth vs. United States.
Aside from its articles covering topics ranging from the Beatniks and Gay marriage to homosexuality and
national security, One Magazine also featured poetry and short fiction by numerous prominent authors.
401. One; the homosexual viewpoint, volume six, number 7, July 1958. Los Angeles: One, Inc., 1958.
32p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#183463)
$75.00
Cover story: "Gay Beach"
One, Inc., which took its name from Thomas Carlyle's statement that "A mystic bond of brotherhood
makes all men one," was founded in LA in 1952 as a homophile organization with connections to the
Mattachine Society. As the first pro-gay journal of its kind, it serves as an important source for preStonewall homophile studies. In 1954 the US Post Office declared it obscene, leading to a four-year legal
battle (chronicled in its pages) that concluded with a favorable decision as part of Roth vs. United States.
Aside from its articles covering topics ranging from the Beatniks and Gay marriage to homosexuality and
national security, One Magazine also featured poetry and short fiction by numerous prominent authors.
402. One; the homosexual viewpoint, volume eight, number 10, October 1960. Los Angeles: One, Inc.,
1960. 32p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#183467)
$65.00
Cover story: "Are Homosexuals Security Risks?"
One, Inc., which took its name from Thomas Carlyle's statement that "A mystic bond of brotherhood
makes all men one," was founded in LA in 1952 as a homophile organization with connections to the
Mattachine Society. As the first pro-gay journal of its kind, it serves as an important source for preStonewall homophile studies. In 1954 the US Post Office declared it obscene, leading to a four-year legal
battle (chronicled in its pages) that concluded with a favorable decision as part of Roth vs. United States.
Aside from its articles covering topics ranging from the Beatniks and Gay marriage to homosexuality and
national security, One Magazine also featured poetry and short fiction by numerous prominent authors.
403. One; the homosexual viewpoint, volume thirteen, number 6, June 1965. Los Angeles: One, Inc.,
1965. 32p., including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, very good digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps,
small Different Light bookshop sticker on cover. Magazine. (#183472)
$75.00
Slater, Don, Lyn Pedersen, William Lambert et al, editors, Joseph Hansen. Cover story: "The
Heterosexual Minority" "Suicide" nonfiction piece by Joseph Hansen
One, Inc., which took its name from Thomas Carlyle's statement that "A mystic bond of brotherhood
makes all men one," was founded in LA in 1952 as a homophile organization with connections to the
Mattachine Society. As the first pro-gay journal of its kind, it serves as an important source for preStonewall homophile studies. In 1954 the US Post Office declared it obscene, leading to a four-year legal
battle (chronicled in its pages) that concluded with a favorable decision as part of Roth vs. United States.
Aside from its articles covering topics ranging from the Beatniks and Gay marriage to homosexuality and
national security, One Magazine also featured poetry and short fiction by numerous prominent authors.

404. Outcome: a magazine of sexual politics produced by lesbians & gay men, number 7, autumn 1978.
Lancaster: Outcome, 1978. 36p. including covers8.25x11.75 inches, illustrations, comic panels, photos,
lightly-worn magazine in stapled printed wraps. Magazine. (#187002)
$25.00
Poetry, criticism, both politcal and literary, essays. An article "Nighthawks" on the representation of gays
in the media.
.
405. Our Paper, Your Paper; The Gay Family Paper of the Santa Clara Valley. San Jose: Our Projects,
Inc., 1982-1995. Near complete volume I-XIV run of this biweekly gay newspaper with occasional
missing issue, 292 issues total, even toning of paper but otherwise in very good condition. Volume XIV,
the last volume, has only scattered issues. "Our Paper is a biweekly newspaper dedicated to inform, serve,
and entertain Gay men and Lesbian women and their humanistic friends in Santa Clara County." Our
Paper refused to publish "any material, including ads, which it considers in poor taste or which might be
libelous, invasive of privacy, and/or a basis for legal action." Unlike some San Francisco gay papers of
the period, no frank photos and sex want ads. Strong on electoral politics and legal issues. Publisher
Nichols has an anarcho-individualist libertarian background and was a follower of Ayn Rand. Missing
issues: Volume XI, number 24; Volume XIV has only numbers 1-2, 4-9 Newspaper. (#162969)
$750.00
Nichols, Rosalie and Johnie Staggs, editors. Statement in Volume I, number 1: Our Paper intentionally
reflects the shared characteristics of heterosexuals and homosexuals . .. Publicly, we share numerous
concerns: World hunger, nuclear disarmament, uncontrollable inflation, spiraling taxes, diminished
public services, dwindling natural resources, and the vanishing American parking space. . . . Our goal as
journalists is to provide an intelligent link between two segments of the richly diverse Santa Clara County
community. . . . It is through a dedicated pursuit of himan rights for all people that Our Paper will,
hopefully, become your paper."
406. Our Sorority An Outreach Publication. Issue 22 (April 1990). Alexandria, VA: Human Outreach
and Achievement Institute, 1990. 80p, including covers, 5.5 x 8.5 inches, illustrated with photos of drag
performers and citizens, artworks, cartoons, digest size magazine in pink stapled wraps. Magazine.
(#186744)
$45.00
Lind, Betty Ann, editor. Publication of Transsexual/Transvestite/Drag community covering issues such as
beauty and fashion tips, a column on hormones, social event announcements and coverage with photos,
ads, cartoons.
407. Out/look: national lesbian & gay quarterly; volume 1, #1 - volume 4 #4 (whole number 16) Spring
1988-Spring 1992 [broken run of 16 issues]. San Francisco: Out/Look Foundation, 1988-1992. 16 issues,
various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, b&w illustrations and photos, features, columns, editorials, reviews,
very good broken run of the well-produced LGBT magazine in glossy color pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#189852)
$175.00
Chasnoff, Debra, Managing editor, Dorothy Allison et al editorial board. Much material on AIDS,
essays and articles by Allan Berube & Robert Gluck, Jewell Gomez, Valerie Miner, bell hooks, Tom
Ammiano, Cherrie Moraga, et al Issue numbers 1-10, 12-16. Publication ended with volume 5 #2, whole
#18. Missing only 11 & 18
408. Pacific bridge: "where East and West come together" issue numbers 4, 8, 13, 15, 16, 19, 21, 25, 30,
Jul-Aug. 1982 - Jan. 1986 (broken run of 9 issues). San Francisco: Pacific Bridge, 1984-86. 9 issues 36p.
each, 5.25x8.5 inches, illustrated with b&w photos of Asian American men, very good digest size
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#184475)
$145.00
Moort, Andrew, editor. Articles, personal ads, photos, events. Issue number 18 is devoted to the founder
and publisher Peter Dutch who passed away in December of 1984 of AIDS. Issue number 30 was the final
issue. Only 3 listings found in OCLC as of 1/22/14

409. Pacific Coast Times: an independent newsmagazine serving the gay community of San Diego; vol
I number 11 January, 1974 - issue 95 June 2nd 1977 [broken run of 27 issues]. San Diego: Pacific Coast
Times, 1974 - 1977. 27 issues various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, b&w photos and art, ads, features,
services, reviews, columns, gay services and entertainment magazines, first three issues in pastebound
matte paper format, fourth issue in stapled matte format and the rest in semi-glossy stapled pictorial
wraps, soiling, mild wear, several stains otherwise good. Magazine. (#189778)
$175.00
Wild, John, Jr., Robbie Appel & Philip Eadon et al, editors. Early issues of this homophile periodical
were almost like newsletters. The magazine went to semi-glossy format around 1975. They switched to
tabloid newspaper format around 1977/78 and eventually became Coast to Coast Times in the late 1970s.
In the mid-seventies the Times included a digest-size guidebook Pullout and there are several still in the
magazines but most are missing.
Issues included are: vol. I #11, vol. II #13, vol. III, #2 & 4, vol. IV #3, (issue #44) 6 (#46) 7(#47)10 (#53)
vol. V #1 (issue #54- 56) #59 - 64, #68, #74, #76, #83, #85, #90, #92 - 95
410. The parsonage news: volume 5, number 1, January 1986 - volume 8 number 9, September, 1989
(broken run). San Francisco: The Parsonage, 1986-89. 13 issues, various pagination, 7.25x8.5 inches,
various color sheets, folded together to create a newsletter for the Christian LGBT organization, very
good broken run. Magazine. (#184554)
$45.00
"The Parsonage in a Chartered Ministry of The Episcopal Diocese of California In the midst of the
Lesbian & Gay Community." Issue numbers: v5 #1, 4, 6, 9 & 12, v6 # 4, -6 & 12, v7 #2 & 8, v8 #8 & 9
411. Passport. Crossing cultures and borders [eight issue broken run]. San Francisco, CA: International
Wavelength, 1988-91. Eight issues of the small-format journal for lovers of Asian men, length per issue
ranging from 28 to 48 pages, 5.5x8.5 inches, wraps, generally very good, some b&w photos; issues
present are 11, 15, 16, 26, 28, 33, 38, and 46 (#166499)
$75.00
Includes features on travel and gay life in Thailand, Japan, the Philippines and elsewhere, with many
personal ads.
412. Physique pictorial: volume 4, number 3, Fall 1954. Chicago: Physique pictorial, 1954. 32p.
including covers, 5.25x8.25 inches, illustrated profusely with b&w physique photos and illustrations, very
good digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#185792)
$45.00
Quaintance illustrations and back cover of Tony Curtis at the time of "Black Shield of Falworth" "Which
way to da castle?"
413. Physique pictorial: volume 4, number 4, Winter 1954-1955. Chicago: Physique pictorial, 1954.
32p. including covers, 5.25x8.25 inches, illustrated profusely with b&w physique photos and illustrations,
very good digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#185783)
$45.00
Quaintance illustrations and back cover of Marlon Brando going all Greco-Roman from "Julius Caesar"
414. Physique pictorial: volume 5, number 3, Fall 1955. Los Angeles: Physique pictorial, 1955. 32p.
including covers, 5.25x8.25 inches, illustrated with b&w physique photos and art, very good digest-size
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#185791)
$45.00
Art by Bill Mac Lane, Art-Bob, Lon of New York.
415. Physique pictorial: volume 5, number 4, Winter 1955. Los Angeles: Physique pictorial, 1955. 32p.
including covers, 5.25x8.25 inches, illustrated with b&w physique photos and art, very good digest-size
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#184474)
$45.00
Jerry Ross cover pose, art by Bill Mac Lane, Art-Bob, Lon of New York.

416. Physique pictorial: volume 7 number 1, spring 1957. Los Angeles: Athletic Model Guild, 1957.
32p. including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, illustrated with b&w reproductions of artworks and photos by
various artists, very good digest-sized magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#177361)
$150.00
Tom of Finland, [pseudonym of Touko Laaksonen ]. First publication of Tom of Finland, with a cover
illustration of loggers riding down-river and a second image of bare-chested loggers battling with their
poles on huge logs floating in a gushing stream. He got the name "Tom of Finland" from this issue as the
publishers did not use his last name, only identifying him as "Tom," an artist who lives in Finland.
417. Physique pictorial: volume 7 number 4, summer 1957. Los Angeles: Athletic Model Guild, 1957.
32p. including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, illustrated with b&w reproductions of artworks and photos by
various artists, three pages of Tom, very good digest-sized magazine in stapled pictorial wraps with light
toning to front cover. Magazine. (#192876)
$75.00
Tom of Finland, [pseudonym of Touko Laaksonen ] Etienne [pseudonym of Dom Orejudo] , Quaintance,
et al. Early publication of Tom of Finland, with three inner pages. Tom made his first appearance in the
previous issue. He got the name "Tom of Finland" from that issue as the publishers did not use his last
name, only identifying him as "Tom," an artist who lives in Finland.
418. Physique pictorial: volume 9 number 9, spring 1959. Los Angeles: Athletic Model Guild, 1959.
32p. including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, illustrated with b&w reproductions of artworks and photos by
various artists, very good digest-sized magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#185788)
$45.00
Cover and centerfold by Spartacus, cover numbered Vol. IX no 1

419. Planet Homo: the pocket party guide [broken run of 9 issues]. Los Angeles/San Francisco:
Community Investment Corp./Planet Homo, 1993-94. Nine issues, various pagination, 7x8.5 inches,
illustrations, photos, ads, listings, bars, dance clubs, resources, classifieds etc., very good magazines in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#191075)
$45.00
Sullivan, Brett, editor. Issue numbers 027, 028, 048, & 052, SF issues numbers 002, 003, 004, 005, &
033. Party guides to San Francisco and Los Angeles.
420. Post intelligencer: vol. 5, no. 1, January, 1989 - vol. 13, no. 7, August, 1995 (42 issue broken run).
San Francisco: Alexander Hamilton Veteran's Association, 1989-95. 42 issues, various pagination, 7x8.5
inches, folded sheets with some photos and illustrations, a broken run of the veteran's association
newsletter. (#184449)
$125.00
The numbering of this serial is mostly incorrect. Volume 8 number 12 is December 1992 while volume 10
number 5 is May 1993. What happened to volume 9? Also mis-numbered within volumes (two vol. 6 # 10s
and then the numbering stays off) Previously known as the Alexander Hamilton Post Newsletter. Many of
these are addressed to the late Jose Sarria.
The Alexander Hamilton Post 448 of the American Legion is the only post whose membership is
predominantly Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgendered. All of our Legionnaires are honorably
discharged veterans who have successfully served in the United States Armed Forces during a period
when our nation was in conflict as defined by the Department of Defense. Organized in 1984, we are
recognized locally, statewide and nationally for our activism pertaining to the welfare of all veterans and,
especially, our efforts to end the present homophobic discrimination of the United States Military. - from
the web page.
421. Provocateur; volume 1, issue 1; premiere issue, Skrebneski. West Hollywood: Alluvial
Publiishing, 1995. 82p., 9x12 inches, illustrated with mostly homo-erotic art and photography, very good
oversized magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#172075)
$45.00

Skrebinski, Greg Gorman, Lynda Churilla, Robert Rausch Hanneline Rogeberg, et al. The Rogeberg
folio is quite good.
422. PWAlive. A newsletter by, for and about persons affected by AIDS [five issues]. Minneapolis: the
newsletter, 1989-93. Five issues of the newsletter, 8.5x11 inches in staple bound wraps, very good but for
a darkly toned front cover of one issue. Numbers present are vol. 2 nos. 1 and 3, vol. 3 nos. 1 and 4, and
vol. 5 no. 2. Issue length ranges from 20 to 43 pages. (#189200)
$45.00
Articles on political and medical advocacy, treatment news, and essays on topics such as how to talk to
kids about AIDS.
423. Q monthly: the publication for gays, lesbians and bisexuals; volume 1, issue 2 February 1995 volume 4 issue 10 October 1997 [31 issue run missing only two issues]. Minneapolis: Twin Cities
Reader, Inc., 1995 - 1997. 31 issues, various pagination, photos, illustrations, ads, features, reviews.
news, very good run of LGBT folded tabloid newspaper missing only issues v1, #1 and #3, color ink on
newsprint. Newspaper. (#191091)
$350.00
Nelson, Rick, Joel Hoekstra et al editors. Minnesota LGBT publication. Only 2 holdings located in
OCLC as of 10/2014
424. QQ: magazine for gay guys, March/April 1975, volume 7, number 7 [previously Queen's
Quarterly]. New York: Queen's Quarterly, Publishing, 1975. 56p. including covers, 8.5x11 inches,
illustrated with b&w full-frontal physique-style photos, very good semi-glossy magazine in stapled color
pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193559)
$25.00
Keating, Frank, editor, George DeSantis, Walter Norris, A. Jay, et al. Harry Chess episodes.
425. QQ: magazine for gay guys, March/April 1972, volume 4, number 2 [previously Queen's
Quarterly]. New York: Queen's Quarterly, Publishing, 1972. 56p. including covers, 8.5x11 inches,
illustrated with b&w full-frontal physique-style photos, very good semi-glossy magazine in stapled color
pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193557)
$25.00
Harry Chess episodes.
426. QQ: magazine for gay guys, January/February 1973, volume 5, number 1 [previously Queen's
Quarterly]. New York: Queen's Quarterly, Publishing, 1973. 56p. including covers, 8.5x11 inches,
illustrated with b&w full-frontal physique-style photos, very good semi-glossy magazine in stapled color
pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193381)
$25.00
Keating, Frank, editor, George DeSantis, Walter Norris, Orlando Paris, et al.

427. QQ: magazine for gay guys, May/June 1972, volume 4, number 3 [previously Queen's Quarterly].
New York: Queen's Quarterly, Publishing, 1972. 56p. including covers, 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with
b&w full-frontal physique-style photos, very good semi-glossy magazine in stapled color pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#193558)
$25.00
Keating, Frank, editor, George DeSantis, Walter Norris, Quaintance, A. Jay, et al. Harry Chess
episodes. Quaintance gallery and article.
428. QQ: for gay guys, July/August 1975, volume 7, number 4 [previously Queen's Quarterly]. New
York: Queen's Quarterly, Publishing, 1975. 56p. including covers, 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w
and color full-frontal physique-style photos including a centerfold color poster by Bruce of LA, pullout
section of personal ads, very good semi-glossy magazine in stapled color pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#193382)
$45.00
Keating, Frank, editor, John Nichols, Walter Norris, Bruce of L.A., et al.

429. Queen's quarterly: the magazine for guys who have no hangups, Winter 1969-70, volume 2,
number 1. New York: Queen's Quarterly, Publishing, 1969. 54p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w
photos, drawings and cartoons, covers split along spine but intact, semi-glossy magazine in stapled color
pictorial wraps with Marc D. Sade cover. Magazine. (#186698)
$25.00
Physique/musclemen article with photos. Harry Chess comic strip by A. Jay.
430. Queen's quarterly: the magazine for guys who have no hangups, Fall 1969, volume 1, number 4.
New York: Queen's Quarterly, Publishing, 1969. 54p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w photos,
drawings and cartoons, worn with a chip missing from bottom corner of front cover, ink marks on cover,
semi-glossy magazine in stapled color pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#186700)
$25.00
Keating, Frank, editor, A. Jay, Walter Norris, Orlando Paris, et al. Stories on gay films, Naked Festival
in Japan. Harry Chess comic strip by A. Jay.
431. Quest: a feminist quarterly, vol. I no. 1 - vol. 3, no. 2 (first 10 issues). Washington DC &
Baltimore: Printed at Diana Press for Quest, 1974-1976. First ten issues of the quarterly, various
pagination, around 80 pages each, illustrations, photos, ads, poetry, essays etc., very good run of the
digest size journal in slim paperback and pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#185690)
$50.00

432. Rampike magazine: vol 3, issues 1, 2 & 3 and vol 4 issue 1 [4 issue run in 3 booklets]. Toronto:
Rampike, 1983-1985. 4 issues in 3 volumes, various pagination, 6x16.5 inches (tall and skinny therefore
arty!) illustrated with photos and reproductions of artworks, very good run in trade paperback pictorial
wraps. Paperback. (#178353)
$75.00
Jirgens, Karl E., editor, Robert Mapplethorpe, Joel-Peter Witkin, Chris Burden, Jacques Derrida, et al.
Volume 3 issue 2 is mis-numbered as issue 1. The four issues (two in a single double issue volume) are:
"Erotika" "Dream States" and "Anti-Institutions" Photos by Witkin, Mapplethorpe et al. Poetry and
essays and fiction.
433. Renaissance news: May - October 2004 (5 issue run, May, June, August, September & October).
n.p.: The Renaissance Transgender Association, 2004. 5 issues various pagination illustrated with b&w
photos of transgendered men and women, association newsletter/house organ, very good unbroken run in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#183621)
$95.00
Gardner, Angela, editor. A notice and apology in the June issue notes that the June issue has been
delivered in July due to financial setbacks. There was no July issue due to the problem. Originally TG
Community News.
434. Review International Scandanavian edition number 1. Copenhagen & Baltimore: N.B. & Reliable
Sales, 1965. 32p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w and color photos of fully-nude men, full frontal
exposure, nudist and physique photos, very good in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#180005)
$75.00
Gay physique magazine posing as a Scandinavian nudist magazine. Not found in OCLC.
435. Revolver: revija za kulturna in politična vprašanja (revija s homoerotičnim nabojem). Issues
1, 3 and 4 [broken run]. Ljubljana, Slovenia: Roza klub, 1990-1992. Three issues, various pagination,
8.5x11.5 inches, text in Slavic, illustrations, gay magazine in stapled pictorial edgeworn wraps, especially
on issue four, latter two issues sun-faded across the top. Magazine. (#186807)
$125.00
Early (for Slovenia) gay and lesbian publication, starting just before the declaration of independence
from Yugoslavia (the vote was held on Dec. 23, 1990). Much on international queer culture, information
on AIDS, articles on Homosexuality and Slovenian Film, Lesbian pornography, and more.

436. RFD; a country journal for gay men; #20, Summer, 1979. Elfland, NC: RFD, 1979. 20p., folded
tabloid newspaper format, photos, art, poetry, fiction, editorials, minor wear. Newspaper. (#181390)
$45.00
Bérubé, Alan. Article on Victorian Queen's by Bérubé who was at the SF Gay History Project at the time.
437. Rip off rag; San Francisco's camp newspaper, vol. 1, no. 1, June 1976. San Francisco: Gallery
Workshop, 1976. 12p., 8.5x11 inches, illustrations, ads, events, gossip, humor, mild toning at edges
otherwise a very good bar and entertainment magazine in pastebound wraps. Magazine. (#48925)
$45.00
Tenderloin Tessie, Motormouth Randy, The Jailbird et al. First issue of the San Francisco gay bar mag.
Cover story on the grand opening of The Archway. Tenderloin Tessie column. Only 2 holdings located in
OCLC as of 1/2015
438. Rites magazine for lesbian and gay liberation; vol. 3, no. 8, February 1987 - vol. 7, no. 10, April
1991 [5 issue broken run]. Toronto: Rites Publishing, 1987-1991. Five issue broken run, various
pagination, illustrations, photos, ads, columns, news, very good folded tabloid newspapers on newsprint.
Newspaper. (#191008)
$45.00
Rites Collective. Issue numbers vol. 3, #8, vol. 5, #4, vol., 6, #7, vol. 7, #3 & 10
439. Rosa Info. [two issues: 9 and 10]. München: VSG (Verein fuer Sexuelle Gleichberechtigung
[Society for Sexual Equality]), 1988. Two issues of the large-format photocopied gay zine, 8x11.5 inches,
15 and 19 pages respectively, very good. Includes updates on gay groups in the broader region, VSG
activism, and more. (#187026)
$45.00

440. The rose: volume 1, number 8, July 4 - 18, 1980. La Jolla: V & R Enterprises, 1980. 32p., 5.5x8.5
inches, photos, ads, features, events, reviews, travel guide, classifieds etc., very good digest-size
magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187985)
$45.00
Rose, John A., editor. Report on Gay Pride San Diego and West Coast Production Company. The
Southland's gay entertainment guide in the 1980s. Only 2 holdings located in OCLC as of 6/2014
441. The rose: volume 1, number 10, August 1 - 14, 1980. La Jolla: V & R Enterprises, 1980. 36p.,
5.5x8.5 inches, photos, ads, features, events, reviews, travel guide, classifieds etc., very good digest-size
magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187986)
$45.00
Steve Cotter cover story. The Southland's gay entertainment guide in the 1980s. Only 2 holdings located
in OCLC as of 6/2014
442. The rose: volume 1, number 11, August 15 - 28, 1980. La Jolla: V & R Enterprises, 1980. 36p.,
5.5x8.5 inches, photos, ads, features, events, reviews, travel guide, classifieds etc., very good digest-size
magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187987)
$45.00
Dave Stevens cover story. The Southland's gay entertainment guide in the 1980s. Only 2 holdings located
in OCLC as of 6/2014
443. The rose: volume 1, number 13, September 12 - 25, 1980. La Jolla: V & R Enterprises, 1980. 44p.,
5.5x8.5 inches, photos, ads, features, events, reviews, travel guide, classifieds etc., very good digest-size
magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187988)
$45.00
Long Beach cover story. The Southland's gay entertainment guide in the 1980s. Only 2 holdings located
in OCLC as of 6/2014

444. The rose: volume 1, number 15, October 10 - 23, 1980. La Jolla: V & R Enterprises, 1980. 44p.,
5.5x8.5 inches, photos, ads, features, events, reviews, travel guide, classifieds etc., very good digest-size
magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187989)
$45.00
Iron Spur - Way Station cover story. The Southland's gay entertainment guide in the 1980s. Only 2
holdings located in OCLC as of 6/2014
445. The rose: volume 1, number 17, November 7 - 20, 1980. La Jolla: V & R Enterprises, 1980. 44p.,
5.5x8.5 inches, photos, ads, features, events, reviews, travel guide, classifieds etc., very good digest-size
magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187990)
$45.00
Michael Greer cover story. The Southland's gay entertainment guide in the 1980s. Only 2 holdings
located in OCLC as of 6/2014
446. The S.I.R. insider December 1975. San Francisco: Society for Individual Rights (S.I.R.), 1975.
[4p] tabloid folded to 8.75x11 inches, ads, reports, news, service, photos, mild wear, newsprint.
Newspaper. (#192152)
$45.00
Ross, Ron, editor. New Empress cover story. Title change. Originally The Gold Sheet in the late Sixties
early Seventies aka S.I.R. Insider. A tabloid-format newsletter for the San Francisco homophile
organization Only 4 copies located in OCLC as of 12/2014
447. San Diego son: the publication of the San Diego gay community; volume I, issue 22 - April 1980
(broken run of 43 issues). San Diego: San Diego Son, 1974-1980. 43 issues, various pagination, 8.5x11
inches, illustrations, photos, ads, some mild wear and soiling, one issue has a small corner torn-out
affecting an ad and the contents page, otherwise very good broken run in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#185580)
$950.00
A free publication distributed in San Diego gay bars surviving on classified ads and local advertising.
Began publication in 1973 and running regularly (semimonthly and then biweekly) until the end of 1977
and then disappeared until January 1980 when it returned with fewer pages and a new format. Quite a bit
of photographic records and writings on the Courts, Drag shows, etc. The issues included in this broken
run are: 1974 #22,29,30 & 34; 1976 #1,3-5,7-9,11,13,14,17-21,23-25; 1977 #1,3-17,19,21-23 and 1980
April. Only two broken holdings located in OCLC as of 3/2014
448. San Francisco crusader: number 11, July 1974. San Francisco: Gay Activists Alliance of
California, 1974. 8p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, directory of services, features, columns,
reviews, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185965)
$45.00
Broshears, Reverend Ray, editor. This issue has an above-the-fold article about the name-change
dropping "Gay" from San Francisco Gay Crusader. Also known as San Francisco Gay Crusader, Gay
Crusader and Crusader. The Reverend Ray Broshears was a radical gay activist and Evangelist who was
a minister for the Metropolitan Community Church, helped organize the first Christopher Street West
Gay Pride Day, was a roommate of David Ferrie (of JFK fame) Founded Helping Hand in SF, the gay
vigilante group The Lavender Panthers, and was photographed by The Advocate brandishing a shotgun
in front of the church.
449. San Francisco crusader: no. 46, July 1977. San Francisco: Gay Crusader of America (GLA), 1977.
20p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, classifieds, directory of services, features, columns, reviews,
slightly toned otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185973)
$45.00
This issue features a letter from and article on Supervisor John Barbagelata and his denial of anti-gay
stance. Also Anita Bryant and the Klan. Coors Beer boycotts. Also known as San Francisco Gay
Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader.

450. San Francisco crusader: no. 53, February 1978. San Francisco: Gay Crusader of America (GLA),
1978. 20p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, classifieds, directory of services, features, columns,
reviews, slightly toned otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185974)
$45.00
This issue features Reagan opposes the Briggs Initiative and a front-page plug for "El Paso Wrecking
Company" gay porn film. Also known as San Francisco Gay Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader. The.
451. San Francisco crusader: no. 57, May 1978. San Francisco: Gay Crusader of America (GLA),
1978. 16p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, classifieds, directory of services, features, columns,
reviews, slightly toned otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185975)
$45.00
This issue features above-the-fold story on the strangling of a 16 year old boy by a man in an S/M
encounter next to a sweet photo of Jan Michael Vincent astride a motorcycle. Also known as San
Francisco Gay Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader.

452. San Francisco crusader: no. 62, August 16-September 5 1978. San Francisco: Gay Crusader of
America (GLA), 1978. 20p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, classifieds, directory of services,
features, columns, reviews, slightly toned otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185976)
$45.00
This issue features above-the-fold story on the Republican Party voting against Prop 6/Briggs. Also
known as San Francisco Gay Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader.
453. San Francisco crusader: no. 63, July 26 1978. San Francisco: Gay Crusader of America (GLA),
1978. 20p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, classifieds, directory of services, features, columns,
reviews, slightly toned otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#186076)
$45.00
This issue features above-the-fold story on the anti-Briggs No on 6 campaign. Also known as San
Francisco Gay Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader. The Reverend Ray Broshears was a radical gay
activist and Evangelist who was a minister for the Metropolitan Community Church, helped organize the
first Christopher Street West Gay Pride Day, was a roommate of David Ferrie (of JFK fame) Founded
Helping Hand in SF, the gay vigilante group The Lavender Panthers, and was photographed by The
Advocate brandishing a shotgun in front of the church.
454. San Francisco crusader: no. 71, January 10-January 31 1979. San Francisco: Gay Crusader of
America (GLA), 1979. 16p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, classifieds, directory of services,
features, columns, reviews, slightly toned otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185977)
$45.00
This issue features above-the-fold story Labor Unions Oppress Workers. Also known as San Francisco
Gay Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader..
455. San Francisco crusader: volume 8 no. 87, November 14 1979. San Francisco: Gay Crusader of
America (GLA), 1979. 16p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, classifieds, directory of services,
features, columns, reviews, slightly toned otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185978)
$45.00
This issue features above-the-fold story Gay Vote Kayos Britt in 5. Also known as San Francisco Gay
Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader..
456. San Francisco crusader: volume 8 no. 83, August 29 1979. San Francisco: Gay Crusader of
America (GLA), 1979. 16p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, classifieds, directory of services,
features, columns, reviews, slightly toned otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#186077)
$45.00
This issue features above-the-fold story City's Jails Like Concentration Camps. Also known as San
Francisco Gay Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader.

457. San Francisco crusader: no. 103, August 6, 1980. San Francisco: Gay Crusader of America
(GLA), 1980. 16p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, classifieds, directory of services, features,
columns, reviews, slightly toned otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#186012)
$45.00
This issue features an article on the growth of the Ku Klux Klan and Christian crazies invading the
Tenderloin. Also known as San Francisco Gay Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader..
458. San Francisco crusader: no. 109, October 29, 1980. San Francisco: Gay Crusader of America
(GLA), 1980. 20p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, classifieds, directory of services, features,
columns, reviews, slightly toned otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#186013)
$45.00
This issue features coverage of the election with Britt, Scott and Hongisto as likely winners. Also known
as San Francisco Gay Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader.
459. San Francisco crusader: no. 114, January 8, 1981 (masthead states 1980 incorrectly). San
Francisco: Gay Crusader of America (GLA), 1981. 16p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads,
classifieds, directory of services, features, columns, reviews, slightly toned otherwise very good on
newsprint. Newspaper. (#186014)
$45.00
This issue features above the fold story Gay Power Grows South of the Border. Also known as San
Francisco Gay Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader.
460. San Francisco crusader: no. 123, May 14, 1981. San Francisco: Gay Crusader of America (GLA),
1981. 16p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, classifieds, directory of services, features, columns,
reviews, slightly toned otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#186015)
$45.00
This issue features a story on the antiwar anti-Reagan march. Also known as San Francisco Gay
Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader..
461. San Francisco crusader: no. 128, July 23, 1981. San Francisco: Gay Crusader of America (GLA),
1981. 16p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, classifieds, directory of services, features, columns,
reviews, the words "Police Commissioner" in red ink on front page, slightly toned otherwise very good on
newsprint. Newspaper. (#186016)
$45.00
This issue features a cover-story on the past issues of the tabloid. It was also the final issue of this tabloid
created for the 1972 Gay Day celebrations. Also known as San Francisco Gay Crusader, Gay Crusader
and Crusader.

463. San Francisco gay crusader: no. 21, October 1975. San Francisco: Reverend Ray Broshears, 1975.
16p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, directory of services, features, columns, reviews, very good
on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185969)
$45.00
Broshears, Reverend Ray, editor. This issue features a report on Gays Endorse Dianne Feinstein. All
voting issue. Also known as San Francisco Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader.
464. San Francisco gay crusader: no. 24, December 1975. San Francisco: Gay Liberation Alliance,
1975. 12p. folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, directory of services, features, columns, reviews,
slightly toned otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#185970)
$45.00
This issue features a call for an end to the Empress and Royal Court drag contests which the paper feels
had gotten out of control financially. Also Sara Jane Moore's prison letters and Guy Strait jailed on porn
charges. Also known as San Francisco Crusader, Gay Crusader and Crusader.

464. San Francisco forum: the independent community newspaper, vol. 1, number 1 August 16 number 6, October 26, 1972 (first six issues). San Francisco: ABC Publications, 1972. Six issue run 15p.
each except first issue which is numbered 2-12, folded tabloid newspapers, photos, columns, listings ,
reviews and ads, mild toning at edges otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#186070)
$150.00
Jordan, Carl E., editor. Homophile biweekly newspaper focusing on San Francisco politics and
entertainment, the first issue has an announcement that Rev. Ray Broshears (of Lavender Panthers and
San Francisco Gay Crusader fame) is Out. Apparently he was to write a column for the paper but politics
got in the way. The announcement states "For those who find such articles interesting: Rev. (?) Ray
Broshears is no longer associated with the FORUM" (sic)Only 3 holdings located in OCLC as of 4/2014
465. San Francisco gay life: where its at; number two; Castro Christmas. San Francisco: privately
published, 1977. 64p. 5.5x8.5 inches, illustrated with art and b&w photographs, ads, entertainment
listings, very good digest size magazine in stapled white pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#185990)
$45.00
This second issue focuses on Castro District denizens, shops and restaurants. Quite a few good photos of
the Castro circa 1977
466. San Francisco Gazette; volume 1, no. 1, April 24 , 1978 premiere edition. San Francisco: [Keys
West, Inc], 1978. 12p. folded oversized tabloid (opens to 15x23 inches) news articles, editorials, reports,
columns, ads, photos, reviews, sports (gay softball league) politics, mild wear and toning, marked office
copy and/or sample on cover, otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#95031)
$45.00
Keys, John D., editor. First issue of the San Francisco newspaper, cover story is Mayor Moscone
opening the Community Softball League season; includes articles on the Briggs Initiative, Anita Bryant,
and much more.
467. San Francisco Jacks newsletter: November 1983-April 1987 [broken run of 16 issues of the
newsletter]. San Francisco: San Francisco Jacks, 1983-1987. 16 issues, 17 8.5x11 inch sheets, several
printed one-side only, early issues photocopied on toned paper and later issues on a brighter stock with
b&w explicit photos, mild wear and fold creases from mailing. (#187992)
$250.00
Bluestein, Ron, San Francisco Jacks et al. No copies located in OCLC. The newsletter of the
masturbation club based in San Francisco in the early 1980s with house rules, event times and places
including bars and taverns like the Caldron and Club 1808, M&M Warehouse, etc. and the issues after
1984 have columns addressing the AIDS epidemic.
468. San Francisco Vector; volume 1; no 1, September 15, 1983 - no. 4, October 27, 1983 (4 issue run).
San Francisco: San Francisco Vector, 1983. 24p. each, folded tabloid newspaper, news, editorials,
advertising, photos, mild toning otherwise very good. Newspaper. (#85915)
$95.00
First four issues of the LGBT news tabloid. Issue numbers 2 & 3 have above-the-fold articles on the Dan
White trial and sentencing with Dianne Feinstein demanding that the Feds "Get Dan White" Also "Where
Have the AIDS Funds Gone?" by Bob Lynch and a report on the AFL-CIO stand on gay rights. Originally
called "Voice" it chose the name Vector for name recognition referring to S.I.R.'s slick magazine of the
1960s-70s. Eventually it became "California Voice"
469. San Francisco Vector; volume 1; no 1, November 10, 1983 - no. 5, October 13, 1983 (5 issue run).
San Francisco: San Francisco Vector, 1983. 24p. each, folded tabloid newspaper, news, editorials,
advertising, photos, mild toning otherwise very good. Newspaper. (#185367)
$125.00
First five issues of the LGBT news tabloid. Issue numbers 2 & 3 have above-the-fold articles on the Dan
White trial and sentencing with Dianne Feinstein demanding that the Feds "Get Dan White" Also "Where
Have the AIDS Funds Gone?" by Bob Lynch and a report on the AFL-CIO stand on gay rights. Originally

called "Voice" it chose the name Vector for name recognition referring to S.I.R.'s slick magazine of the
1960s-70s. Eventually it became "California Voice"
470. Das schrifttum für eine naturnahe lebenskultur im Beriech der Bundesrepublik Deutschland,
sonderdruck ser monatsschrift - Helios. Nürnberg: Rudolf Zitzmann, Verlag, 1963. VIII + pp149-156,
6.5x9.25 inches, text in German, illustrated with nudist photos of mostly young men and boys at play in
nudist colonies, color cover photo of two young women, digest-size magazine with very mild wear in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#192750)
$75.00
Reprints of 1950s German nudist magazines, this one partly reprints the 30th issue of "Der Ruf;
gemeinschafts briefe der fkk jugend" from Nov. 1, 1959. Introduction and bibliography of nudist-related
books and periodicals.
471. SCI: [Sleaze Club International] issue #1, October 1992. New York: SCI#151, 1992. [28p.]
including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, illustrated with explicit scatological drawings, personal ads, scatological
stories, video catalogue, very good in plain brown stapled wraps. (#164448)
$45.00

472. SD newsletter no. 22. San Francisco: Sierra Domino Pub., 1983. 32p., 5.25x8.25 inches, stories,
articles, ads, letters, illustrated with explicit b&w and color drawings and photos of nude African
American men, very good digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187900)
$45.00
Sierra Domino. Includes a report on the murder of photographer Alan Boone by one of his models, an
ex-con. SD attempted to gather information concerning the issues surrounding interracial sexual
relationships, seeking input from BWMT who refused. No copies located in OCLC as of 6/2014
473. She-male number one. no place: Connoiseur Series, [1980s]. 84p. including covers, 8.5x11 inches,
illustrated with hard-core explicit color photos of Sulka and Margo in sexual encounters with a man, very
good erotic magazine in color stapled explicit wraps. Magazine. (#176586)
$45.00

474. Shemale: number nine. Belmar: Neptune Productions, [1970s]. 48p. including covers, 8.5x11
inches, illustrated with b&w and color photos, personal ads and 4 pages of explicit drawings by Mik Dog,
very good glossy magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176488)
$45.00
Mesics, Sandy, editor.
475. Shemale: number ten. Belmar: Neptune Productions, [1970s]. 48p. including covers, 8.5x11 inches,
illustrated with b&w and color photos, personal ads, very good glossy magazine in stapled pictorial
wraps. Magazine. (#176489)
$45.00

476. Shmate [Issues 1-20]. Berkeley: Shmate, 1982-88. First 20 issues of the radical Jewish secularist
magazine (no. 11/12 is a double issue), generally very good, 8.25x10.75 inches in staplebound wraps.
(#182564)
$125.00
Gerassi, John; Steve Fankuchen, et al. Topics include Palestinian issues, gay and lesbian Jews, a humor
issue edited by Paul Buhle, gays, Jews and the Holocaust, Roma oppression, and more. The selfdeprecating title means "rag" in Yiddish.
477. Shmate [13 issues]. Berkeley: Shmate, 1982-88. Thirteen issues of the radical Jewish secularist
magazine (no. 11/12 is a double issue), generally very good, 8.25x10.75 inches in staplebound wraps;
nos. 2 and 6 are relatively worn. Issues present are 1, 2, 6, 10-20. (#184782)
$75.00

Topics include Palestinian issues, gay and lesbian Jews, a humor issue edited by Paul Buhle, gays, Jews
and the Holocaust, Roma oppression, and more. The self-deprecating title means "rag" in Yiddish.
478. Sinister wisdom: issue 1, 2, 6-10 12-28, 31, 33-58 [51 issue broken run]. Charlotte, Amherst &
Berkeley: Sinister Wisdom, Inc., 1976-1998. 49 books various pagination [52 issues as two books are
double issues] 6x9 inches each, poetry, prose, features, illustrations, photos, some stapled booklets the
later issues are trade paperback journals in pictorial wraps with some foxing and wear. Magazine.
(#189123)
$175.00
Desmoines, Harriet, Catherine Nicholson, Elana Dykewomon, Alexis Alexander et al, editors, Deena
Metzger, Elsa Gidlow, Audre Lorde, Susan Griffin, Adrienne Rich, Barbara Grier et al.
479. Sire: a Marquis magazine, volume one/number one, September 1968. North Hollywood: Marquis
Publishing, 1968. [52p] including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, b&w and color physique style nude photos of
men with full-frontal exposure, very good digest size magazine in stapled color pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#189833)
$75.00
Richards, Abe. Stories present to justify the nude photos are "What Reasons for Clothing?" and "The
Smog is Killing Nudism" No holdings located in OCLC as of 8/2014. Classic example of late-Sixties gay
eroticism with Beatle look-alikes in the remains of Sgt. Pepper outfits, leathermen, Marlboro Men, etc.
480. Sisters; by & for gay women, vol. 2 no. 1, January 1971 - vol. 6 no. 2 [Feb] 1975 (broken run of 41
issues). San Francisco: Daughters of Bilitis, San Francisco Chapter, 1971-1975. 41 issues of the digest
size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps, various pagination, 5.5x8.5 inches, poetry, astrology, articles,
illustrations, calendar of events, services, ads. Mild musty scent and some foxing. Magazine. (#185493)
$650.00
The Daughters of Bilitis was formed by Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon in 1955 and began publishing "The
Ladder" that same year. In the early years the organization was supported by and affiliated with the
Mattachine Society and One, Inc. In the early 1970s there was a split in the group, with younger, more
radical women seeking a new way to bring about change and wishing to distance themselves from the
earlier male homophile movement. As "The Ladder" was finishing its run (in 1972) "Sisters" began
publishing in San Francisco. This broken run contains vol. 2, #1, 2, 7-9, 11, 12, vol. 3, #1-8, 10, 12, vol.
4, #1--10, 12, vol. 5, #1-10, 12, vol. 6, # 1 & 2
481. Sodoma 2: temporada otoño '85; sexualidad en las carceles, lesbianas: falacia de lo gay, marcha a la
Onu, gays in Cuba. Buenos Aires: GAG, Grupo de Accion Gay, 1985. 30p., 8x11 inches, text in Spanish,
illustrations, articles, poetry, criticism, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps with camp covers.
Magazine. (#184870)
$45.00
Goldman, Greta, Néstor Perlongher, T_im McCaskell, Richard Fung, et al. Publication of the Argentine
homophile/gay liberation group including articles originally written in English plus brand-new material.
Only 3 listings in OCLC as of 2/2014
482. Sonoma County Lesbian & Gay Alliance vol. 1 no. 6 - vol. 3, no 1, July 1978-February 1980
[broken run of 15 issues]. Santa Rosa: The SCLGA & The Northern California Gay Media Project, 19781980. 15 issues if the folded tabloid LGBT newspaper, photos, ads, features, services, reviews, paper
toned, edgewear otherwise very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#189720)
$125.00
Sonoma County Lesbian & Gay Alliance. 15 newspapers containing 17 issues (v2. 6&7 and 11&12 are
double issues) The final issues lose "Sonoma County Lesbian & Gay Alliance" from the title and simplify
it to "Lesbian and Gay News" A report on White Night Riots, Anti-Briggs reports and mostly NoCal
LGBT news. Only a few holdings located in OCLC mostly microfilm.

483. SPREE: The Society of Pat Rocco Enthusiasts news pictorial, vol. 3, no. 4, March 1971.
Hollywood: SPREE, 1971. [32p.] including covers, 8.5x10.5 inches, ads, photos, features, very good gay
erotic photo and film news magazine on pastebound newsprint. Magazine. (#187994)
$45.00
Rocco, Pat, photography, Paul Bach & Bill Dover, editors. SPREE was the Society of Pat Rocco
Enlightened Enthusiasts and was founded in January, 1969 by Dick Winters, Jim Kepner, and Chuck
Robinson in honor of Pat Rocco, gay filmmaker and photographer. This issue has a centerfold
announcing the nominees for the 2nd annual SPREE Awards. Only 4 holdings located in OCLC as of
6/2015

484. Standout: September 1978. Toronto: Outstanding Prods., 1978. 32p. folded tabloid newspaper,
photos, reviews, editorials, articles, listings, ads, very good on newsprint. Newspaper. (#193606)
$75.00
Young, Ian, John Forbes, Sparkle Plenty, Graham Jackson et al. Interview with Sparkle Plenty, reprint
from Gay Sunshine of Ian Young's The Hidden Germany, a review of Canadian gay theatre. Homophile
newspaper, likely the first issue as the only two holdings in OCLC note this issue as earliest. Ended
publication in 1979?
485. Stud: all-male action newspaper, volume 1, no. 8, national edition. New York: Gaytimes Co., 1981.
32p. 11.25x13 inches, tabloid newspaper, illustrated with drawings and an erotic strip by Sean, explicit
b&w photos, film stills from gay porn film, very good on newsprint with spot-color. Newspaper.
(#191555)
$45.00
Anon, Raymond, editor, illustrations by Sean [pseudonym of Dom Orejudos aka Etienne aka Shawn]
Includes classified ads, personals, a serial excerpt from "Kansas City Roper" report on a new film by
Toby Ross "The Diary" etc.
486. T.A.I.L. newsletter: vol. iv number 6, November - December 1976. San Francisco: Personal Touch
Co., 1976. pp125-143, 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with graphic b&w photos and art relating to sodomy,
mild toning otherwise very good magazine-format newsletter in stapled wraps. Magazine. (#187626)
$45.00
T.A.I.L. stood for Total Ass Involvement League a San Francisco anal fetish group. The newsletter
contains articles and fantasies relating to anal sex play between men as well as explicit cartoons and
photos. No copies located in OCLC.
487. T.A.I.L. newsletter: vol. iv number 2, 3 & 6, vol. v number 3, 4 & 6, vol vi number 6, vol. vii
number 3 & 4, vol. viii numbers 1-4, March 1976 - December 1980 (broken run). San Francisco: Personal
Touch Co., 1976-1980. 13 issues, various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, stapled variously, some soiling,
some notes on several issues written by previous owner, illustrated with graphic b&w photos and art
relating to sodomy, broken run of the newsletter in a manila envelope addressed to Paul Mariah from
Glen Bond. Magazine. (#182751)
$450.00
Bond, Glen, Paul Mariah. Later issues contain local ads for fetish clubs, gear and bars. These copies
were mailed to San Francisco gay poet Paul Mariah at his Sonoma address in 1980. No copies located in
OCLC.
488. Tangents magazine volume 1, number 3, December 1965. Hollywood: The Majority of Legally
Elected Voting Members of One, Inc., 1965. 30p., 5.5x8.5 inches, very good in staplebound pictorial
wraps. Magazine. (#183226)
$45.00
Slater, Don, Joseph Hansen, et al. Tangents was a spin-off from One Magazine (itself a spin-off from
Mattachine Society Review) which ran monthly and/or bimonthly from 1965 to 1970. Co-founded by
mystery writer Joseph Hansen. This issue has the first installment of a story by James Colton (aka Joseph

Hansen); cover art shows a dancing Santa among ranks of dull gray elves; the title is "There's always
ONE in every crowd."
489. Ten percent aka TenPercent: volume 1 number 2, February/March 1980. Ten Percent/ASUCLA,
1980. 28p., folded tabloid newspaper, photos, ads, interviews, services, news, politics, lightly toned
newsprint. Newspaper. (#192188)
$45.00
Doyle, Clay, editor, Stuart Timmons, Eric Gary Allyn, James M. Morales, Vito Russo et al. Student
edited and written LGBT tabloid from UCLA. Cover story on the 1970s. UCLA Sexual Underground.
Review of Nick Nolte failing to be gay in "Heart Beats"
490. This week in Texas magazine: TWT volume 7, number 46, February 5-11, 1982. Houston:
Montrose Ventures, 1982. 104p. including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, articles, reviews, ads, illustrations,
classified ads, very good first edition digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#189843)
$45.00
Newell, Guy R., M.D. Very early special report on epidemic of gay diseases (Kaposi's and opportunistic
infections) by Dr. Newell including a diagram. AIDS not yet named. Also cover story on Danny Villa.
Known as Twit Magazine Texas' leading gay periodical.
491. TNT: transsexual news telegraph, the magazine of transsexual culture, #3, Summer 1994 - #9,
Autumn 2000 (broken run of 6 issues). San Francisco: Gail Sondegaard, 1994- 2000. Six issues, various
pagination, 8.5x11 inches, illustrations, photos, light wear otherwise very good magazines in stapled
pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#183487)
$125.00
Sondegaard, Gail, editor. Issue numbers 3-5 & 7-9. Articles include Hihra Women in New Delhi, the
murder of Brandon Teena, The Brandon Teena Vigil, Prison Survival, the GID Controversy, a Bettina
Rheims and Kim Harlow photo-spread, etc.
492. Tom of Finland dispatch: vol. 1, number 1, volume 2, number 1-4, volume 3, number 1- 3, Fall
1989 - Fall 1992. Los Angeles: Tom of Finland Foundation, 1989-1992. 9 issues of the newsletter stapled
together, [38p] total page count, 8.5x11 inches, photos, art reproductions, features, news, information,
ads, very good with cover introduction to the Dispatch and the Foundation, stapled on left side with 3
staples. (#188005)
$150.00
Tom of Finland [pseudonym of Touko Laaksonen] Durk Dehner. There are two different issues
numbered volume III, number 1 but dated Winter/Spring 1990 and Winter 1992. Includes a Mapplethorpe
portrait of Tom and a memorial issue from early 1992 a few months after the artist's death from
emphysema.
493. Tommy's connection: vol. 1, no. 2. Boston: Tommy's Connection, [1983]. 24p., + 8p. Rhode Island
Connection insert, photos, ads, listings, personals, reviews, columns, mildly-worn folded tabloid
newspaper on newsprint. Newspaper. (#193617)
$45.00
Only two holdings located in OCLC as of 3/2015
494. Transvestia numbers 14-69 (broken run). Los Angeles: Chevalier, 1962-1970. 13 issues, various
pagination, except for issue 14 which is 6.5x8.25 inches all issues 5.25x8.25 inches, illustrated with b&w
photos of men in drag, stories, articles, issue 37 has a small tear on spine, otherwise all very good in
perfectbound and stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#183025)
$650.00
Prince, Virginia, editor. Issue numbers 14, 22, 28, 30, 35-37, 42, 45, 46, 48, 58 & 69.
495. Transvestia International; volume 1, nos. 1 and 2 [2 items together]. Lemoyne, PA: Kreative
Products, 1977-8. First two issues of the magazine, 48p. and 64p., illus., 8.5x11 inches, wraps with slight
discoloration at upper right corner. (#118089)
$45.00

496. Trikone; gay & lesbian South Asians [20 issue broken run]. Palo Alto: Trikon, 1994-2003. Twenty
issues of the newsletter/magazine illustrated with photos, art, ads, services, stories, poetry, various
pagination and binding. (#164544)
$200.00
Issues present are vol. 8 no. 3, vol. 9 nos. 2-4, vol. 10 nos. 1 and 3 (all small format, then switching to
large format glossy magazine) vol. 11, no. 1 & 3, vol. 12, no. 1, 2 & 4, vol. 13, no. 1 & 4, vol. 14, no. 3 &
4, vol. 15 no. 1 & 2, vol. 17 nos. 1 and 3, and vol. 18 no. 1
497. Trim: number 6, November 1958; young America's favorite physique publication. Washington DC:
Trim Enterprises, 1958. 48p. including covers, 5.5x8.5 inches, posing-pouch physique photos, art,
articles, reviews, very good digest-size magazine in pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193401)
$75.00
Corley, Carl, Art Bob, et al. All photo issue to celebrate first anniversary (but includes a half-dozen
artist illustrations) First issue published fro DC digs.
498. TV times: number one. Belmar: Neptune Productions, [1974]. 62p. including covers, 5.5x8.5
inches, illustrated with b&w photos of drag performers, transvestites etc., very good digest-sized
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#175437)
$45.00
Mesics, Sandy, editor. A publication related to the UTTS headed by Sussie Collins. Includes articles on
Pudgy Roberts, electrolysis and aversion therapy.
499. TWN The Weekly News: vol. X, numbers 10 - 13, 16, 38 & 39, November 5 1986 - May 27 1987
[broken run]. Miami: The Weekly News, 1986-87. various pagination, 7 issues of a broken run from
volume ten, illustrated with b&w photos, drawings, spot colors, some light pen circling and notation of
articles of interest to previous owner otherwise very good folded tabloid newspapers. Newspaper.
(#178043)
$75.00

500. TWN The Weekly News: vol. X,I numbers 34 - 35 April 6 1986 - May 4 1988 [incomplete run].
Miami: The Weekly News, 1986-87. various pagination, 5 issues of a partial run from volume eleven,
illustrated with b&w photos, drawings, spot colors, some light pen circling and notation of articles of
interest to previous owner otherwise very good folded tabloid newspapers. Newspaper. (#178044)
$50.00
501. Uncut America newsletter number five, October 1977. San Francisco: Uncircumcised Society of
America, 1977. [24p] 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with explicit photos of men with uncircumcised phalluses,
drawings, articles, letters, contacts, opinion etc. very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine.
(#188009)
$25.00
Uncircumcised Society of America, Bud Berkeley.

502. Undressed to thrill: a (Not Only) Blue Magazine special, November 2006. Sydney: (Not Only)
Blue Magazine, 2006. ISBN: 097755015x. unpaginated, 9.5x12 inches, illustrated thick fashion-style
magazine with color photos of young men nude and various stages of undress, very good paperback in
pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#190591)
$45.00

503. Update San Diego vol 1 issue #14-issue #535 (broken run) [aka San Diego Update aka Update].
San Diego: Dawn Media, 1979-1992. 176 issue broken run of the folded tabloid newspaper, illustrations,
photos, ads, news stories, events, reviews, mostly very good with some toning, wear and fold creases,
newsprint. Newspaper. (#182837)
$850.00

Donald Hauck founded Dawn Media and co-founded and published Update as well as distributing
Drummer and The Advocate for Southern California. He committed suicide in 1992. Dawn Media, Hauck
and Update were major influences in the southern California LGBT community for 27 years.
Originally a weekly it switched to biweekly in 1989. This run is fairly strong with few missing issues
between issue # 28 and #142 but then most of the second half of the run skips all even-numbered issues
and some odd but there are absolutely no even numbered issues after number 160
504. Update: Southern California's gay newspaper; broken run of issues. San Diego: Dawn Media.
various pagination, folded tabloid newspaper, illustrated with photos, ads etc., some mild toning but
overall very good on newsprint, 176 issue broken run of the gay San Diego newspaper. Newspaper.
(#181625)
$650.00
AIDS becomes an issue in the late 1982 issues of this primary Southern California gay newspaper which
began as San Diego Update. issues numbers: 14,25,28-91,93-102,104-120,122-124,126,139142,144,148,160,185,187,193,201,209,211,231,233,237,241,243,245,249,283,285,291,295,301,303,305,3
07,309,311,315,317,319,323,331,335,337,345,347,349,351,353,357,359,361,363,365,367,371,375,379,38
1,383,385,387,389,391,393,397,421,423,427,431,451,459,463,469,471,473,487,507,509,511,513,521,523
,525, & 535
505. Vanguard news & views: vol. I, no. 1 - vol. III, no. 3 March 9, 1990 - April 3, 1992 (49 issue
broken run missing 2 issues). Los Angeles: Sany Dwyer/Vanguard, 1990-1992. 49 issue broken run
various pagination, folded tabloid newspaper, photos, columns, reviews, news, ads, services, commentary,
AIDS info, very good on newsprint. newspaper. (#191525)
$245.00
Dwyer, editor/publisher. Homophile political newspaper out of LA with much on ACT-UP, AIDS,
political actions, protests, the NEA, elections etc. Missing only issue numbers 23 and 24 for volume II.
Only 4 partial holdings located in OCLC as of 11/2014
506. Vector: vol. 4 number 1 - 12 [complete run of 13 issues]. San Francisco: S. I. R. Society for
Individual Rights, 1967-1968. Eleven issues, various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with nude
photos and art, very good magazines in stapled wraps wraps. Issues included are: vol. 4 #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8 (July) 8 (August) 9, 10, 11 & 12 Magazine. (#183935)
$425.00
There were some discrepancies in the numbering of issues, a problem common with even the largest
publishers. Issue number one of this volume is dated December 1967 while issue 4 is dated March-April
1968 and the issues for July & August are both numbered 8. S.I.R. was an extremely important homophile
organization in the 1960s-70s and "Vector" was the main gay magazine for the Bay Area during those
years. The magazine began life as a newsletter in 1964, merely several folded and or stapled sheets with
news and calendars. The late Sixties found the magazine concentrating more on local and national news
of interest to gay men. The final years saw the magazine turn more to a standard gay men's magazine
with photos of young men from around the Bay Area.

507. Vector; vol. 7, no. 2, 5, 10-12, Feb.-Dec. 1971 (broken run). San Francisco: Society for Individual
Rights, 1971. Six issue run for volume 7, 1971, various pagination, 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with b&w
physique style and full-frontal male nude photos, musty scent otherwise very good gay men's magazines
in stapled pictorial wraps, color cover for the December issue. Magazine. (#177420)
$125.00

508. Vector; vol. 6, no. 1, January 1970 - vol. 6. no. 10, October 1970 (broken run of 9 issues). San
Francisco: Society for Individual Rights, 1970. 9 issues, various pagination 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with
photos and art of nude young men, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Volume 6. Issue
numbers 1, 3-10 (mis-numbered 9) Magazine. (#183963)
$275.00

509. Vector; vol. 6, no. 7, July 1970. San Francisco: Society for Individual Rights, 1970. 48p. including
covers, 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with photos of nude young men, artwork and ads, some soiling, wear to
covers, otherwise a very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#184033)
$45.00
Andros, Phil [pseudonym of Samuel Steward] Dirk Vanden, Richard Amory. Cover story by Phil Andros
(Samuel Steward) also a piece by Dirk Vanden and Richard Amory reviewing the film of his novel "Song
of the Loon." Gays and Cops face-to-face

510. Vector; vol. 6, no. 8, August 1970. San Francisco: Society for Individual Rights, 1970. 56p.
including covers, 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with photos of nude young men, artwork and ads, very good
magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#184777)
$45.00
Andros, Phil [pseudonym of Samuel Steward] Cover story by Phil Sparrow as told to Phil Andros (both
Samuel Steward) on Tattooing and sex.

511. Vector; vol. 7, no. 1, January 1971 - vol. 7, no. 12, December 1971 (broken run of 7 issues). San
Francisco: Society for Individual Rights, 1971. 7 issues, various pagination 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with
photos and art of nude young men, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Volume 7. Issue
numbers 1-4, 6,11,12 Magazine. (#183964)
$125.00

512. Vector; vol. 9, no. 1, January 1973 - vol. 9, no. 12, December 1973 (broken run of 8 issues). San
Francisco: Society for Individual Rights, 1973. 8 issues, various pagination 8.5x11 inches, illustrated with
photos and art of nude young men, very good magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Volume 9. Issue
numbers 1, 4-9/10 & 12 (issue number 8 mis-numbered as 7, 9&10 combined for Sept./Oct.) Magazine.
(#183965)
$175.00

513. Vim: number two, December 1963; America's most original physique magazine. Washington DC:
VIM Enterprises, 1963. 64p. including covers, 4.5x6.75 inches, illustrated with b&w physique photos and
art, lightly-worn digest-size magazine in stapled pictorial blue wraps. Magazine. (#193406)
$75.00
Milo of Los Angeles, Michael Galaxy et al.
514. The waltzing bugle news: volume II no. 7, October. 4, 1975. Los Angeles: The Waltzing Bugle,
1975. 24p. 8.5x11 inches, photos, ads, listings, calendar, centerfold, very good pastebound magazine on
newsprint. Magazine. (#186371)
$45.00
Cobbs, David L., editor, Christopher Hampton. Hampton has an excerpt from "Of Sirens and Flames"
(only one page) Full-page ad for IMRU Gay Radio Collective program on KPFK with appearances by
Christine Jorgensen, Rev. Troy Perry, Charles Pierce, Michael Kearns et al. Bars, and gay-owned
services and shops. Only 4 listings of the various Bugle incarnations in OCLC as of 4/2014. AKA The
Bugle and The Los Angeles Bugle .
515. West Hollywood, our new city: the complete commemorative guide to cityhood, economics,
people, issues, history, services, city council candidates. West Hollywood: West Hollywood
Incorporation Committee, October 20, 1984. 36p., tabloid paper format, local ads, articles, essays, photos,
maps, services, demographics, very good on newsprint in stapled wraps. Newspaper. (#187422)
$45.00

516. The West sider: November 1976, March, May-June, October 1977 & October 1978 (broken run of
5 issues). New York: West Side Discussion Group, 1976-1978. Five issues, various pagination, 7x8.5
inches, illustrations, features, reviews, event listings, some wear and mild stains, otherwise good
newsletter of stapled sheets. Magazine. (#187901)
$65.00
WSDG was formed in 1956 and provided resources for LGBT individuals and groups as well as Tuesday
evening discussions of various subjects relating gay people.
517. The works: Indiana's newsmagazine for gay men and women; 5 issue broken run vol. 4, nos. 1 & 7
- 10, October 1984 - July 1985. Indianapolis: Berg Investment Corp., 1984-85. 5 issues, various
pagination, 5.5x8.5 inches, illustrated with b&w photos, ads for local bathhouses & bars etc., very good
digest size magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#187013)
$125.00
No holding found of this series in OCLC. Only the later incarnation "The New Works" from 1987.
Includes early AIDS reports.
518. X-tra X-tra Read all about it! San Jose, CA: Distinktive Print, 1985. run of first four issues, each 24
p, 8.25 x 11 inches, mild soiling on issue number 2 (#171049)
$75.00
"Well, I understand that " " was supposed to be writing this column, but the last we heard he was
making his trick breakfast." Biweekly gossipy publication on San Mateo and Santa Clara county gay news
and businesses produced by local gay printer, some women included but mainly male pictures and
content. Contains ads, AIDS and Imperial Council news, updates on soap operas, gay theater, and books.
Not in OCLC.
519. XY magazine: boxed set of first six issues (volume 1). San Francisco: XY Magazine/Peter Ian
Cummings, 1996-1997. Six issues, numbers 1-6, various pagination, 8x11 inches, photos, columns, ads,
reviews, erotic male nude photos, interviews, fine condition magazines in glossy pictorial wraps and near
fine white slipcase with red logo and limitation of 157/1000 copies. Magazine. (#192736)
$150.00
Cummings, Peter Ian, editor, Michael Lally, Steven Underhill, Howard Roffman, Eric Rofes et al. A
bimonthly magazine for gay youth. Very nice collection of volume one.
520. The young physique vol. 1, no. 6 December 1959. Union City: The Body Builder Pub., 1959. 52p.
including covers, illustrated with b&w physique photos of young, athletic men, photographed by top
photographers, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very good slick men's magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#176537)
$45.00
Jerry Albanese, Jeff Duncan, Ed Fury, Julio Lopez, et al.
521. The young physique vol. 2, no. 1 April 1960. Union City: The Body Builder Pub., 1960. 52p.
including covers, illustrated with b&w physique photos of young, athletic men, photographed by top
photographers, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very good slick men's magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#176557)
$45.00
522. The young physique vol. 2, no. 5 December 1960. Union City: The Body Builder Pub., 1960. 52p.
including covers, illustrated with b&w physique photos of young, athletic men, photographed by top
photographers, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very good slick men's magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#176538)
$45.00
Larry Scott, Paul Como, Gene Cook, Guy Mierczuk, et al.
523. The young physique vol. 2, no. 6 February 1961. Union City: The Body Builder Pub., 1961. 52p.
including covers, illustrated with b&w physique photos of young, athletic men, photographed by top
photographers, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very good slick men's magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#176540)
$45.00
Jim Stryker, Steve Reeves, Mark Nixon, Dave Wiler, et al.

524. The young physique vol. 3, no. 5 December 1961. Union City: The Body Builder Pub., 1961. 52p.
including covers, illustrated with b&w physique photos of young, athletic men, photographed by top
photographers, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very good slick men's magazine in stapled pictorial wraps.
Magazine. (#176541)
$45.00
Troy Saxon, Reg Lewis, Ron Lacey, Zaro Rossi (Quaintance model) et al.
525. The young physique vol. 3, no. 6B February 1962. Union City: The Body Builder Pub., 1962. 76p.
including covers, illustrated with b&w and some color physique photos of young, athletic men,
photographed by top photographers, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very good slick men's magazine in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176542)
$45.00
Ed Fury, Troy Saxon, et al.
526. The young physique vol. 4, no. 2 June 1962. Union City: The Body Builder Pub., 1962. 76p.
including covers, illustrated with b&w and some color physique photos of young, athletic men,
photographed by top photographers, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very good slick men's magazine in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176543)
$45.00
Jim Stryker cover photo.
527. The young physique vol. 4, no. 3 August 1962. New York: Young Physique Pub., 1962. 76p.
including covers, illustrated with b&w and some color physique photos of young, athletic men,
photographed by top photographers, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very good slick men's magazine in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176544)
$45.00
Jim Stryker et al.
528. The young physique vol. 4, no. 4 October 1962. New York: Young Physique Pub., 1962. 76p.
including covers, illustrated with b&w and some color physique photos of young, athletic men,
photographed by top photographers, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very good slick men's magazine in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176545)
$45.00

529. The young physique vol. 4, no. 5 January 1963. New York: Young Physique Pub., 1963. 84p.
including covers, illustrated with b&w and some color physique photos of young, athletic men,
photographed by top photographers, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very good slick men's magazine in
stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176546)
$45.00

530. The young physique vol. 5, no. 3 November 1963. New York: Young Physique Pub., 1963. 92p.
including covers, illustrated with b&w and some color physique photos of young, athletic men,
photographed by top photographers, gatefold color poster front cover, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very
good slick men's magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176547)
$45.00

531. The young physique vol. 5, no. 4 January-February 1964. New York: Young Physique Pub., 1964.
92p. including covers, illustrated with b&w and some color physique photos of young, athletic men,
photographed by top photographers, gatefold color poster front cover, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very
good slick men's magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176548)
$45.00
New deluxe edition with 16 pages in color!
532. The young physique vol. 5, no. 5 March-April 1964. New York: Young Physique Pub., 1964. 92p.
including covers, illustrated with b&w and some color physique photos of young, athletic men,

photographed by top photographers, gatefold color poster front cover, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very
good slick men's magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176549)
$45.00
533. The young physique vol. 6, no. 4 April-May 1965. New York: Young Physique Pub., 1965. 92p.
including covers, illustrated with b&w and some color physique photos of young, athletic men,
photographed by top photographers, gatefold color poster front cover, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very
good slick men's magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176550)
$45.00
Five page portfolio of art by Quaintance including two in full color.

534. The young physique vol. 6, no. 5 July-August 1965. New York: Young Physique Pub., 1965. 92p.
including covers, illustrated with b&w and some color physique photos of young, athletic men,
photographed by top photographers, gatefold color poster front cover, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very
good slick men's magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176551)
$45.00

535. The young physique vol. 6, no. 6 September-October 1965. New York: Young Physique Pub.,
1965. 92p. including covers, illustrated with b&w and some color physique photos of young, athletic
men, photographed by top photographers, gatefold color poster front cover, NOTE: musty scent otherwise
very good slick men's magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176552)
$45.00

536. The young physique vol. 7, no. 1 January-February 1966. New York: Young Physique Pub., 1966.
92p. including covers, illustrated with b&w and some color physique photos of young, athletic men,
photographed by top photographers, gatefold color poster front cover, NOTE: musty scent otherwise very
good slick men's magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176553)
$45.00

537. The young physique vol. 7, no. 4 August-September 1966. New York: Young Physique Pub.,
1966. 92p. including covers, illustrated with b&w and some color physique photos of young, athletic
men, photographed by top photographers, gatefold color poster front cover, NOTE: musty scent otherwise
very good slick men's magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#176554)
$45.00

538. Zipper: volume 2 no. 1, January/February 1972; magazine of entertainment. Hollywood: Zenith
Publications, 1972. 64p., 8.5x11 inches, b&w photos, some nude including Mr. February centerfold
pullout, ads, interviews, reviews, articles, very good gay male's entertainment magazine in stapled
pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193537)
$45.00
Cook, Bill R. F., editor, Carl Driver, Patrick Pacheco et al. Zipper Cover stories on Rick Nelson, B.B.
King, Elton John and Art vs. Porn. Monthly entertainment/arts magazine similar to After Dark Magazine
(there is even a review section entitled Zipper After Dark!)
539. Zipper: volume 2 no. 2, April 1972; art/entertainment for men. Hollywood: Zipper, 1972. 80p.,
8.5x11 inches, b&w photos, some nude including centerfold pullout, ads, interviews, reviews, articles,
very good gay male's entertainment magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193538)
$45.00
Cover stories on Ted Neeley, star of "Tommy" "Jesus Christ Superstar" and "Hair", Rod Stewart and
"The Last Picture Show".

540. Zipper: volume 2 no. 3, May 1972; the magazine of art/entertainment for men. Hollywood: Zipper,
1972. 80p., 8.5x11 inches, b&w photos, some nude including centerfold pullout, ads, interviews, reviews,
articles, very good gay male's entertainment magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193539)
$45.00
Cover stories on Leon Russell, Roddy McDowell, & Barbara Streisand.
541. Zipper: volume 2 no. 6-7, June-July 1972; art and entertainment. Hollywood: Zipper, 1972. 80p.,
8.5x11 inches, b&w photos, some nude including centerfold pullout, ads, interviews, reviews, articles,
very good gay male's entertainment magazine in stapled pictorial wraps. Magazine. (#193540)
$45.00
Cover stories on Robert Kennedy, Paul Newman, & Jon Voight. Also much of this issue is devoted to the
Uranian film "Genesis Children" and the International Boys Camp. Numbering system somewhat
inconsistent. Have seen April, May & June/July but the issue numbers are 2, 3, 6&7 combined. No issues
4 or 5
ADDENDA:

CHEAP ISSUES OF UNCATALOGUED MAGAZINES
$5.00 per issue. Let us know what you need from these titles (we have several hundred titles, several
thousand issues) or others and I will see if we have it.
Generally very good condition

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

After Dark
Chiron Rising aka CR
Drummer
Freshmen
Honcho
Lavender
Mandate
Men Magazine
ON aka Out Now Bay Area
Outweek
POZ
QW
XY Magazine

